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What should be the eha.raoter of this publio education, 
and how young persons should be educated, are queeitions which 
];'ems.in to be oonsideredo As things are, there is disagree-
ment a.bout··the subjeetsa For mankind are by no means agreed 
about the things to be taught, whether we look to virtue or 
the best life., Neither is it clear whether education is more 
concerned with intellectual or with moral virtue. The exist-_ 
ing practice is perplexing; no one knows on what principle -we 
should proceed -- should the useful in life, or should virtue, 
or should the higher knowledge, be the aim of our training; all 
three opinions have been entertained. Again, about the means 
there is no agreement; for different persons, starting with 
different ideas about the nature of virtue, naturally disagree 
about the practice of it.* 
-- Aristotle, ca. 300 B.C. 
*Aristotle, "Politics," Book VIII, Chapter 2, ~ Basie 





· The Problem 
'l'b.e Coun~il for Basic Education was incorPorated on July 3, 1956, in 
the Distorict of ColUlll.bia as a nonprofit educational organization. Oper-
ating under a grant of $114,000 from the William Vplker Charities Fund of 
Burlingame, California, the Council was organized by "a group ot individ-
uals who had been active in urgng, 'through writings and speeches, an in-, 
creased emphasis upon the fundamental intellectual disciplines in the 
public scbools.n1 The sponsors believed that the "Council for Basic Educa-
tion could quickly become a focus for the various scattered efforts now 
being made to strengthen the basic disciplines of the public school cur-
2 rieulurn.u Arthur Eo Bestor, 9 Professor of History, University of Illinois, 
was elected presidento Mortimer Smith, the writer and critic, and Harry 
J. Fuller, PrCPfessor of Botany, University of Illinois, were appointed 
directorso Harold Lo Clappj Professor of Romance Languages, Grinnell Col-
lege, was elected to the fu.11 time position of executive secretary. A 
monthly bulletin ~itb a circ'Ulation or about 10,500 copies has been pub-, 
lished, by the Council since August~ 19560 Among the charter members of 
the Council for Basic Education are: William Eo Hocking, Professor of 
1council for Ba.sic Education Preliminary Brochure, (Washington, 
D. C., n.do), Po 9. 
2Ibid. 
l 
f:ilosopby, Isaac L. Kandel, Professor of Education Emeritus, Raymond B. ttell, Professor of Psychology, Crane Brinton, Professor of His,tory, 
arry G. Wheat, Professor of Education, and Mark Van Doren, Professor of 
b1assical L.i terature. 
2 
'.Ih.is organization may represent the culmination 9f a growing mc,,rement 
n the part of many educators, writers, and publishers who are skaptical 
f basic trends in current public education and who seek to re-orient pub-
ic school theory and practiceo However, a Field Representative for the 
ational Education Association, Dr. Robert A. Skaife, seems to e)q)ress a 
iew widely held by professional educators when he warns teachers and admin-
istrators to 11watch out for citizens groups using the words 'basic education' 
in their titles." He believes that the Council for Basic Education is one 
of several reactionary organizations attempting "through their publications 
to shake the confidence of the American· public in its schools. 113 Thus, 
there seems to be diverge'nt views concerning the purposes of the Council 
for Basic Education, and these disagreements pose the problem of this 
study: what are the educational commitments and the philosophical founda-
tions of the Council for Basic Education? 
Although a basic philosophy may not be explicit in these theories and 
practices, this study assumes .that an educational philosophy cannot avoid 
reflecting a basic philosophical position, that is, a theory of knowledge, 
a theory of reality, a theory of value, and a view concerning the nature 
of man. 
The Need for the Study 
Critical interest in education has increased in the past few years. 
3Robert A. Skaife, 11Neo-Conservatives are on the March with •Sound 
Education8 as Battle Cry»" The Nation 8 s Schools, Vol. 59 (May 1957), p. 54. 
3 
popular journals, such as the Atlantic Monthly and the Saturda.,y ~-
!!!K Post and Time, have published articles strongly opposed to certain 
theorie s and practices. The extent to which cri ticisms of public educa-
tion have grown is indicated by a summary of entries in the Education 
Index under the heading Public Schools--Criticism. The annual number or 
entries for 1952 is over sixteen times as many as for 1942. These are 
articles that appear mainly ~n educational journals. Since the launching 
or "Sputniks" by the Soviet Union in October 1957, an atmosphere or crisis 
seems to exist. The Russian satellites were interpreted as a challenge to 
American education, and waves or criticisms of American education increased 
with few signs or abatement. 
The noted educational historian, Edgar W. Knight, obseryes: 
Probably at no other time in history was there such a wide discussion 
or acute educational issues as in the second quarter of the twentieth cen-
tury. Nor in a:ny other period has there been such severe criticism of the 
work of the schools.4 
The educational philosopher Isaac Lo Kandel also believes: . 
The state of educa~ion is one of greater confusion now than at any time in 
the history of the country • ••• The crisis in education, insofar as it 
concerns aims and methods, i s the result of a certain feeling of discontent 
among that part of the public that is not apathetic about educati.on.5 
Dean Hollis L. Caswell of Teachers College, Columbia University, writes in 
a prophetic mannerg 
At no t i me since the days of Horace Mann and Henry Barnard, in my opin-
ion, has there been such a wi despread consideration of basic educational 
issues. This period will involve fateful educational decisions which might 
well result in major changes in the .course of our educational development. 
4Edgar w. Knight, Fifty Years of American Education (New York, 1952), 
p. 47. 
5Isaac L. Kandel , American Education in the Twentieth Century (Ca.nr, 
bridge, 1957) 9 pp. 1-5. 
qJollis C. Caswell JI "The Great Reapp:r-aisal of Public Education, 11 
Teachers College Record, Vol. 54 (October 1952), p. 22. 
4 
The founders of the Council for Bas-ic Edueation, in calling· for a re-
rppraisal _of the theories and practices of pub~ic education, Gl,re one of 
~he most vocal groups of cr~ticso The sincerity of this group, however, 
s doubted by many professional educatorso In an article answering the 
" 
riticisms of Arthur E. Bestor and Mortimer Smith, for example, Dean 
rnest O. Melby, School of Education, New York University, sta~es: 
We believe that ,thq type of criticism now being offered is alarming, 
ot healthy or consti,uctiveo It threatens to weaken the whole fabric of 
emocratic living at a time when we can least afford it •••• 
These attacks are dishonest and u;njustified in that they are aimed at 
he heart of good education, the very foundations upon which our education-
program h~s been built •••• The First .LfoundatioB7' is that education 
·s rooted in democratic philosophyo7 
James D. Finn, Professor of Education, University of Southern Cali-
ornia, states that the Council for Basic Education is intellectually 
associated with a reactionary, neo-conservative movement that is seeking 
to foster ~ "elite conceptn in public education.8 
William C. Kvaraceus, Professor of Education, Boston University, 
oiees a fear that the educational program of the Council for Ba~ie Edu-
cation will increase the drop,.,out rate of the schools with further unem-
ployment of youth as a result g 
It is estimated that in 1965 some lj600,000 boys and girls 14 to 17 
ears of age will be out of school and that one-half million of these will 
be unemployed. This exiled group represents a real threat to the future 
of our society . If the reactionaries in the Bestor camp have their way, 
this nwnber, a mere half million9 may represent a very minimal estimate 
of future unemployed youth who will have left school.9 
7Ernest o. Melby, "Dishonest and Unjustified,'' NEA Journal, Vol. 40 
(October l951), Po 44l. 
8James D. Finnj "The Good Guys and the Bad Guys," Phi Delta Kappan, 
Vol. 40 (October 1958), pp. 4,-,5. 
9william c. Kvaraceus, "The Behavioral Deviate in the Secondary 
School Culture," Phi Delta Kappan, Volo 40 (November 1958), p. 103. 
5 
William Clark Trow, Professor of Education and Psychology, Univer-
of Michigan, is very skeptical of Arthur E. Bestor's thesis that the 
can be trained through the intellectual disciplines, for he states 
"Professor Bestorv s e-xplication and de-fense of the- disci-plines is 
rgely based on the now discredited faculty psychology.nlO In a more 
ecent reply to Arthur Eo Bestor, Trow states: 
e can hardly depend on the transfer of learning from traditional sub-
jects, even when they are well taught, to enable young people adequately 
o meet the life situations that confront them •• o • We should not sell 
them short with stale promises of mental training made by ignorant men 
and based on dilapidated theories which provide only traditional form with-
ut needed content.11 
In a reply to the criticisms made by Harry J. Fuller, first Vice-
President of the Council for Basic Education, Simon Williams and James 
D. Laurits, both of Harvard University School of Education, make the 
following observation: 
However valid certain of his arguments may have been, the distorting in-
tensity of his words and the questionable quality of his so-called 'bits 
of evidence' can only serve t o .further befog and bemuse efforts to under-
stand the nature of the educational problem in the United States.12 
David D. Malcolm, replying to the criticisms made by Harold L. Clapp, 
first Executive Secretary or the Council for Basic Education says: 
Education for the few is the watch-word, and the goals are the trans-
mission of the cultural heritage of our western civilization and the 
search for eternal verities in the great writings of the past. Laudable 
though their goals may be, their concentration on the few to the ex-
clusion of the many and on the past to the exclusion of the contemporary 
lOwilliam C. Trow,, "Academic Utopia? An Evaluation of Educational 
Wastelands," Educational Theory, Vol. 4 (January 1954), p. 16. 
llTrow :. 11The Problem of Transfer*"%>Then and Nov,1, 11 Phi Delta KapPan, 
Vol. 40 (Npvember 1958), p . 71. 
12~Hmon Wi lliams and James D. Lauri ts, "Scientists and Education," 
~ Scientific Monthly, Vol. 72 (May 1951), p . 2820 
6 
onstitutes a clear-cut betrayal of the educational needs of a democratic 
ay of life o 1.3 
After editing an anthology of contemporary criticisms of education, 
~ . I/infield Saott and GJ.yde M, Hill, both of the De~artment of Eduaation, 
praduate School, Yale University, arrive at the following conclusion: 
Careful, unemotional study of all the literature provid,es abundant 
jusitification for the following conclusions: • o o Most of the criti-
cisms, not all of them by any means, are honest and they are made by 
onest, high-minded, well-intentioned, if often misinformed or uninformed 
ople. They come largely from friends of public education • .l.4 
They make it clear that the criticisms of Bester and Fuller, which are 
concerned with goals~ content, and methods, are not ruthless assaults on 
edticationol5 
It may be significant that William o. Stanley, a prominent experi-
mentalist in educational philosophy, made the following statement only 
recently : 
This does not mean that I am aligning myself with o •• Bester against 
my colleagues in professional educationo •• o But a strong case can be 
made for the proposition that the time has now come for a searching re-
examination of all of our theories of education •••• The point which 
I am attempting to make is that the crisis in American education cannot 
be resolved without a careful re~ppraisal and revision of existing edu-
cational policies and theoriesol6 
Thus, the above statements indicate that educators hold varying 
opinions of the Council for Basic Education and its founders. Some be-
lieve that the Council is a threat to the democatic system of education, 
,l.3David D. Malcolm, "The Stranglehold on Education - A Reply," 
American Association of University Professors Bulletin, Vol. 35 ' (Autumn 
1949) p. 505. 
14c. Winfield Scott and Clyde Mo Hill , eds., Public Education Under 
Criticism (New York, 1954) , Po .397. 
15rbid. , pp • .395-402. 
l~illiam O. Stanley !J 19 Current Tasks of Educational Philosophy," 
Phi Delta Kappan, Vol. 40 (October 1958), pp. 13-l.4. 
7 
r hat it seeks to foster an "elite concept" of education for the few, and 
r hat its practices would increase the number of school drop-.,outs and un-
employed youth . Others believe that its theories are based cm the now 
hiscredited faculty psychology, and that it is trying to undermine the 
I onfidence of the public in the schools. However, the study of contem-
orar:r criticisms by Scott and Hill concludes that the founders of the 
ouncil are honest and well-intentioned people. Finally, a prominent ex-
erimentalist educational philosopher states that, although he is not 
ligning himself with Bester, existing educational theories and policies 
should be revised in view of the present crisis. 
These conflicting statements indicate the need for a study that would 
analyze the theories and practices proposed by the Council for Basic ~du-
cation and disclose the nature of its educational commitments and philo-
sophical four.da.t i ons . 
A review of the f ollowi ng sources was made to ascertain whether any 
studies similar to this proposal are in progress or have been made: The 
Education Index, the Review of Educational Research, the Journal of Edu-
cational Research, Research Bull.etins of the National Education Associa,-
tion, the Phi Delta Kappan~ the Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 
and Dogtoral Dissertations Accepted !?.l American Universities. Insofar 
as the writ er has been able to determine, there have been no studies 
made of the theories and practi ces of the Council for Basic Educationo 
The Limitations 
There are 127 charter members and over 1,400 persons in the general 
membership of the Council for Basic Education. Most of the members have 
not published books or arti cles concerned with education. Therefore, some 
selectivity or sampling was necessary in order to make this study feasible. 
his study is limited to the documents published by the- Council and to 
he documents published individually by certain membe-rs of the founding 
roup • . The following members of the founding group who have expressed 
their views in written forn were considered most representative: Arthur 
• Bestor, Mortimer Smith, Harold Lo Clapp, and Harry Jo Fulle.r. This 
limitation is justified for the following reasons: 
(1) In a letter to the writer, August l j 1957, Harold Lo Clapp, the 
xecutive Secretary of the Council for Basic Education states: 
The founders constitute a somewhat organic group. We have read each other 1s 
writings, we have picked each other 1s minds in numerous gatherings, we have 
hammered out around a table and in correspondence the Statement of Purposes 
that is published in our descriptive leaflet, and also numerous matters of 
policy. 
On the other hand, while I think it likely that nearly all of the 
other charter members would have found themselves comtortable and in sub-, 
stantial.l:l.greement all through these deliberations , none of them was a 
party to them until after the facto 
(2) The founding group appointed themselves as the original direc-
tors of the organization and the positions of president, vice-president, 
treasurer and executive secretary were filled by members of the founding 
group. 
(3) The members of the founding group hold permanent office in the 
Senate , which is the policy making body of the Council.17 
(4) The official posi tions within the organization continue to rotate 
among the founding group . For instance, in the first annual meeting of 
the membership, October 10, 1957, Mortimer Smith was appointed by the 
Board of Directors to succeed Harold L. Clapp in the important position of 
17council for Basic Education Preliminary Brochure, (Washington, 
D. C., n. do), Po fL 
rxecutive secretary and editor of the CBE Bulletino Harry Jo Fuller v1as 
elected vice-,president, v1hile Arthur Eo Bestor and Harold Lo Clapp v1ere 
etained among the directors of the corporation. 
Thus, the above findings indicate that the limitations of this 
tudy are justified, since this group is sufficiently homogeneous and 
epresentative of the Council for Basic Educationo 
The Procedure 
The method of this study is philosophic rather than scientific in 
hat it is concerned v1ith the interpretation and significance of ideas, 
and the fundamental philosophical positions upon which certain ideas 
rest . It is partly inductive and synthetic in the sense that its con-
clusions are derived from the analysis of particular issues and posi-
tions . It is partly deductive and analytic in that the logical conse-
quences impli ed by certain premises are ma?e explicit. Since this study 
deals with conceptions of a comprehensive nature, it is not amenable to 
the precision of a quantitative measurement j nor the prediction and con-
trol that may a.rise from scientific e~rimentation.18 While the dis-
covery of factual data is within the realm of science, it is the concern 
of philosophy to interpret the ultimate relations and meanings. This 
distinction is made clear by Good, Barrj and Scates with reference to 
educational problems : 
18t.Tith regard to philosophic research, Aristotle has stated: "It 
is the mark of an educated man to look for precision in each class of 
things just so far as the nature of the subject admits; it is evidently 
equally foolish to accept probable reasoning from a mathematician and 
to demand from a rhetorician scientific proofs. 11 (Nichomachean Ethics, 
in The Basic Works of Aristotle ed . Richard McKeon (New York, 1941), 
p • . 9.36.) 
9 
10 
If one specializes in the critical examination of educational theories, 
potheses, and .generalizations in the light of data which are already 
11vailable, we call him an educational philosophero If one speci~lizes in olving of educational problems by making new appeals to experience through ystematic, controlled and uncontrolled observation, in field or laboratory, 
e call him an educational scientist. o o o These several approaches to 
~esearch are merely phases of the complete act of thinking, and there can 
be no fundamental conflict between them.19 
I In order to solve the problem of this study, -a search was made in the 
tard catalogues of the Oklahoma State University Library, the Cumulative 
ook ~, the Education Index, the Readers Guide to Periodical Litera~ 
iure, and the philosophic journals to find the publications of the fbllow-
r::-members of the founding group of the Council who have published in 
lf he area of educational theories and practices: Arthur E. Bestor, Mortimer 
mith, Harold Lo Clapp, and Harry Jo Fuller. A letter, requesting a bib-
iography of their publications, was sent to each of these memberso Re-
'·· 
lies were received from each person except Arthur Eo Bestor. In addition, 
selected bibliography on the subject "Basic Education, 11 and a complete 
set of bulletins published by the Council for Basic Education were pro-
cured from the Council headquarters. These publications were analyzed 
to discover whet her t he above members of the founding group agreed among 
themselves and with the position taken in the Council publications con-
cerning the aims of education, the nature of the curriculum, and the 
nature of the educative process. 
The evidence for the educational commitments was embedded within 
criticisms of public educationi and it became obvious to the writer that 
any attempt to clarify the theories and practices advanced by the Council 
for Ba.sic Education must include an analysis of the criticismso Therefore 
l9carter Vo Good, A. So Barr, D. E. Scates,~ Methodology of 
Educational Research (New Yor k j 1941), p . 24. 
11 
n analysis of the criticisms was made to discover wherein the founders 
~greed among themselves and with the Council publications. The -writer 
~de no attempt to evaluate these criticisms, but rather, _to discover 
~ecisely what movements, theories, or practices the Council opposes in 
public education and in the professional education of teachers. 
Upon making the analysis of educational commitments and criticisms, 
it became evident that only the publications of Arthur E. Bester and 
ortimer Smith contained statements or propositions of philosophic im-
port, and thus the analysis to discover philosophical foundations was 
limited to the works of Bestor and Smith. A fuller statement indicating 
the reasons for this limitation is contained in the introduction to chap-
ter foµr, In searching fGll" the pqilosopgical foundations, the writer tried 
to discover the position concerning the nature of knowledge, the nature of 
reality, the nature of values, and the nature of man in the works of 
Bestor and Smitho 
After completing the study of the philosophical foundations and the 
educational commitments, the writer discovered that the process of men-
tal discipline in the educative process was a crucial agrument support-
ing the position of the Council for Basic Education. Moreover, this 
process seemed to rest upon the Aristotelian conception of the nature 
of man. And in view of the controversy concerning "faculty psychology," 
the writer proceeded to analyze the conception of mental discipline in 
the documents of the Council and the works of Arthur E. Bester, and to 
compare these views with the conception of mental discipline implicit in 
the philosophy of Aristotle. This study was made a separate chapter in 
view of the importance given to mental discipline by the Council. 
12 
Definitions of Terms 
The term "aims of education" is used to refer to the comprehensive 
!purposes of _education whether explicitly stated or only implied in the 
values of an individual, group, or society. 
The term "curriculum" is used to refer to the content, including 
knowledges, understandings, appreciations, attitudes, and skills, designed 
to achieve the aims of education. 
The term "educative process" is used to refer to the fundamental 
means or method employed in the achievement of the aims of education. 
Included in the term is instruction, learning, and motivation, with 
reference to interest, effort, and di scipline . 
The term "theory of knowledge" is used to refer to that aspect of 
philosophy concerning meaning, its source, its limitations, and its 
relation to truth. 
The term "theory of reality" is used to refer to that aspect of 
philosophy concerning the objective basis of experience; for example, 
whether man's existential medium is to be conceived as realistic, 
idealistic , or experimentali stio . 
The term "theory of value" i s used to refer to that aspect of philos-
ophy concerning the good and the right; for example, whether goods are 
relative or absolute, whether the basis of the good is pleasure, survival, 
inner consistency, or conformity to a rational or revealed principle . 
The term "theory of man" is used to refer to man's origin, des-
tiny , and his peculiar nature; for example, whether he is distinctively 
rational, whether he is an organism, a spirit, a soul, or a body . 
CHAPTER II 
~ .EDUCATIONAL COMMIT.MENTS OF THE 
COUNCIL FOR BASIC EDUCATION 
The purpose of this chapter is to prsent an analysis of the docu-
ments of the Council for Basic Education and of the members of the found-
ing group concerning educational commitments. The analysis was undertaken 
to discover whether the founding group agreed among themselves and with 
the position taken in the Council pu~lications concerning the aims o..f 
education, the nature of the curriculum, and the nature of the educative 
process. 
Before presenting this analysis, however, it should be pointed out 
that the Council has published a statement of purposes and. a statement of 
planned activitieso Following are proposals which the Council intends to 
initiate and support: 
1. That all stude,nts without exception receive ·adequate instruc-
tion in the basic intell ectual disciplines, especially English, mathe-
matics, science, history and for eign languages. 
2. That the fullest possi ble opportunity is afforded to students 
of high ability to reach mature levels of achievement without .waste of 
time. 
3. That clear standards of actual accomplishment are used to 
measure each studentns progress .and to govern promotion to higher levels 
of the educational system. 
4. That teachers are thoroughly educated in the subjects they teach 
and in current developments therein. 
5. That vocation training is offered in due subordination to the 
school's fundamental purpose of intellectual discipline and that standards 
13 
14 
qf aehievem.ent are maintained as rigorously in vocational as in ac!ld!md·a: 
:ft"ieldso 
l 60 That school administrators are encouraged and supported in re-isting pressures to divert school time to activities of minor educational 
fignificancel) to curriculums overemphasizing soeial adjustment at the 
!xpense o:f intellectual discipline., and to programs that call upon the ehool to assume responsibilities properly belonging to the home, to 
eligious bodies, and to other agencies o .. . 
It is apparent from the aoove statement that "basic education" refers 
rimarily to the five disciplines specified in paragraph oneo Ho-waver, 
,tis also evident that the Council for Basic Education promotes other 
lbjectives which are related to strengthening basic education. In orde~ 
o carry out its purposes$ the Council proposes the following plan of 
etiom 
lo To disseminate, through a news bulletin9 (a) proposals for 
trengthening fundamental instruction in the schools, (b) speeches and 
rtatement,s supporting improved standards, (c) information about schools 
rith exceptionally strong programs, and (d) information about programs 
hat threaten to impair standards., 
2o To arrange conferences on educational problemso 
3., To sponsor, arrange for the financing of, or publicize the re-
sults of imrestigations into teacher certification, curricular changes, 
college entrance requirements 9 examination systems, state sehool legisla-
ion, and so f'ortho 
4. To arrange for or sponsor the preparation and dissemination of 
speeif'i.c and detailed proposals for improving school curr:iculums,. teacher 
raining, certi.fication procedures$ and so forth. 
5. To coordinate the efforts of associated organizations and 
scholarly and scientific societies to .improve edueationo 
60 To arrange 9 upon request of school boards, and other ~sponsible 
groups, for: school surveys to be made by properly qualified specialists 
in the various subjects of instruction., · 
7., To call to the attention of school boards 9 state and federal 
educational bureaus 9 and legislative bodies the necessity for including 
representatives of the seholarly ~orld in all commissions dealing ~ith 
school policy" 
icouncil for Basic Edooatfon Bro©hure JI (Washington 51 D .. C .. )) n.d,}, 
Po .3o 1 
/ 
15 
80 To cooperate with educational agencies in devising and reeommend-
:µig improved instructional programs~ and to use the good offices of ·the 
·©oU?icil to bring aqout cooperation between school authorities and learned 
1 ocieties in the various fields.~ 
The above statements of purposes and planned activities were agreed 
pon by the founding group in launching the Council for Basie Edueationo 
They reveal a certain consensus on purposes and plans for action; however, 
lhis chapter attempts to present a more detailed analysis of the eduea-
iona.1 commitments. 
The Aims of Education 
~ Council Pttblieations 
The Council places a spe~ifie limitation on the meaning of education. 
Instead of referring to the sum total of experienees9 informa.tion 9 and 
kills an individual. acquires in life~ the Gouneil refers to education 
s "the necessarily limited experiences which take place in the formal 
nstitution of the elementary and high seh~olo•3 The purpose or these 
ducational experienoes is 11 the harmonious development of the mind,· the 
ill, and the conscience or each individual so tbat he may use to the 
ull his intrinsic pt'Y!iiYers and shoulder the responsibilities of good 
titizenship.• Tha Coancil states i'urther that •the security and wel1-
reing of the nation call for constant vigilance to preserve the best in 
he present educational system, to develop new methods and procedures, 
nd to eliminate ~eaknesses o ... ia-4 Additional clarification of the aims 
o Jo 
2Ibid .. , p .. 4 .. 
~ortimer Smith, ed.," CBE Bulletin.I) Vol .. 2 (September 1957) 9 p ... 1. 
4-Couneil for Basic Education Brochure (Washington, D .. c. ~ n .. d.), 
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of education is contained in the following statement; 
The school has many subsidiary purposes but its primary purpose is four-
fold: (1) To transmit the facts about the heritage and culture of the 
ra.ee; (2) to teach young people to read and write and figure; {3) in 
the process of (1) and {2) to train the intelligence and to stimulate 
the pleasures of thought; and (4) to provide that atmosphere o3 moral 
affirmation without which education i~ merely animal trainingo 
In another instance the Council states that "the business of eduea-
tion is to preservej> transmit, and cultivate our comm.on heritage," and 
that "we think the school must insist tha~ its primary task is intellec-
tual trainingo 116 In voicing specific objection to the idea'tha.t the chief 
goal of education is the development of physical health, mental and emo-
tional stability, fine personality and effective citizenship, the Council 
states that "these desirable things are~ the chief goal of education, 
although they may be its by'-productson7 With regard to effective citizen-
ship, this statement seems to be a co.ntradiqtion in a.imso However, the 
Council means that effective citizenship and appreciation of the democratic 
way of life!! subjects are intangible and elusive matters which cannot be 
taught directly, whereas the basic disciplines are considered to be more 
tangible and factual in leading to effective citizenship. The Council 
concludes that its purposes "can be achieved only by making intellectual 
values central rather than peripheral in education. n8-
In general the aims of edueation are individual and social in that 
they concern both the intellectual and. moral welfare of the individual and 
his responsibilities to society as a citizeno The Council statements 
5smith, ed., CBE Bulletiny VoL 2 (September 1957), Po 2 .. 
6smithj) ed., CBE Bulletin)) Vol. 2. (February 195S), PPo 4-50 
7smith, ed .. jJ CBE Bulletin, VoL 2 (September 1957) , p. 5. 
8Ibid. 
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, mply that the individual possesses certain intrinsic intell~ctual powers 
(a mind, a will, and a conscience) which can be developed in the process 
f transmitting the cultural heritage and which should be.used in the 
nties of citizenship. Hence, the aim of basic education is to prepare 
·- -
he indiwdal pupil in the basic or intellectual· di.sciplines for the high-
st degree of enlightenment, which is good £or the individual and good for 
Basic education is thus considered essential to the survival of 
democratic society because such a society requires intelligent citizens 
o govern themselves and to preserve their eultureo 
Arthur !o Bestor 
Bestor places much the same emphasis upon the aims of education as 
hat g'iven in the Council publicationso He is concerned with both the 
individual and societ1.. He says that, 111tb.e disciplined mind is what educa.-, . 
tion at every level should strive to produce. It is important for the 
individual. It is even more important for societyo It is most important 
of all for a democra.tio soeiety.,1t9 A disoipl1ned mind is gained through 
intellectual training, which "means nothing more than deliberate cultiva-
tion of the ability to thinkow10 Bestor defines the ability to think as 
the "intellectual powerVB that mankind has accumulated., rather than knowl-
edge of facts and formulas .. "The schools exist to teach s~mething," he 
. 11 
says, "and this something is the po'WElr to think.," He argues further 
that clear, systematic thinking involves the logical organization of 
9Arthur Eo Bestor, Educational Wastelands. (Urbana, 1953), p. 590 
lOibid.,~ Po J.4., 
llibid .. ~ p .. 10 .. 
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nowledge, 'Which is provided by a liberal education., "Liberal education,u 
e says, »is essentially the communication of intellectual power .. o .. 
angJ means the deliberate cultivation of the power to think. 1112 Although 
ester is more concerned with intellecitual power j he also stresse.s basic 
subjects as the tools or means to provide this poweri 
An indispensable function of education, at every level, is to pro-
vide sound training in the fundamental ways of thinking represented by 
istory, sciences mathematics» literature, language and other disciplines 
evolved in the course of ma:nkindns long quest for usable knowledge, eul....:" 
tural understanding, and intelle~tual powero ., ., .. The learning or facts 
is not intellectual training» unless those facts are seen as the conclu~ 
sions of systematic inquiry and as pal"t of a larger structure of knowl-
edgeol3 . · 
Thusj Bestor is essentially in agreement with the.Council publica-
tions concerning intellectual trainingj but he does not specifically in-, 
elude as an aim of education the development of the 19w:111 and conscience.'' 
e implies that man possesses a will 9 ho"WeverJ in three statements which 
refer to the responsibility of the public: school to encourage intellectual 
effort on the part of every young person who has the 19capaci.ty and the will 11 
to appljf himselt to intellectual tra~ningo 14 Thus, Bestor agrees 'With the 
Council publ:ll.cat:1ons that the aim of edu~ation is also the development of 
the 11will1u in the sense that it is the duty of >the public school nto en-
courage intellectual~ and respec:t for intellectual effort on the 
part of e!"very c:itizena 11115 On the other h.and.11 he is rather specific con-
cerning the relationship between educat:i.o:n and moral training., Bester 
asserts that ''morality permeates aD, activities of life, assuming special 
12rbido 9 pp. 20=21.:, 
13Bestor~ ~ Rest;oration of Learning (New York, 1955), PPo 7-86 
14Ibido» P~ 30. Also 9 Bi,istor 9 Educational Wastelands (Urbana~l953), 
PP• 9, l6o 
15Ibid. » p., 16., 
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form in each., ril6 While insisting that the primary purpose of education 
is to provide intellectual training 9 he believes that this purpose sub-
sumes moral t:r:·aining g 
Morality enters the classroom and the study as it enters all the 
chambers of life o It assumes special form. as intellectual honesty and 
as that species of reflectiveness which converts a mere taboo into an 
ethical imperative. "., • A school that sticks to its job of intellec-
tual training;s not thereby indifferent to the.," .. moral conduct of 
its students.,1 
He does not believe that the public school sho,uld offer a course 
in fllhow to be g~od, iv but should insure that classwork is done honestly, 
that rewards are based upon performance, and that prestige is attached 
to serious and ~orthy activities,, 11A school administrator may talk about 
morality," he says, "but if he permits the intellectual ideal of the 
school to be debased, he contributes to the debasement of all ideals.,1118 
Thus Bestor agrees -with the Council publications that the school should 
provide an atmosphere of' moral affirrnatfon, but as an aim of education 
it is subordinate to intellectual training,, 
.Although B$stor stresses intellectual training as the aim of educa-
tion~ he is no less emphatic concerning societal aims .. He states that 
tithe purpose of public education t1GJday is what it has al-ways been: to 
raise the intellectual level of the American people as a whole .. w19 He 
believes that the ability to thl.nk is a prerequisite to good citizenshl;r>o20 
16Bestor s> 11 An.ti=Intellectualism in the Schools, 11 !:!2!, Republic$ Volo 
128 (January 1953), p .. 12., · 
17Bestor9 The Restoration 2£, ~rning (Ne-w York, 1955), PPo 28-29 .. 
18Bestor, Educational Wastelands (Urbana, 1953)j Po 160 
l9Bestor~ ~ Restoration of' Learni!ll_, PPo 17, 10., 
20Bestor 9 Educational Wastelands, Po 2o 
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e argues further that a democatic society, more than ar:q other kind, is 
• n need of intellectually trained ci tizfins: 
A republican system of government requires citizens who are highly 
iterate, accurately informed, and rigorously trained in the processes 
f rational and critical thoughto · If' the schools fail to raise up a 
ation of men and women equipped with these qualities of mind, then self 
overnment is in·danger of collapse ••• 21 
owe~r, Bestor is not only concerned with the mental qualities of eiti-. 
zens, but with kno-wledge and culture in itself o He says that "seienee 
is a so'l'.ll"ce of power ,. ., o {"aniiJ literature, philosophy and the arts are 
easures of the greatness of a eivilization.n22 He adds that "the school 
:a.st transmit to the public at large, not merely to its own students, a 
respect for knowliedge and cultural achievement o o • /j.nrfl must uphold 
for all men the ideal of disciplined intellectual effort .. n2.3 While ad-
mitting that intellectual training was once monopolized by an aristoeraey, 
he argues that to emphasize the narrowly practical and lif"e-adjustment 
education is, in effect, to perpetuate an undemocratic view .. Bestor ~-
sist;:i that every citizen in a democracy should be given an opportunity to 
develop his mind to the fullest extent possible and should aequire a eom-
mand of the intelleetual resources that were once the property of an 
aristocratic fe~o He concludes that the ~ork of the hand is not ignoble, 
lJut that the work of the mind is more powerf'ulo · 
Thus, it is evident that the aims of education in Bestor 9s position 
concern the welfare of both the individual and', society., The overarching 
aim of education is to provide intellectual training, whieh is the culti-
vation of the power to think in the individual student.. While he does 
21Bestor, ~Restoration~ Je&ffiPS~ p .. 26 .. 
22Ibid .. , p .. 94 .. 
2.3Ibid.,, p. 95 .. 
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not express direct agreement with the statement in the Council publications 
that education should develop the will and conscience of each individual, 
he does insist that if the school gives attention to its primary aim, it 
will also provide an atmosphere of moral affirmation and strenuous effort. 
Intellectual training is considered good for the individual and for soci-
' 
ety because it is the source of mental power which self governing citizens 
need in a democra(i}y and is the means of raising the intellectual level of 
the entire nation. 
Mortimer Smith 
Mortimer Smith states that the educational reformers of the early 
nineteenth century "believed that the aim of education was to produe~ 
the good individuals, and that in the aggregate these good individuals 
wo~d make the good society. l1l24 He adds "that ought to be the aim of 
education today, to produce the good individual who in turn will be the 
good citizen~n25 However, he notes that educational leaders today are 
interested in colleeti.ve ideals, in emphasizing the sociologi.eal rather 
than the hum.an side of education.26 ~mith agrees that "one of the aims 
of education i.s to teach man: how to adjust himself to community living," 
but he insists that 11the most important aspect is just that intellectual 
and mor.al development of the person as a person -which educators believe 
is now outmodedo n27 More specdf'ically, Smith states that 0 the prilgar:y 
' 24Smith, .And Madl.y ~ (Chicago, _1949), Po 91. 
25smith, The Diminished Mind (Chica.go, 1954), p. 8., 
26rbid. 
27smith, And~ Teach)) p., 94. 
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unction of the school is to transmit ·:!ill! intellectual and cultural !!fil-
e and knowledge of the race,~ in the process to tea.ch young people 
o th~, and to buttress moral va.lueson2g 
It is evident that Smith is in total agreement with the Council pub-
lications concerning the aims of education, yet he places a more definite 
emphasis upon moral development than does Bestor. Smith argues that "the 
task or the schools is chiefly intellectual and moral in nature: it must 
deal with ideas and it m:ast form idealson29 He believes that all students 
should learn about "the spiritual history of' mankind" through literature 
and history "where the visions of men are recordedo 630 He also makes a 
statement concerning happiness as an aim of education which is not empha-
sized by the Council publications nor by Bestorz 
The schoolman must o" .. transmit to his charges an understanding of 
how humankind got this way o Only out or that understanding and intelli00 
genee will come enj,oyment of' living, which is the real end 0£ education)1 
o o .. @chool wor!;/ is only the means, the al.ways slow and sometimes 
painful. means, by which·a child develops towards the understanding that 
is necessary for happiness and a feeling of pleasure in lifeoJ2 
Smith agrees with t~e Council publications and with Bestor that edues,.. 
tion should be provided f'or everyone, not merely for the i.ntelleetually 
gifted or an elite class. He belieiwis thats, although not everyone has . 
the same apil.ities and G~pa@ities)) eveeyone has the same needs which ea.n 
be met only by a Whumanizing and liberalizing edueation0 n33 He holds that 
28smith)) The Diminished~' p. 60 
29smi th, £llil ~ Teach, p. 10. 
30rbido 
3lrbid., p. 'll .. 
32Ibid.,, p. 39e 
.33Ibid .. , p. 60. 
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intellectual training is particularly valuable as preparation for ei tizen-
ship: 
If we expect not only the bright person but the average and below average 
person to assume the responsibilities of citizenship then we are going to 
have to do something more than develop his personality and adjust him 
socially; we are going to have to make some effort to train his intelli-
gence and to provide him with a bac:kgrotmd of the knowledge indispen-
sable to the functioning of intelligent citizenshipo34 
Smith particularly objects to the idea that public education should 
be concerned only with the superior student: 
American educators talk eloquently about 0the democratic right of 
all to edueati.onQ u o -0 e but they betray as profound a distrust of the 
ability of' all youth to otakeo education as did the late Albert Jay 
Nock 1 who felt that most people were 8sub,human 8 and that only an in-
finitesimal portion of the population is educable; an idea, incidentally, 
shared by the great democrat, Thomas Jefferson, who advocated a system 
of competitive schools w~;ch would weed. out what he rather tmdem.ocrat-
ically called «rubbish. 0 
This statement is specially notevaorthy in view of the fact that a recent 
apologist for contemporary education writes that the Council for Basie 
Education 11has another full=blcnm elite theory" which is derived from 
such conservatives as Albert Jay Nocko He refers to Nock as a "para-
philosopher" who provid.es 10a sort of :h1tellectual fountainhead to much 
of the Bestor-Smith-Fuller stream.1?36 
It may be concluded that the aims of edueation in the position of 
Mortimer Smith concern both the ind:i'V'idual and society with much the same 
emphasis found in the positions of Arthur Bestor and the Council publi-
cations. By giving primary· attention to basic knowledge and skills and 
34Sm.ith, nLiberal Education and Its Relation to the Schools,'' 
ColleP& 8.£9- Uni.versi t;y (Spring 1957) ? p. 307 .. 
35smith:1 !lli1, ~ag1;t Teach 9 Po 590 
'.36Finn.1> nThe Good Guys and the Bad Guys~" Phi Delta Kappan, Volo 40 
(October 1958), PPo 4=5o 
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the eultural heritage, the public school can provide the intellectual and 
moral training for all youth to learn to think; to understa.ri.d the culture, 
and to cherish moral valueso From understanding the culture arises en-
joyment of living and intelligent citizenshipo Finally, by giving more 
attention to the education of persons than to life-adjustment, the good 
individual in the aggregate will constitute the good societyo 
Harold !!,o Clapp 
Harold Lo Clapp has written only a few articles on the subject of 
educatj,c;m and much of that consists of criticisms of public educationo 
However, there is enough evidence to indicate that he is essentially in 
agreement with the Council publications, Artb:ur Be stor, and Mortimer 
Smith concerning the aims of education., Clapp states that "it is irre-
sponsible to talk about staff needs and building programs without going 
back to th,e fundamental question of .the aims of' educationo n.37 He argues 
that if all pupils are to ~assume democratic citizenship and thus deter-
mine the role and fate of our nationj> we know desperate]J' those young-
sters need the soundest possible basic training and humane learning 
~· ., ... u38 In a.tte~pting to answer the question of how the ideal of' uni-
versal education can be _reGonciled with. quality in education, he says: 
,• 
More than the selective school of the past, the democratic school 
must enthrone intellectual effort as its central inspiring ideal .. It 
must make good, so :far as it is able, the deficiencies of eultural 
background which it finds in its students .. :More than that, it must 
compensate for the intellectual seriousness missing in the homes of 
37Harold L., Clapp, "Initiative or Referendum?" ~·;§ulletin No .. ll 
(Ju,_ne 1957), p. 9o 
38clapp, "The American Scholar and Public Education, 11 = South 
Atlantic Bulletin, Volo 22 (Janua,fy 1957), p. 6 .... 
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so many of its patrons by coneentrating its own attention as never before 
pon serious intellectual pursuitso39 
Clapp states that when the Council for Basic Education refers to 
strengthening public education, it aims to produee mature citizens in a 
ree societyo The mature citizen is one whose education in the intellec-
tual and cultural traditions has taught him to pursue the good life tor 
ts own rewards and cherish virtue and moral stamina because he has seen 
·ts effectiveness in the lives of men living and deado40 
Although Clapp does not stress happiness or ·leisure any more than 
estor and Smith, he says that happiness does not mean "the cult of' 
childish pleasure today.," but rather "disciplined preparation f'or en ... 
lightened achievement in life."41 "For leisure," he says "men need most 
of' all inner resources, and these we think most likely to come from 
stery of the basic disciplines. n42 
Thus, Clapp us position on the aims or education is similar to the 
other positionso Intellectual training in the basic disciplines, which 
provides knowledge of the culture and develops moral stamina, is good for 
the individual~ and also good for society through its effect upon citizen-
ship. 
Harry J .. Fuller has published only three arti.cles on the subject of 
39 d Ibi 0 51 p. 4o 
40ibido., Po 5., 
4lc1app, "Initiative or Referendum?"~ Bulletin No. 11 (June 1957), 
p. 9. 






all of' the nature of criticisms. However, he is included in 
because of his position as a founder of the Council for Basic 
Fuller states that the public schools should have four objee-
• • • To give students some vocational tools that may aid them in earn-
·ng a living, to give them knowledge of the social and economic problems 
f our civilization, -with necessary guidance in their o,m social prob-
ems and adjustments; to give students mental fortitude and the ability 
o reason out difficult problems with discrimination, accuracy, and 
horoughness; and to give them a kno-wledge and an appreciation of' the 
iqueness of man~ of the splendor bf his creations, and of the laws of 
tu,reo4.3 
HI .. e be11-· e""e s that v the schools are carrying out the first two objectives 
reasonably well, but Hthey are becoming increasingly ineffective in doing 
the last two; .. w Fuller argues for the "restoration of the humanities, the 
arts, and the sciences to thej.r properly dominant position in our educa-
tional system., ~44 He says that these disciplines provide an enduring 
source of valuable lessons in 11manners fj ethics, behavior, personality 
developmentJ beauty, and social adjustment.," He states further that the 
liberal arts "can mold characters, broaden minds, and make sound and 
mature citizen,.,adultsotff45 Most important, however, is the mental disci-
pline involved in the "experience of hard9 toughening mental work or of 
intellectual staminao ri He believes that all high school students should 
be compelled "to acquire a strong and tenacious disciplineitt by solving 
difficult mental problemso46 Through restoring emphasis on the humanities, 
arts, and sciences in the public schools, Fuller believes that the study 
4.3narry Jo Fullerj "The Emperorns New Clothesj or Prius Dementat," 
The Scientific Monthly, VoL. 74 (January 1951), Po 4lo 
44rbido 
45Ibid.,,9 Pe 37. 
46rbid. , p. 360 
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of ma.n's achievements and thought processes in the past and present can 
offer much that contributes to "the enjoyment_ of life, the improvement 
of human relations, the building of character, and the evolution of a 
happier society .. n47 
Although Fuller expresses himself somewhat different]S' than Bester, 
Smith, a.nd Clapp, he is in close agreement. It is evident that the aims 
of education concern both the individual and society in his position. 
For the individual, preparation in the liberal arts and sciences provides 
knowledge of the cultural heritage, moral stamina, and training in the 
power to think .. For society, the result is sound, happy, and mature cit-
The Nature of the;·Curr.iculum 
The Council Publications 
The Council states that the curriculum should consist primari]S' of 
basic education, by which is meant fundamental intellectual -disciplines: 
E~lish, mathematics, science~ history, and foreign languages. This is 
the "corpus of knowledge that is the need of everyone and can be trans-
niitted to all save the definite]S' moronico 1148 Committ~d to the prineiple 
of universal education, the Council -would offer both the student of high 
,.ability and the slo-w learner the best education possible in the basic 
disoiplineso To level down th~ ourrioulum. for the able student is con-
sidered "a denial to him of equal democratic opportunity-and a threat to 
47Ibid .. 
48c1app, edo, CBE Bnlletin No .. 10 (May 1957), p.., 5o 
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he security of the nation."49 While recognizing the importance of indi-
idual differences, the Council states that too much emphasis on the 
niqueness of each person "tends to belittle what we have in common as 
uma.n beings.n50 For those who have less ability, the Council recommends 
that the curriculum should differ in degree from that described, but not 
essentiaUy in ~o51 Although children of average ability or less will 
ta.ke longer to learn these intellectual disciplines, the Council believes 
that they should "learn them within the limits of individual capacity • ·O O 
for the sa.ke of their own dignity and social responsibility." In the 
dutie·s o'f ci t:izenship they, too, will be called upon "to judge and vote 
and take a stand._n,2 
The Council agrees th.at James Bryant Conant, in his book ~-American 
High School Today, "easts his vote for quality and for basic education.• 
However, disagreement is expressed with Conant's conclusion that only 15 
to 20 per .cent of secondary students are academicall;r talented: °CBE will 
continue to believe that a far greater proportion of students than is 
usually claimed can benefit from a program of' solid intellectual content.u53 
The Oouneilu$ statement continuesi 
The school has·a special duty to the slow learner as it has to the 
fast learner, to bring him as far as it can along the intellectual trail. 
It is easy but rinjust to adopt the so-called dumping-ground technique of 
49council for Basie Education, Descriptive Brochure, (Washington, 
D. C., n.d.), Po 5. -
50smith, ed~, ~ Bulletin Vol9 2 (February 1958), p. 4~ 
51smith, ed.,?} OBE Bulletin VoL 2 (Deeel!).ber 1957), Pi! 13 .. 
52rbid .. l' p .. 5., 
53Smith, ed., ~ Bul~ Volo 3 (February 1959),. p"', 7 .. 
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:ipushing s'!lch students into shop l!):r' similar courses merely beeause it is 
far less trying to deal with them thereo54 
The Council holds that the main task of the elementary school is to 
rovide a strong foundation in symbolic experiences and factual data as 
"preparation for the refinements of secondary school." This means that 
ess emphasis should be placed on pupil judgment and reasoning, and more 
mphasis on the learning of.' f'actua,~ da.taf,in the elementary sohool: 55 
' 
The primary, though not the only 1 task of the elementary school is 
reparatory in nature; it is the time for providing ••• those sets of 
symbols and sets of facts= involving reading, spelling, arithmetic, 
fuistory, geoiraphy ....-. which are indispensable before understanding ean 
1 ome alive .. 5 
In order to be more specific concerning the nature of' basic education, 
he Council proposes that the following should be the "bare minim'qm ex-
ected of a normal child finishing the elementary sc:hool:" 
l He should be able to read and write with some fluency, and spell, dd, subtract, multiply, and divide with accuracy; he should know the 
~asic geographical facts of his country and the world; have a knowledge 
ff elementary sciencei know something of the eulture and history of 
ther. peoples and mu.ch of his owno o a ,. This is the bare minimum, not 
n i.nclusi ve list e 57 
With regard to the secondary school, the Council says that the "high 
chool student is naturalzy oa.pable of' more judgment than a pupi.l in the 
lementary school and should be interested not only in the appearance of 
hings but .in thelr significanc:e as wello n58 ThusJ more thinking and 
· eason:ing are expected of the ~eC'londary school st·udent through logically 
54smith, ed. 9 ~ Bu}Jetin Volo 2 (June 1958), p. 60 
55smithl' ed .• 9 CBE ~in, Vol. 2 (September 1957), Po 4. Ibid.,,, 
(February 1958), Po 2o 
56.smith, ed .. i; ~ :§_ulletin Volo 2 (February 1958), Po ,;2. 
,, 
57Smith~ ed .. ~ Q;§! Bulletin VoL 2 (September 1957) ~ p. 3. 
58rbido 9 p .. 4o 
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organized subjectso The Council would be prepared to defend for the 
1•average and the above average" student the following bas.ic subjects: 
. ' ' 
English (literature9 composition9 grammar) throughout the four years; 
two years of history; a year of plane geometry and one of elementary alge-
gra, another of biology, ane ~ne of a physical science; some foreign 
language for all 1 much for the college bound; an opportunitt to elect 
advanced math; music and art as electives; and physical education properly 
subordinated to the.academic program. This or a similar program, should 
be the basic curricul'Ulll in any high school ...... academic, business, or voca-
tionaL59 
Certain vocational cou.,rses such as commercial education, machine shop, 
and drafting, are considered to be valuable, provided they are offered in 
subordination to the basic disciplines~ and provided the principles under-
lying the technical manipulations are taught. 60 The Oounci.l believes that 
the teaching o.f' the principles involved prevents technical courses from 
becoming too narr~wly practical. On the other hand, specific objection 
:is voiced to the p:ro:Ufe1•atio:n oi' the e:ur:rici'L1ltun with suoh courses as 
,edriver educat,io:tip" ivbachelo:t:" livingp 19 and "d:r•y=cleaning.n The Council 
states that "safe driving is not a matter of formal education, nor is it 
an intellectual or manual skil.1.o It, is 9 ra.theri, a moral and emotional 
attitude. ro61 That basic ed'l:l.ca:hfon~ howev·er l1 should receive primary em-
phasi s in the curriculum. is evtdent in the f'ollo'Wing g 
We have no quarrel with spet~ial prov-is ion f'or talent in such fields 
as music or art (providing, of coursej basic education gets its full due). 
Nor do we favor putting bright little monsters under a spotlight. We are 
only saying that soc:iety o s needs might be better served by more wholeheart-
ed concentration on man as a thiilking animai.62 
59Ibid. 
60clapp, ed. j CBE ~ Noo 10, (May 1957), PPo 2-3. (Lane 
Technical High School, Chicago~ Illinois, is described as a model insti-
tution of this typeo)o 
6lsmith~ edo 9 9]! Bulletin \fcL 2 · (December 1957) y pQ 9. 
62clapp, ed., G!3E BulleM;g Noo 6 (.;fanuary 195'7) 9 p. 4. 
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Thus, the G'urriomlum proposed b1 the Council is designed to achieve 
aims and fulfill the purposes of education previously stated. 
Intellectual training should be provided by means of the symbolic 
isciplines of readingj writing, aritbmet,ic, history, geography, and 
science in the elementary school with emvhasis on a factual background 
for the work of the se~ondary sohoola In the secondary school, the CU!'-
iculum should consis't of t,he basit"l actademiG disciplines of English 9 his-
tory, mathematicS 9 scie:rwe i and f~r,;iig:n languageso Allowances are made for 
certain vocational courses and eleetives, provided they are subordinate 
to the basic curriculumo Therefore 9 basic education would be the means 
to prepare future citizens for a life which is intellectually competent 
and mor~lly goodo 
Bestor uses the word "diseipline18 in three distinctive ways, which 
should be clarified before analyzd.:r.ig his CJcmception of the curriculum.. 
First, he uses the wt,rd lfdisc:ipline 18 to mea.n the cic-mtrol of conduct in 
the sense that teachers should dire0t behavior and control classroom 
order, as well as encourage seif=disGipline on the pa~t of pupils. Againj 
he uses the term to refer t~ the pro©ess of directed learning in the 
sense that one develops a "disciplinedw mind trained in the processes of 
rational and critical thoughto Finally9 he uses the term to designate 
certain forms of knowledge 1ihich are eharacterized by formal structure 
and particular teehniques of investigation and which are also fundamental 
-ways or thinking. 63 The latter are the intellectual disciplines~ uhich, 
63Bestor, ~ Restoration £i, ~'!M» Po 27. Also:; Bester, 11Wqen 
the Teacher O,alls it u Social Studies .1> n 9'0~,g, Housekeepi:ng1 Volo 14 7, (July 
1958), Po l8o . 
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e holdsll should be central in the public school curriculum. 
Bester argues that "certain intelle~tual disciplines are fundamental 
n the pu'blic:-scbool curriculum beoa:nse they are fundamental in modern 
ife."64 He states that it is a realistic appraisal of the modern world 
ather than tradition that points out these disciplines as fundamental. 
or the elementary school, he maintains that reading, writing, and arith-
Leti~ are indispensable studies because everything that comes later rests 
pon them. In addition to these basic skills, he reoegni:~os other respon-
sibilities in the el~mentary ss:~hot1lg 
Because the activities of the elementary school are wide-ranging 
nd discursive, the pupil can also be introduced, though not as yet in 
very systematic way, to a good deal 0£ data from the natural sciences, 
rom history, f'rom geography, and f'rom (lither disciplines •• o o He can 
asily be brough't. to realize the 6~x:1 stence of languages other than his 
wn and to commence their stuczy'o 
Bestor states that., the jur:i.for high s:r::Jhool is supposed to mark the 
al beginning of organized study by making a transition to more formal 
He notes that a tra:n.sition is made from arithmetic to more 
bs·tract mathematics, fr,.;im a diffuse study of scientific phenomena to a 
ethodica.l study of one of' the scden~es.. Also)) history begins to assume 
structure and order 9 a.nd the study of' Engli.sh and a foreign lan-
carried for·ward to a usable intellectual skill. 66 Thus, the 
expected to acquire the ability to pursue 
subject methodically an.d to employ som.e abstract reasoning. 
For the secondary school, Bester says that nscience, mathematics, 
istory, English,, and foreign languages are the essentials because con-
64rbid .. l) Po 400 
65rbid., PPo 49'o50o 




lemp~rary intelle0tual life has been built upon a foundation of th~se 
artl. cular d 0 0 1· 1167 H • th t th d. 0 1· f d 1sc1p 1neso e asser,:;,s ,, a - ese 1scJ_p 1nes are un a-
~ental in education for practical life ar.1.d for cdtizenship, as well as 
I 
lin training for the prcf'essionso They are "essential elements in the 
education of any cd tizen who e:x:peets to be -wel1:--informed in the modern 
~orld. 1168 He bellev·es that a. rea.listfo analysis of the modern world 
lpoints to the necessity of d:iscipl;ined study in these five separate 
I 
areas in both the secondary schools and collegeso Therefore, he is 
strongly opposed to the core currieul:t1!ll1 common learnings, and social 
!studies. He reasons that these, int,egratsd 1;:urricul:ams prevent the con-
! 
ltinuous and orderly mastery of' the separ~tei disciplines as "genuiI?,e tools 
lor thoughto 1169 He is also opposed to irrtegrated curriculunis because he 
I 
I 
/believes that they are att,empts to perform the e;ulminating acts of thought, 
jwhile omitting all the a.nteGJ(~,de,:nt; 
:that a student iuneeds to kn.t.)t;J' the 
I 
,, f - 0 70 B t . . t sr(,eps o. ·· ana,1.ys1so es or 1ns1s · s 
JLIJ.:..ljJ3r struc:·ture and logic of any system 
/ lof 'thought if he is to use its resom0ces tio any serious pu"C"pose~" He 
!Points out that social studies9 f"or E(li::.'.'1.mplei,, offers ltlno perspective on 
lthe issues it raisesJ no basis :f'or careful a:na.1.ysis;i and rio encouragement 
! 
' ,. 0 ' 71 Ito ordered th1nk1.ng o ,u 
! 
I 
: With rega.r"c1 to Yoca't,ional inst:iru.ct;::to:n and physical education, Bestor 
i 
lbelieves there should be a pl.atie .f"ci:t.<' Wtyping 9 shopwork, home economics, 
67Bestor, tvThe Retreat; f.rom Learni:p.g 9 If Na t:tonal Parent Teacher, 
Vol. 49 (October 1954) 9 Po 320 
68Bestor, The Restorati2E:. of' ;t,earni:gg 9 Po 420 
69Be stor, 11When the Teaeher Calls it So,e:tal Studies, 11 Good Housekeep-
ing, Vol. 147 (July 1958) 9 Pa 21..3a 
70Bestor Y Educatiorta,1 Was.,te~9 p., 5i\,o 
7lrbid.' pp. 55 9 142.o 
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and athletics," preferably without academic credito He states that voca-
tional training "should be set as late in a student 0s educational career 
as possible, so that he may bring the broadest background of liberal 
I 
education to his taskon72 It should be noted that Bestor uses the term 
, "liberal education" to ref'er to both the fundamental intellectual disci-
! 
IPlines and learning to think by employing the "powers of' the mindo" 73 He 
! 
!objects to any strong emphasis on vocational training and athleti.cs, 
i 
lsince he believes that such emphasis contributes to anti-intellectualism 
by debasing the intellectual ideals of the school and fostering disrespect 
,f'or intellectual effo:rto Thus, vocatfonal training is thought of as a . 
I 
I 
!final stage in education in ·1,h:ich the student should bring to bear the 
!broadest and firmest foundation of liberal edueationo 74 
He states succinctJ.yi 
; 
I Liberal education is a preparatfon f'or life o Hence 9 it can and does 
!properly include prepara.tion f'or the making of a 1ivelihoodo But education 
1cease,s to be liberal if' i·t is direcited exclusively to the latter end, be-
:c~use ~gen it produces, not f'ree citizens, but men enslaved by their occupa-
tions., 
Bestor points o·ut that. ·what goes on in the eleme:n'f:;ary and secondary 
schools aff'ects every aspecf!;, t'l:f' the intelleet,'ual life of' the nation in 
scientific and technical progress 9 professional skills1 and cultural activ-
itieso He argues that Americ:a.n i:dt:ize:nsi must try to bring back the sub-
stance of a liberal edutia:!;,:fon in the intellectual disciplines in order 
"to pull the <::rl".vuntry "through the p:,,esen:t. crisisot176 He insists that 
72Bestor ll ~ Restor§tigp of'., ~e~nil,1g» Po 80o 
73Ibidoj PPo 373, 4030 
74Beetor 51 "Liberal Ed'u~aticn and a Liberal Nation, 11 American Scholar, 
Volo 21 (April 1952) 9 Po 1420 
75Besto;r, !ge Restoratfo!]; o{ karning__» Po &Jo 




1intellectual training should be pro,rided f'or all students.t the slow learn-
ers as well as the average and mentally gii"'tedo In itoicdng specific objec-
1 
/tion to a stratified or class socdety, Best,or states that "we are not per.-
jpet'Uating arist,00racy but dest:t:'l'.))J'ing :JLt, if we mal-ce the same education 
iavailable to all the people / 1 that l' :indt':led 9 euthe t,e st of democracy in ed·u,.. 
I 
jcation is whether we have g:lven t;o the many the t,hings tha~ none but the 
irew could on0e possess., Ill?? However s he rec~ognizes that such a curriculum 
ientails many problems 1,,1:i-th studen"!:;.s of' varying abilities o 
i . 
j In order to prov:ide' 11 sound and rigorous training in t,he basic intel-
i 
ilecrtual disciplineisj) 11 Best;5>:t' prop0(2lf3S a, change in t,he grade-structure o:f' 
the public schools wwhich 1A1ould pe:rmi t both the slow and the fast learners 
!to advance at their own pace 9 L,anrj] ·wh.fo;h ·would preserve for all students 
/the inner lo$ic and order ot t;he distdplir1es.o ti78 He believes that the 
grade-strtu~ture of publi,c, e-1,J.htit'll~i ~h(ntld be based u.pon mental age for 
laeademic wor:k and upon t:hi'::.:;.ni!~1og:le.:1J. ages f'.or non-aeademic work~ such as 
I 
f social acti'rrities,, pbysieal edw;;a.t;i{:;np re(::reation» and student self'-
' !gcnrernmento His p·1:1x·pose Ls t.o plan f"ox" homc1geneous grouping as suchj) 
I 
i 
lbut rather t,c, set up a syistriJlm . IH,~nf:,oJJe,-:Jd p:r0er0equisitee,n ·t,1hfoh would 
group st:udents ac0ording t,o i:,tu:1 point they havt:~ reached in t,heir eduica-
tional deveL.:ipment.o'79 H~~ says that the lsvel of intellectual matu.rity 
tude, and Vreadinessn tEH'l,ts~ pi::o'\d.d.ed these are irrt,erpreted "With care 
0 .. ,, "BO He "Would use bat,'toe:t:'l.es c,f 2,,;sl::deveme:nt tests to measure the 
78Ib"d ? 0 6 1 o P Po "-·" o 
79rb • d "'01 30·"' .·· l. 0 9 pp O "' =: .).• . 
80Ib"d ·. ".llQ"'· 1 o)) Po .J .<,o 
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information and skills students possesso Bester ~ould create a new mental 
age grade-structure 'by distrfbuting 11 the kinds of learning supposedly· 
I 
/carried out in the si:x: grades of the presentr.,day elementary school" among 
!new mental=age grades one through nineo In hi.s hypothetical system any 
I child with a mental age of six would be enrolled in grade one regardless 
lof' his chronological age; similarly., any child of mental age seven would 
lbe enrolled in grade t~o; those of montal age eight in grade three. llhile 
I 
children at the lrciwer lim.i t oif average intelligence would complete all of' 
t.he mental age grades ?J those c,f a:VE•ra.ge :intell.igence 'Would :regularly' skip 
lgrades four, and seven, and t,hose at the upper limit of average intelligence 
I 
fwould skip grades one:» four, sevens and eight. Grade nine would have as 
I 
i m 
la prerequ:isite the mi:ri..imum mental age of twelve yearso At the onset of 
I 
I 
! puberty, about the c:hx·rcmologi,J:al age (l':f:.' t,wel ve P he would have all students 
t:r.0ansfer·red t,ei ·t;ha high th~,b.or~,L Eles·t,r,:rt:' 'st,a:tes that, no student should be. 
asked to repe1at.. a, g:ra.de w:U,h ·tihe i:1t:l!.gma of failure o 11 If. he is in diff'f..,,, 
c:ulty, he s:impl,y dt,,(~,s n(,t · Slkip a g:r.:0ade as he 'lhlOUld otherwise do~ or, ir.1 
lieves all srti:td1:lln'ts ·would f'1nd a:n b.1jnt',ft'·1ible and t~ongarda.l. place :tn the 
school and could :i:ruastEI'.!.' the :lL:,r,:1tei]J.ect:u.al work assigned o Al.so 1 the public. 
school. could fulfill its role ~1s a:n age:ney of' intellec~tual tralning. 
Thus 9 Be,sto!" is esserrtd.allY' a,greemEmt with the Council publicat::'kms 
concerning thei impo:rrfc;ance of' ba.s:tc intellee't,ual disciplines in the cm•ric-
ulum.. Howeve:i:." ~ hel uses the te:em HJ.i'beral ed'u.0ation11 to refer to rfbasie 
81Ibid. 
82r'k C ,~ . tJJ.-U .. .o 9-
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lthat the curriculum should differ in degree, but not essentially in kind, 
for students of varying abilities. In addition he makes a specific pro-
control of conduct or maintenan~e or classroom order; the process of di-
rected training or mental discipline; and the basic subjects of the 
liberal arts traditiono 83 He states that the content of liberal education 
consists in certain logically organized disciplines such as 11mathematica, 
biology, histor•y, languagesl) l.i teratu.re, .philosopby .. -subjeets forming a. 
combination of' o • .. the tw4..1 roads to knowledge 1, that of analysis ( the 
sciences) and that of int,-q.iti,m:i. or imagi.:nation (the humanities). n84 He 
gives special emphasis to l.itera't,·ure and hi.s·bo:r.y, which he believes should 
provide the necessary bacikgroun.d f'f.l>r f'u.ture ·citizens to make judgments. 
He reasons that these are 1.he disciplines by which students learn to 
communicate intelligibly and u:ndersta.nd the id.eas which have shaped the 
. 85 
country an.d the ~orld. He agrees wi·th Besto:r in noting that "history 
in the schools tends to be more and more concerned with contemporary prob-
86 
lems and to be losing its identity in the so-called social studies." 
8:smi th, And MadJ,,y_ Tu.~:.9fb PJ?. 4 9 ~ 72. 
84smith, "Liberal Education and Its Relation to the Schools," 
ColleK~ and University (Spring 1957) ~ p. 2990 
85smith9 !be Diminished mg,g.., p. 49. 
86smith:,, "Liberal Education and Its Relation to the Schools," p. 305. 
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Smith explains that nstrictly speaking, liberal education is some-
thing that takes place in college as distinct from school." .However, he 
believes that when the schools maintain high standards in the fundamental 
skills and the basic intellectual disciplines, they are l31ing the ground-
work for liberal educationg 
On the elementary level the child is being instructed; he is learn-
ing how to read and write and figure and is learning facts, facts of 
history, geography!il language,. literature.11 and poetry. On the high school 
level the student continues to be instructed1 now in subject matter of 
increasing complexity~ for he is old enough now not only to see the 
appearance of things but to be interested in their significance; and 
this interest in and reeognition of I!l0aning and significance is part 
of the process of liberal educationo87 
Smith does not offer a spe~ifie plan for solving the problem of 
individual diffe~ences~ but he does agree with Bestor when he states 
that "nothing will be solved by the device of abandoning real education 
f'or those who a.r·e less fad.le with ideas. u88 He states that he does not 
"wish to re·view the· c:lassi.ea.l t::ri:v:ium for .America:q high schools" and 
that "physics a.nd f'our years of' La:t.in ma.y not be the ideal aurriculum 
for young people w:1 th IoQ. us of' ninety. u89 He recognizes, however, that 
the public schools are less selecti've than they were a generation ago 
and that the present heterogeneous population of the schools is not 
comprised exclusively of "poten~ial geniuses and scholars." Accordingly, 
he statesi 
The curriculum of the high SGhool is going to have to be revised 
for the average student ••• but the revision needs to be in the direc-
tion of' discovering new and better methods and techni,9.ues for reaching 
this group with the values of the cultural heritage Lang}. ~. with 
S7Ibido 9 p. 300. 
88smith, The Dimin~ Mind9 p. 480 
89rbid .. !J p. 3., 
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the values inherent in subject matter~ especially English and history.90 
Smith is quite firm in his conviction that vocational training should 
be subordinated to the intellectual disciplines especially for students 
who do not continue their educa.tiono He points out that »there are some 
twenty-five thousand different kinds of occupations in this country 0 • • 
far too many for the schools to include them allo" "A great~ voea-
tional skills,lf he says 11 can be far better and more quickly learned on 
the job.u91 The value of a liberal education, however, which is concerned 
with producing the good individual and the intelligent citizen, is the need 
of all studentsi 
'This is not to say that everyone has the same abilities and capacities, 
: btit only that everyone has the same needs, needs that can never be met 
;by vocational training but onJ..y by a. humanizing and liberalizing educa-
: tion. 92 
In addition to opposing vocationalism~ Smith agrees ~ith Bester in 
his opposition to the Core Curriculmn and common learnings, since he be-
lieves these programs "all abandon formal subject matter in favor of 
integration of all subject matter towards an over-all objective of fu.nc-
9.3 
. tional learningo". He says that 111no matter how much good will and 
sincerity may be behind them9 Lthese progra.mi/ are almost unfailinaJ.sr 
anti-intelleotua.1 9 trii.d~tl and a caricature of genuine education. u94 
It is evident that Smith agrees with the Council publications and 
Arthur Bester concerning the imp~rtance of basic intellectual disciplines 
90rbido, pp. 7~ 48. 
9lsmith, And Madly Teach9 pp. lly 56. 
92rbid. 9 p .. 60. 





lin t~e curriculume H01i1ever, he stresses iiterature and history in the 
secondary school since these. subjects are sources of "the spiritual his-
. . 
1
1 tory of m.ank:inEio" Furthermore, Smith states that, although he does not 
1
advocate the teaching of dogmatic or doctrinal religion in the public 
I . . 
I schools, "every student, bright or average, needs o o o to . gain some , 
I 
!understanding of' the totality of life through religious and philosophical 
study suitable to his age and ability.w95 He makes clear,however, that 
this understanding is to be gained through literature and history. Thus, 
his conception of the curriculum is consistent with his emphasis on moral 
values as well as intellectual discipline in the aims of education. 
Harold ~" Cla.pP 
Since his writings consist primarily of' criticisms of teacher eduea-
tion programs, Clapp makes even fewer statements concerning the eurriculum 
than he does concerning the aims of education. He says that the public 
~ . . . . 
schools should "provide the essential skills of' language, numbers, and 
·orderly thought and transmit in a reasoned pattern the intellectual, 
moral, and aesthetic heritage of' civilized mano 1196 In making a plea for 
liberal education before the Southern Humanities Conference, he stated:. 
· We /!ihe Council for Basic Edu~atio!l are working for the soundest 
kind or education that can be deiYised for the. full utilization o:f' human · 
resources; we can afford nothing less than that for the sake of national 
security==and, beyond that, for the sake of human dignity and the cause 
of civilizationo o o o The testimony of the professors whom I know in-
dicates an imperative need for solidifying the high school curriculum. 
that is dangerously diffused and relaxedo It calls for reemphasizing 
95smith, "Introduction, 11 in The Public Schools in Crisis, (ed. by 
Mo Smith), Chicago$ 1956, Po 7o 
96clapp, WSchool Boards or Boards of Education?",~ Bulletin, 
N:oo 11 (June 1957), p .. lo 
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!the essential disciplines 0 w97 
Clapp strongly cri ti.cizes the publi.c schoolEJ for lack of standards 
/in formal Englisho He cites a handbook of the Iowa Department of Public 
! 
!Instruction in which teachers are admonished not to make corrections for 
I. 
i certain erroneous sentences :l e o go , ti who do you want? 11 , "who are you work-
/ ing for?", uhave father or Jim call me?"98 He points out that such 
i 
I 
!instruction pro"i/i'ides no foundation for recognizing good writing and he 
! 
' 
' 1urges attention to sentence strucd;,ure and idioms in the curriculum in 
order to develop precision in languageo99 
Clapp is no less emphatfo than Bestor and Smith in his opposition to 
integrated curriculums and vocational ~oursesg 
No one knows more authoritatively than do the scholars how inadequately 
is the mind disciplined and furnished by a curriculum of 0general 8 
science~ u general u social problems 9 scene shifting J boy-girl relations, 
and driver trainj ng O 100 . · 
,'··. 
He also agrees with Bestor.and Smith that vocational courses should 
occupy a subordinate position in the curriculum, and when offered, should 
stress theory more than manual skillsi 
: I am not, arguing for t,he abandonment of' technical or 'Vocational work in 
· the public schools; I am· saying,=~and I think the business world kno-ws 
it, and should say so emphatic:ally~,.,t,hat any such work that is done 
1 should stress principles more than p:r'actices.9 basic theory more than 
the specific skills of a particular 'l::.rade, lest a mechanic graduate 
kno-wing only as it were, how to crra:nk a motor the day before the · inven-. 
tion of the self'=starte:!':'. 101 . 
97clapp, WThe Need fair Substan.ercJ in Sec;ondary Education," The 
Southern Humanities Conferenc,Eli! Bulletin Noo 7 (October 1957), p., 25. 
98cla.pp Y tuThe Prose that Dep1'."i~sses, •9 Journal of filgher Education, 
Vol. 26 (Nmrember 1955) 9 Po 433. 
99Ibid., 9 Po 434,, 
lOOclapp, 11The American Scholar and Public Education, lll South Atlantie, 
Bulletin, Vol., 22 (January 1957) 9 Po 6~ 
lOlc1appi 11The Need for Subst,ance in Secondary Education, 11 The 
Southern Humanities, Col'.lfer§:nq~ 9 Bulletin No., 7 (October 1957), p. 3L 
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Although Clapp does not elaborate upon the elementary curric.ulumj) he 
roes refer to the importance of habits and attitudes: 
~r young minds are not properly trained and amply furnished in the lower 
!schools, they will never catch up, so that business and society lose in 
~he long run whether a high school· career is terminal or a step toward 
µigher education, Perhaps more import,ant, habits 1a.nd attitudes are de-
!veloped in the ;tower schools,,102 . ··· · 
Thus, Harold Glapprrs conception of the curriculum agrees with that 
"' 
of his colleagueso He makes a plea for the separate intellectual disci-
lines of liberal education. fo:t" all students which is the means to 
discipline minds and ritransmit in a reasoned pattern the intellectual, 
moralj and aesthetic heritage of cdvilized mano nl0.3 
[arr:y lo Fuller 
It is difficult to distinguish a:ny positive statements from criti-
cisms concerning the currieulum in the 'Writings of Fullero However» he 
says that ur am arguing for the restoration of' the humanities, the arts, 
and the sciences to their properly dominant position in our educational 
system., 11104 He is particularly concerned with the "substitution of 
I . 
fsocietally significant subjectsri for sound education in the humanities 9 
the a,rts, and the sciences: 
Within the past twenty years there has occurred in our high schools an 
extensive de=emphasis of co·urses in langttages, the sciences j literature 51 
and history, in favor of a grab bag of ne'W 9 osocietally derivedu courses, 
such as social behavior', hm1 to win friends and influence people, how 
to succeed in marriage 9 air science 9 family life values, being an 
effective consumer 9 group dynamics (whatever this may be), occupational 
adjustment» zeal for derooeratic: processes, directed activities, and 
102Ibido 9 PPo Jl=32o 
103supra., p. 40 _ 
104Fuller, 11 The Emperor us New CllrcJthes, or Prius Dem.entat, 11 Th!, 
Scientific"r.:lslnt,bJ,y 9 Volo 74 (January 1951), Po 41.o 
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other sueh 'Windy and vacant su.bsti tutes for thought o l05 
He points out that proponents of the new education often use the tradi-
tional course names to accomplish the same results: 
Rhetoric and Engiish lite.r,ature may still appear under those names ... ., 
, but their content may become ~ communication arts, v a melange of hints · · 
• on radio acting o .. o and salesmanship" Biology courses may still' bear_ 
the tag of biologyj but their ~ontent is often reduced to personal hy106 
gieneo ...... Physical seienee.11 too,11 has suffered its debasement o • o 
Fuller argues that certain "social servicetv courses and vocational courses 
have a valuable function in the eurri~ulum, but he says 11I am convinced 
that the burgee>ning of such courses has been e:x:c.essive and beyond the 
limits of their va.lueol07 
His concern for liberal education also extends to the college and 
graduate schoolo He states that he attempted to learn something of the 
• cultural backgrounds of 15 Gandidates for the doctorate in botany, horti-
! culture,11 agr(()nomy, and Zl!:lJolog;v by asking them to identify these items: 
"The Renaissancej The Reformation9 Monroe Doctrine, Voltaire 1 Koran 1 
Plato, Medici Family)' Treaty of' Versaille.s, Bismarck, and Magna Carta." 
The results were totally unsatisf'a.Gtory 9 and he concludes that "perhaps 
1 we are overt.raining bot.:h our graduate and undergraduate students to the 
; 
! detriment of their education0 wl08 
Fullerus argument for the sepa!"ate intellectual disciplines is 
essentially in agreement 'With Bestorj) Smithj and Clappo He states that 
he is not concerned with k;nowledge fo~ the sake of' knowledge, that "good 
105rbido j) Po 380 
106rbido 
l07Ibid., 
lOSFull.er )l "Education or Training 9 11 ScienGe, Vol .. 120 (October 
1954) ~ Po 5460 
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teachers value knowledge for the legacies it can give to the unfolding 
and training and equipping o,f hum.an minds o .. o 111109 Thus, he advocates 
a curriculum. for mental discipline "to provide young Americans with sound 
knowledge and training in the tools and intellectual methods of educated 
people. 11110His conception of the ~urrioul.um is consistent -with his aims 
of educatiom to "mold characters,. broaden minds, and make sound and 
nature citizen-adults.n1ll 
The Nature of the Educative Process 
~ Council Publications 
It has been shown that the Council considers the elementary school 
as a means of preparation for the refinements of the secondary school. 
Methods of teaching involve the imparting of content to the minds of 
pupils. The Council states ·that although "a child cannot always see the 
v why n of learning some of these f:act s and symbols, this is no argument 
for soft-pedalling or po'stpo:od.ng them .. 11ll2 In objecting to the displace-
ment of subject matter with the problems approach, the Council points 
out that children have a special facility for rapid observation and 
memorization, which is not in opposition to thinking and problem solvingo 
That is the reason why logically organized subject matterj involv~ 
ing drill and memory work 9 is a time=tested method for inculcating in 
the roung those symbols and facts which must be part of the natural 
l09:Jru11er, ttThe Emperorns New Clothes, or Prius Dementat," P. 3.3. 
llOibid .. 
ill.supra, Po 26. 
112smith, ed., GBE Bull~t:!Jl,,, Volo 2 (September 1957), p., 2. 
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furnishing of t.,he_ mind before it can solve ar!Y, problemso ll:3 
o o o It is possible for many children to acquire abstract ways of think-
ing when foundation experiences are pri::rddedolJ.4 
Beyond the .foundational experiences of ·che elementary school, however, the 
evidence is conclusive that the Council for Basie Education advocates a 
' 
type of mental discipline i.n the educative process. The method is that 
order or procedure which is inherent in the lo~icall;r organized disci-
plines. Learning is dynamic and purposive rather than static and 
mechanical 9 since thinking is the process of inquiry and investigation 
required by the order and ?t:ructure of the intellectual disciplines. The 
Council states that the following ttconsti tutes an admirable summary of 
CBEOs positiong 
Educato:r·s are coming to see that a subject prepares for an tmkno-wn 
·future solely in proportion as it (and the teacher) demands hard think-
ing=-as it educates in analysis:,, reasoning, evaluating, self-discipline. 
Some subjects lend themselves to that more tha:n othersoll5 
The following statements clarify the function of English composition 
·and literature~ 
Rigorously taught 9 co·arses in comp2,sition are among the most valu-
• able sources of mental training " o o LJiJ the ability to understand 
; clearly and to convey intelligibly the meanings which students find 
either in books or in first hand experiences" " " " 
· Without language 9 man -would be but t,he most miserable of beasts, his 
power of reflective thought, his greatest resource, as impotent as if 
it never had beeno • o ., But -with the written word, time is suspended, 
1"'eflection is possible, analysis can be repeat,ed, and criticism un= 
hurriedo What other human act pt'cnr:ides a superior kind of mental 
discipline?ll6 
ll3smith 
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The thought processes involved in the_discipline of' history are ex-
plained as follo~ag 
As a mental discipline the study of American history (1) trains students 
[in analytical and objective thinking, (~) broadens their horizons by 
, adding the time dimension ., • .. The historical method as a mental disci-
.: pline is useful far beyond the field of hi.story. .. o o And history • .. • 
stresses the need for objectivity in formulating judgments, the careful 
weighing of evidence, and the necessity for searching analy'sis before a 
final decision is reachedo These are valuable mental tra.i:ts·in a:ny 
situation.ll7 
The sciences in basic education a.re biology, chemistry, and physics, 
each of which is an intellectual discipline in thi~kingg 
Biological science ... o offers training i.n scientific attitudes 
and methods of thinking that are especially applicable to the problems 
of live o • o o /j1o1ori:7 provides a basis for 'a more rational. way of 
life a • • .. The time consumed [J.n biolog;y is very well spent if' the 
work is designed to give the student the experience of' obtaining 
. objective evidence, of clear and accurate ninking about experimental 
' methods, and of interpreting observations. · · 
Chemistry offers exeellent illustrations of the nature of' the 
seientif'ic enterprise. Its methods are, in part, deductive, like those 
of physics and mathematics, but they are also, in part, inductive, like 
those of' botany and zoology .11.9 
, •• ~ P.hy'sics is an orderly intellectual process as well as a body of' 
; knowledge, not unrelated to life 9 nor out of reach of' the average mind. 
; ,, .. .. Furthermore 9 physics is a -way of' thinking and a language as much 
· as a body of knowledge o • ., 120 
Mathematics in the edu~ative pr~eess of basic education is justified 
in much the same mannerg 
Mathematics is a tool, a language? and a logical structureo • e • 
The permeating powers of the mathemati~al mode of thought are seen in 
the fact that the methods and language of mathematics are playing an 
ever greater role in even the social scieneeso o o. the scientific 
use of inductive reasoning and its contrast with deductive mathematical 
11.7Ibido 9 pp. 28-,290 
ll.Sibido 9 pp. 170~ 1850 
119 Ibido.9 Po 1890 
120rbido, PPo 204,-,,2050 
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proofs can well be clarifiedol21 
Latin and modern foreign languages are also regarded as ways of think-
ing, but the Council states that no one could restore classical languages 
to a monopoly in secondary educiation and 11 few responsible American classi-
• cists would want to see it happenon122- Moreover, the Council points out 
that Latin is not thE! best way to learn English grammar.123 
The concepts of 0mental training 0 and transfer of training from one 
field of study to another were attacked by the educationists many years 
ago, with argu.ments that 'Were influential at the time but by no means 
conclusiveo If traning of the mind and transfer of training are not 
possible, there is little sense in spending the millions we spend on 
public education •• o ., There is no good reason for accounting one 
. language more O logical O than another o ., ,, .. Whether Latin is inher-
; ently logical or not:, its structure is o ., .. different.enough from that 
· of most modern European languages~ especially English, to make some kind 
of analytical behav·ior a ne,~essi.ty. It puts a high premium on accuracy 
: i.n diagnosing the exact mea.ni.ng of a morphologically or syntactically 
ambiguous formo o o ., The student who has penetrated through the unfa-
miliar words and modes of expression of a fii,oderi/ foreign work to make 
its ideas his own has performed an ex.acting intellectual feat and greatly 
sharpened his po-wers of thought a:nd analysis as -well as his command o.f 
v1ords.124 
Interest, eff'ort, and discdpline in the sense of control of conduct 
, are important in the edu0at:l:,re proc:esso While the development of intellec-
tual po-wers is facil::ttat.ed by interest on the part of the learner, it i.s 
held that the student often does not become aware of his interest until 
after learning something that has no initial appeai. 125 The Council does 
not believe that the dogma nthat the cu.rriculu.m be based 011 the child o s 
needs, interests, and abilities o • o is all foolishness", on the other 
121Ibid. 9 PPo 155 9 158=1599 163J and 166. 
122Ibid. 9 Po 124. 
123Ibid. 9 Po 1270 
l24Ibido 
125Smith)l ed. 9 QM Bull,a:ti;p, VoL 2 (Feb:r.uary 1958}, p~ A. 
'hand, neither does it believe that ''a good education is simply one ·which 
teaches you about the things in which you are interested .. 11126 Although 
intrinsic interest in the form of intellectual curiosity is esteemed 
valuable, the Council states that 11 nothing is more satisfying to a child 
than accomplishment in the face of uncertainty and difficulty. 11127 
In criticizing some current trends in education, the Council states 
: that, "~ children start school with great eagerness to learn, especially 
to read--an eagerness often dampened and extinguished by the sort of with-
holding policy that is c:mrrentl:y in v·ogue~tt128 
Although interest and effort are closely related in this theory, it 
is evident that effort is regarded as more important in the serious busi-
• ness of preparing for a mature life through intellectual training. In 
' addition to intrinsic interest, ex.trinsic motivation in the form of posi= 
tive incentives such as intellectual leadership, special distinctions, 
I 
I money, prestige and other marks of societyns favor is deemed valuable.129 
In view of t,he CounciPs conservative positfon on the nature of the 
educative process and its emphasis on the cultural heritage and intellec-
tual training, it follows that discipline is conceived of as respect and 
obedience to proper authority. It js pointed out that the 11dogma of 
freedom • o • implies that, discipline 9 both in the sense of control of 
conduct and as the process of directed training, is somehow harmful to 
the youthful personality. iul30 With strong objections to a completely 
126rbido 
127Ibid., Po 3. 
12srbid. 
129Koerner, ed.)) CBE Bullet::tn Vol. 2 (March 1958) 9 p. 4,. 
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permissive classroom atmosphere "where the children nplan together 1 in 
comrnittees,n the Council states that, "inescapable in the .formal educative 
experience is the authority of the teacher o o • " Chi.ldren are by defini-
tion immature and if learning is to take place they need firm and purpose-
ful guidanceoul3l 
Thus, the Council advocates firxn discipline in the educative proc~ss. 
To do otherwise would be considered an "abdication, not only of the rights 
of the teacher, but of the duty she owes the children as one superior in 
knowledge and understandingou132 
Pointing out that 1:ife itself contains many failures--mentally, 
morally, physically, socially, economically, and spiritually-the Council 
believes that it is a grave disservice "to tell a child he cannot fail," 
that "few of us have reached maturity unhelped by failureonl33 With re-
gard to the possible psychological effects of failµre on the personality 
of children9 the Council states that 1 "against every child whose feelings 
are hurt by Ufailure 0 in school must be weighed all those whose integrity 
has been wounded by keeping them from the truthonl34 
Thereforej the Council believes that in order to maintain high 
academic standards 1 discipline should reflect the vicissitudes and reali-
ties of life outside the school. Howeverj such training is expected to 
culminate in personal responsibility and self=discipline in order that 
each student "may use to the full his intrinsic po-wers and shoulder the 
131Ibide 
1.32Ibid .. 
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; responsibilities of good cit,izenshipo 1ul.35 Thus an educative process 
through mental discipline affirms the Councilll s commitment to the purpose 
;of education as the "harmonious development of the mindJ the will, and 
! ·--
• the conscience of each individualo 11136 
It has been shown that the aims of education in Bestor 1 s position 
are directed toward the improvement of both the individual and society" 
He states emphatically 'Chat intellectual training in the educative proc-
ess is the means to achieve these goalsg 
The inescapable fact is that many of' the most vital needs of men 
and society can never be sat:isified except through the extensive and 
rigorous application of intellectual means.,, •• "" But in what does in-
tellectual training consist? No misconcepti.on is so prevalent and so 
deceptive as the notion that liberal education is merely the communi .... 
eating of' fact·ual information •• o ., The liberal disciplines are not 
chunks of' frozen facts. o ., o They are the powerful tools and engines 
by whfoh a man discovers and handles factso o c e Liberal education, 
in other -words.9 is essentd.ally th//3 communication of intellectual 
powerol37 
Thus, according to Bestor 9 although the liberal disciplines contain facts 
of subject matter, they are more :important as ways of thinking which can 
be systematized and taught., 1iSchools exist to teach ~mething, 11 he says, 
"and this something is the power to think. r,138 The duty of the teacher, 
then 9 is to communicate this in.tellect.ual po·wer to studentso However, 
Bestor points out that it cannot 11be communicated /j;y teacher!!? if' they 
l35supra, Po 150 
l,36rbido 
137 Bestor, The Rest,oration of Learning, PPo 33'=.35. 
138Ibid. , po 110. 
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pay too much attention in their classes to what they have learned and too 
little attention to how they have learned itou139 He states further that 
. "the basic scientific and scholarly disciplines must be presented, not as 
·mere repositories of inf'ormation, but as systematic ways of thinking, 
: each with an organized structure and methodology of its own.n140 
' 
I 
! The mental processes involved in the discipline of' history consist 
: of weighing ev'idence, investigating relationships, and making judgments, 
rather than memorizing faetso In the linguistic disciplines of English 
and foreign languages 1 the processes of thought consist in grasping the 
meaning of the written page and in expressing one 8s thought with pre-
cision and vigoro Ma,thematical thinking is considered to be deductive 
· in nature; f'or example, Bestor says "the essential thing is to grasp the 
, orderly process bY' which a group of postulates can be made to reveal their 
implications in theorems of increasing complexityonl4l Scientific think-
ing involves the methods of' investigation and controlled experimentation.142 
. These are the powers of the mind encompassing "reaso¢ng, invest:ig~tion, 
critieism1 expression, and comprehension" which the teacher should develop 
in the educative processo143 Although Bestor states that the classroom 
should exemplify so the ordered quest for knowledge," he concludes. that 
training in thinking is more important: 
Facts and formulas may be netJessa.ry parts [or a liberal educatio~ o • o 
but .actuaJ.ly a student will remember a great many facts without special 
139:cbido 1 Po 360 
·l4DJ3estor 1 Educational Wastelands, p. 36. 
l41Bestor~ The Restoration of Learning 3 PPo .36~ 364,406, and 4.39., 
142Ibid.,, p. 400~ 
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effort if he has really entered into the process of investigation which 
produced them ..... Memory and disciplined thinking do go hand in hand, 
but we must ·never forget that it is the latter that really counts ••••.. _· 
Every course must discipline the mind or every student -who enrolls in it.144 
Bestor points out that "instruction need not always follow a strictly 
logical or chronological order," but the teacher should make certain that 
students understand the order inherent in a subject, since this is "the 
most significant and most useful or its characteristics.u145 "A teacher 
may conduct his class smoothly and expertly," Bestor says, "but if he does 
not know what constitutes disciplined thinking in the field, he may be 
teaching the most arrant nonsense., 11146 Re states further that "every 
·. teacher Lmusil be a scholar, thoroughly trained in the discipline he 
teacheso " /j.nifl the discipUn•s are simply the methods men have per-
fected for .. ., o bringing their intellectual powers into action. n147 Thus, 
it ~s evident that intellectual training or mental discipline is the gen-
eral method of instruction, although the particular method depends upon 
the type of liberal discipline employed and .Presuppose~, the learning of 
facts and the acquiring of attitudes and appreciations by the student. 
Bester states that there should be no artificial dichotomy betwee~ intel-
lectual growth and mastery of knowledg®)) since ~knowledge and intellectual 
skill in combination a.re essential to form an educated manon148 
Problem solving, as such, receives no major emphasis in the educa-
tive process. Bestor 4ef'ines problem solving as a stage of integration 
144rbid., pp. 65, 400-,401. 
145rbido:. Po 37. 
146Ibid.~ p .. 4150· 
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or synthesis, in which one brings his separate intellectual powers to bear, 
in combined fashion, upon some obscurityo WTo a mature man already train-
' ed in a variety of disciplines/' .he says, 11 this may be merely a matter of 
a few hoursu worko To a young student, however, it may point forward to 
149 months or years of systemati.c study ow Thus, the teacher should stress 
the powers of analysis in the educative process rather than problem solving 
in itself o Objecting particular].y to excessive attention to contemporary 
issues, Bestor states that systematic instruction in the intellectual 
disciplines flbrings the problems of the day into particular perspective 
of its ow, ti Such instruction requires different methods; 
These methods involve the systematic accumulation of data, the 
mastery of techniques of analysisj the development of competence in the 
handling of .ah.stractfons, and the deliberate quest for obj~ctivit.y and 
perspective,,150 
In this way he believes t,he teacher can provide a nucleus of ordem think-
ing about Yhich the student can develop his various intellectual powers. 
Bestor considers intere$t 9 ef'fort:1 and discipline to be important 
factors in the educative processo Both positive and negative incentives 
as forms of extrinsic motivation are considered desirable aids, howeverl" 
he believes that intrinsic motivation is necessary for the development of 
the highest intellectual powersg 
Effective teaching presupposes a vivid and deeply felt interest on 
the paI"t of the studento Learning involves effort, and genuine incentives 
are necessary if anyone is to engage in sustained and productive labor .. 
External pressures==rewards and penalties, competitive rivalry, and the 
like=-provide incenM.ves of a sort 9 and these ought not to fall -1nto dis-
use to the extent that they have in American publi.c schools. Neverthe-' 
less, it is perfectly true that ex.ternal motivations of this kind wil1 
not carry a man along very far in the development of his highest intel-
lectual powerso If he is to use his mind effectively throughout his 
149Ibido J Po 60o 
150Ibido9 Po 1340 
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life, the incentives must come from within himselfol51 
Bestor explains that the problem of arousing and sustaining interest 
is only a means to an end, that although the teacher should attract the 
student 0s attention and show the relevance of learning to the studentus 
interest, this process should not turn the school into a "mere entertain-
ment hall 0 wl52 He argues that motivating students requires intelligent 
and imaginative teaching, in which the teacher knows his subject and his 
153 studentsu problems well enough to make the connection. However, he re-
gards effort rather than interest as the key to learningo "More than the 
selective school of' the past/' he says, "the democratic school must en-
throne intellectual effort as its central, inspiring ideal. rt154 His a.rgu- · 
ment for effort in the educative process is stated succinctly: 
What counts in making an intelligent and reflective man is the effort 
he expends on the generalized intellectual and cultural disciplines .. o ... 
Education requires serious and sustained effort on the part of an:, man o 
o o o 'l'he ·school mu.st uphold for all men the ideal of disciplined intel-
lectual eff'ortol55 
It may be concluded.that, according to Bestor, the teacher should 
cultivate the power to think in stude1,1ts through the disciplines of,. lib-
eral education, each of which requires certain a.bstract :mental processes 
or ways of thinking. Although mental discipline is the dominant concern 
of the teacher 1 the classroom should exemplify an ordered quest for knowl-
edge, in which effort is an inspiring idealo However, life long develop-
ment of intellectual power requires deep intrinsic motivation. 
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/ 
· Mo:r't,imer ~ 
Mortimer Smith does not elaborate upon the nature of the educative 
process in itself' since he is more concerned with content rather than 
process, but his statements concerning the aims of basic education and 
his cri tied.ams of public education reveal a substantial agreement with 
the Council publications and Arthur Bestor.. Smith agrees that the elemen-
tary school should be largely preparatory for the work of cultivating the 
intellect in the secondary s~hool.. He states that an educational system 
should provide 
o o .. those sets of symbols and sets of f'aets that are the essential pre-
liminary to all later learning, and .. .. • on the secondary level an edu-
cation that stretches and enlarges and liberates the mind .. 156 
He believes that teaching is the a:r.-t of transmitting, imparting, or commu-
nicating the eontent of the logically organized disciplines to the minds 
of' students, and that 19:in this prociess .lthe teaehe£7' should be training 
the intelligence 9 teaching the child to think.,nl57 He argues further: 
This transmission9 in vie~ of the range of intelligence and ability, 
presents a task of great difficulty and complexity to the teacher. 
0 0 0158 
The faGt that teaching is a di.f'f'icult and subtle art is no reason for 
abandoning t!C'Ue education and telling ourselves that training in /joca-
tionaJi' skills is an adequate substituteo ., o o I'm not at all sure 
that drillJ practice, and meoorizatfon are as ineffective in th~ learn-
ing process as our ·modern schoolrnan would have us believe ...... ~ Do, 
they not constitute the indispensable spadework that must be gone 
through before understanding can come alive o & .. 1159 
156smith.11 11lQ<a.:r Schools Need More than Money," ~ Revie-w, Vol. 19 
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In objecting to the emphasis on scientific method and professional 
education in the preparation of teachers, Smith stresses teaching as the 
art of eomm't4~ication: 
• o ., Lfberal education equips one with the basic art of communication, 
or teaching, which needs only actual practice for its development .. 
o .. o Communication (which is what teaching is) can never be wholly 
objective, an effort to teach o:nly a knowledge of' conditions as the1 are; 
inde$d~ teaching would be very dull if that is all it waso • o • The per-
son who would communicate a.nything moving or inspiring ...... rggst go be-
yond what is and venturei into the realm. of Yhat ought to 'be.l 
Although Smith refers many times to teaching as the art of communication 
and the tttrans:mission111 of knowledge~ he is concerned no less with mental 
discipline in the educative proc:asso In making a book review in one of' 
the Council Bulletins, he. argues g 
The Bome"What eavalier dismissal of mental discipline, which has been 
preSf.lnted to teachers in training as a.n unquestionable truth of the high-
er pedagogy, has eontri'butltild much to the ql].rrent dowgrading of rigorous 
subject matter in the school c'll!.'r'I·ieulumo161 
In objecting to the emphasis ~n wcational training in the schools, he 
saysg 
The individual who is best prepared for aD1 kind of occupation is one 
uhose ·· intelligence has b®ein so well ·trained that he is able to adapt hiliF 
self' to·any situ.ation.11 and tiilhos5 point of' view has been so humanized by 
hlsedueation that he -will be a g(Q)od person in any job or·ca.llillf~and 
these qualities are th® result only of a liberalizing educationo 
While Smith does not make &Jl\Y daf°initive statements concerning the nature 
of' thinking in the educiat,ive proeess, it is evident that he agrees with 
the; G~uncdl p·O:bliGatic:ra\s and Arleh'1J.r Bestor that intellectual training is 
training in tliink:ing and i.:;hat this is ac~omp!ished through a liberal 
@du.ca tiono 
l$0Ibid.~ PP~ 619 699 and 700 
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Smith0 s views of interest9 ef:f'ort 11 and discipline are also similar 
to those of the Council publications and Arthor Bestor. Smith believes 
that the edueational program ought to take account of the child's in~er-
estsll provided this "valid doctrine" is not "perverted into a mere cater-
ing to what the student thinks he wants.,n16.3 He argues further: 
., o .. It is obviously true that all students do not have the same.inter-
ests or the same abilities and that learning will be most effective when 
.:it t~kes account of these individual differences .. o ... But for the teacher 
to deduce fr~m this circumstance that the curriculum ought to be centered 
around your interest o ~ e is to abandon objective values and to say in 
effect that a g@od education is simp'.cy' one whichteaehes you about the 
things in 'Which you a.re interested.,16'4 . 
Smith also holds that serious effort should be required in the educative 
proaess if' the sehool is truly·concerned abcut tJreal life" experiences: 
Real life is f"ull of compulsions, it is dominated by competition., and 
the adult is constantly having to submit to examinations with his fel-
lows9 but these are conditi@ns the thoroughgoing modernist will not 
perzni t in his elassroomo .. ~ ., The young person o • • will find when 
he graduates into the adult world51 that the idea of being u1n qompet:i.-
tion only with' you:r~elf'U bears li't.tle relation to that world .. 165 
In eon.son.a.nee with his views on aterest and effort, Smith states that 
i1ldiseipline o o .. is a responsibility adults owe to children." He explains 
that although s©me praeti@es in the past ~had the grim stamp or Calvinistic 
theology en the~11 ® a more moderate view is "to think of discipline as 
something to be imposed vith enlightened and patient e~mmon sense o. 
In objecting to the freedom of' IMlprogressive edueation,," Smith argues that 
·the lack or f':im. discipline results in "the inability of so many young 
163smith9 ~ Diminished Mind. 9 Po 180 
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167 
people n©iwadays to make up their minds on any" issue .,n His view is 
summarized eoncisely ae f'ol~wei& 0 I believe that 1oung people, no· matte_r 
ho~ irksome ·tMy may find :it at the time, depend on direction and leader-
ship and are at a loss when it is withheld .from them.168 
Harold ~.. Claw 
Since he is more oon.eerned with eriticisms of public education and 
promoting the aims of basie edu.eation, Harold L. Glapp gives even less 
attenti©n than Mortimer Smith to the nature of the educative process. 
What he says)) however, tends to oonf'i:rm.the conclusion in the other posi-
tions that mental discipline or training in the thinking demanded by a 
liberal edu~ation is of primary importa:neeo Clapp maintains: 
A subject prepares for an unknown future solely in proportion as it (and 
the teacher) demands hard thirik:ing=, .. •as it educates in analysis, reasoning, 
evaluating, self' disoiiplineo Some subjec1ts lend themselves to that more 
than otherso o o • If 1oung minds are not proper]J' trained and amply fur-
nished in the lower schools 9 they will never cateh upo o •• 169 
In a statement before the Kansas Conference of the National Gomm.is-
sion ©n Teaeher Edu@ation and Professional Standards of the National Edu-
eat.:wn Assioeiati@n, Clapp reveals his c@neeption of the educative process 
If I had my TJay, all teachers would be -wise, resourceful, humanely 
educated men and women -with -well furnished and disciplined minds, -with 
clear scholarly competen©e in some one area of the liberal curriculum, 
with an irresistible zeal for setting young minds on fire to the limits 
167Ibid .. 9 p,, 51 .. 
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of individual cltilmbustibility.170 
In much the same manner as Smith and Clapp, Fuller makes no direet 
statement concerning the educative process., One may infer., however, from 
the f'eillowing ti!tatamen:~s th.at he advocates a.n approach to mental dise1-
pline ir;:t> traming in t,hirik:ir.1g g 
Most of' our present university freshmen have never confronted a. reall;r 
diffieult mental problemo o .. ., Every high-school student ..... should 
have been compelled to a@quire a strong and te:na.ci.01..1s discipline o o • o 
High Scho@l stud~nts approach the problems of life with.no ~al experience 
of' hardy toughein1.ng mental work or ·of intellectual stamina..171 
It is also evident tnat he considers effort to be more important than 
interesto He p~ints out that "educational chaos" resu:j,.ts when students, 
who do not wox•k bard and roaster their courses, are passed: 
The lazy, the incompetent, the procrastinating student soon le~rns that 
he will get by without -worki:ng i the able a.nd industrious student learns 
'!Mith d:l$guet that the r,~wards or his :industry and achievements are the 
same as those of the dullardsol72 
Thia @hapter contains an ari..alysis of the documents published by 
the 0:1J>'ancil for Basic Ed.uca-t;ion and of the writings of certain members 
of the founding g!"oupo This analysis was made in order to discover the 
educational c@mmitments of this organization. It has been shown that 
l 70olapp 9 tnThe Edueation of TeacherS==If I Rad My Way," (Mimeo-
graphed paper presented. before The Kansas Gonf'erencel) Lawrence, Kansas, 
June 24 9 1.959):. Po lo 
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founders agree among themselves and with the Council publications 
concerning the aims of education.I' the nature of the curriculum, and the 
nature of' ·the educative proeesso 
.The most general aim agreed upon is that of intellectual training, 
or t'"he perfecting of the highest capaGity which man possesses--the po'WElr 
o:f·reasoningo This aim has reference to the improvement of' both the 
individual and so©ietyo It is good for the individual sinee it provides 
for the development of the highest qualities of' man and the affirmation 
of' moral valueso It is good for SGciety 9 since individual man in the 
aggregate e©netitutes societyj and a democratic society needs intelligent 
citizens more than a:r.JY' other kind for its sel.f'-perpetuation •. 
In order to carry out these aims, the Council promotes basic educa-
tion in the currioulum9 which is also referred to as intellectual dis-
ciplines or the liberal arts and soienees .. The argument for the intel-
lectual disciplines is based upon two premiseso First, the disciplines 
p~ovide tor the transmission of the cultural heritage; second, they pro-
vide the organi~d c©ntent (ioeo 9 the facts, data, relations, entities, 
and theories) which requires the devel~pment of orderly habits and skills 
to mastero Thus 9 to l~arn a discipline means more than the acquisition 
of kno-wledge and understandingsi it means the dev!;llopment of intellectuaJ.. 
power, the type of thinking and reasoning demanded by the logical order 
and st:ructurili1 of the diseipline. 
General agreement 'Was found c~noorning the nature of the educative 
process. In the elementary sc:hool~ the method consists of transmitting 
or impart5,:r1g facts and symbols "Which are the foundational experiences 
for the pro©ess of mental dii;!cipline in the secondary school.. To provide 
for mental discipline, the teacher must stimulate the student to learn in 
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the process or thinkingv judging and reasoni:p.g, required by the logical 
order of the intellectual disc~plineso While there is agreement that 
interest is an important form of motivation in the educative process, more 
emphasis is placed upon effort as an inspiring ideal. Indeed, one may 
conclude tihat effort is considered an act of the will apart from interest, 
inasmuch as the Council holds that the purpose of .. education is "the h.armo-
nious development of the mind)) the wills, and the conscience of each indi-
173 ',, 
idualo 111 Discipline (in the sense of control . .of conduct) is considered 
a duty the teaehe.r · o'tlles the student and is accomplished by developing 
habits of obedience to the proper authority.. However, interest and effort 
are to culminate in self' discipline so that the student may be prepared to 
shoulder the responsibilities of citizenship. 
?he educational commitments of the Council for Basic Education were, 
,o a large ex-tent, found Yithiu the context of criticisms of eertain pro-
grams of publi.c eduea tion and certain proi'e ssional groups. The next 
ehapter contains an analysis of the.se criticisms and indicates how the 
criticisms are related to the educational commitments .. 
CHAPTER THREE 
CRITICISMS OF PUBLIC EDUCATION 
In chapter two it was sho'ftm. that the founders of the Council for 
Basic Education agreed substantially among themselves and with the docu-
ments of the Council c~~erning the aims of' education, the nature of the 
eurricul:um, and the nature of the educative process. The evidence f'or 
the educational commitments was largely embedded -with criticisms of 
public education .. The purpose of this chapter is to discover the nature 
of' these erU,ieisms and in what -way the eri tieisms are related to the 
educa·tional commitments. It is not the purpose of the writer to make 
· an evaluation of these eritici.smsj or to determine whether the eritieism.s 
are e@rrect or ineorrectl good or bad .. 
The Council Pu.blications 
One of the :most central criticisms made by the Council is that 
the public schools have assumed too many responsibilities ordinarily 
carried out by other agencies of societyo Harold L., Clapp states that 
the 11Council for Basic Education came into being" o .. .. in the absence 
of an agency among organized educators "that was taking a :f.'irm, clear,. 
public stand in support of the point of view represented by the 
Natio:naJl' Manpov1er CounciP s call for reappraisal Gr educatio~o 111 
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The National Manpower Council had called for a reassessment of the Ameri- · · 
can secondary school in 1954 "to distinguish as sharply as possible be-
t~een the primary responsibilities and the host of collateral objectives 
i.t has accumulated during reeent decades .. " The National Manpower Council 
advised that nseeondary education must utilize its limited resources to 
accomplish its primary missions and must bewa:ne of dissipating its facil-
ities on peripheral unde:rtakingsow2 The Couneil for Basie Education also 
feels that the school must have a more limited function if it is to be an 
f'f'ieien·t insti tutiong 
othing is tn©re needed in American education than a reappraisal that will 
attempt· to define what the home and community are best equipped to do for 
the child and what the school is best equipped to do. The school cannot 
unction efficiently without priorities and without a rather more humble 
and limited goal than Dtota1n· edueation) , 
In eritieizing elementary education in particular the Council states 
The failure of the American elementary school is traceable to the gficial philosophy of education which has prevailed for the past thirty ars in teacher training institutionsj state and university departments 
r education, the U., So Office of Education, and the National Edueation 
ssocia.tion and its.subsidiary organizations--in short, among those 
egencies that together determine the program and vie-wpoints or our 
schools.4_ · 
This official philosophy of eduGation is described as "an iJJ.-
:!informed progressivism, o o o a s~ientistic naturalism ••• an uncriti-
lal behaviorism" o o and an unexamined hedonism.u5 The Council states 
hat this philosophy has resulted in "a great orthodoxy of thought and 
3sm:lth 
' ed~ ,· CBE Bulletin, VoL 2 (February 1958) ~P· 5. · 
4smith, ed., QBE Bulletin, Vol. 2 (February 1958), p. 2. 
'Clapp, edo9 CBE Bulletil'.19 VIQlL 2 (August 1957), p. 9. 
practice among th~se in cl:.i.a.rge of o .. ., education o ... and is sustained 
by state and I'ISgional certificat:lon requirements .. ~6 The Council ma.in-
tains ft1.rther t..hat "seven deadly dogmas" follow from this "mixture of 
sc,und psyehologieal insights and much dubious psychological and socio-
logical interpretation, exaggeration, and naivete:" the dogmas of 
readiness~ interest,the 'Wl10le child, freedom, integrated subjects, 
se:1.entific knowledge, and prof'essional:i..sm. 7 
The Council argues that the idea of "readiness" sometimes means that 
serious study of reading does not begin until the third grade; that the 
"dogma of interesttn leads to the disregard of essential subjeets; and 
that the school cannot be responsible for total edueation when this means 
emotional.)) physical,, and social as well as intellectual developmento 
urthermore j the Gouneil feels that excessive freedom in permissive ela,ss-
ooms fosters irresponsibility toward authority; and that the dogma of 
integrated subjects and tHreal life experienees" detraets from the basic 
isciplines and the~retieal knowledgeo Scientific knolilledge is not re-
arded as an infallible guide to method and content o Moreover, the Cou.n-
il believes that the "cult of s@ientism" has engendered the "dogma. ef 
pro.fessionalism11 in education which professes that a knowledge of "hov 
~o teach is 'more important than a knowledge of what is to be taughton8 
Another area of criticism 'With which the Council is concerned is 
fh~ 18lack of att,en~ion t,o bright or gifted childreno 0 The Council main-
la1ns that professional educators perpetuate a "mythology of the common 
6smith 9 edas> ~ Bulletin,; Vol .. ~(February 1958), p., 2o 
7Ibid o 9 PPo 3=8., 
8rbid. 
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man" and a 211 grotesque fear that special attention to the gifted will 
create a special social class .. w9 The Council believes that the fear of 
an t.iintellectual elite" is a form of compensation for mediocrity, which 
negle~ts the gifted childo 1110f eourse,i -we all share the guilt ••• o 
We have all neglected the g1£ted child, n the Council adds, but then 
states further that professional edueationists are the ones who should 
have given this attention t~enty or thirty years ago.10 
It should be pointed out that most of the Council publications are 
highly critical of the field of professional education. In fact, on.e of 
the purposes of the Council i.s to serve as a critic of professional edll-
oation, as evidenced by the consistently negative tone of the Council 
Bulletins and the depx•eeia.tory remarks concerning teacher education pro-
grams and professors of education .. PQ~ of the most serious or our 
charges, 211 the Council saysj) »has been that American scb,ools are .operated. 
~ a closed cirele of oprofessional educatorso 0n11 Professors of educa-
tion are referred to as "educational technicians," for example, in an 
therYise friendly description of the NE.! conference on the education of 
. 12 
alented pupilso On the other hand, the Council asserts three years 
e want to correct the notion that CBE takes the position that all pro-
essional educators are ogreso o o o We know of many superintendents who 
e heroes o o o in the cause of sound education, and we are sorry i£ 
thing we have e·1rer said has tended to lump them with the life.,.. 
djustersol.'.3 
%oerner~ ed .. ,, QJ?! !!fllet;lB9 ~IToL 2 (March 1958)~ pQ 3o .. 
lOibid.,, Po 5., 
llsmith, ed .. ,,. GBE Bulletin, Vol .. 2 {August 1958), p .. 4., 
12caapp, ed.,,, CBE Bulletin, Vol& 2 (November 1957), p,. 6 .. 
13Smith, ed., j) ~ Bulletin, Vol.. 4 (January 1960), p .. 2o 
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Other efforts to be positive are made by the Council in describing cer-
ain WProgram.s in Practiceti -which exemplify basic education. However, 
he Council argu.esg 
This effort to emphasize the positive must not abrogate our right 
to view with alarmj nor does it imply that (as some would insist) all 
critieism must be uconstructive.o o o o To be sure, the channels of 
©o:mmtihication 'between us and 9 let us say~ N.EoA., are still strewn with 
aefs, some not even cha.rtedo14 · · 
One major area of criticism is directed toward advoeati.ng the redti.e-
ion of requirements in professional education courses for the training 
f teaehers. In the belief that these requirements unduly interfere with 
the liberal education of teachers, the Council hastens to point out 
instances when state legislatures reduce the credits required.15 This is 
ascribed as a •,dctory of subjecrt-matter over methodology,.'116 No def'i-
ite commitment is taken by the Council concerning what should be re-
~:tred in the professional edu~ation of teaehers: 
Possibly CBE Os directors and members are not in agreement as to the 
roper amount of ed'llea.tion requirements, if a.cy, but certainly 'We can all 
ook with fa·wor on a:n:J' actions which reduce them to more. I"ea.sonable 
'imensionsol7 
more recent expression of attitude toward the training of teachers in-
., ieates a conciliatory tone g 
Some sch~lars and liberal arts teachers take a radical view of 
~
rofess:i.onal training; they would be willing to abolish Education as 
ueh altogether~ and do away ~ith ~hat they feel is the artificial 
ragmentation of psyGhology9 historyJ and philosophy into educational 
psycholog;r ~ ed'Uca;tfonal history 9 and educational philosophy o • • • rhe Council for Basic EduGation believes this radical view of professional 
14clapp~ edo :1 ~ Bulletin,, Volo 2 (November 1957) ~ p. 6. 
l5smH.;h9 edo? CBE Bu]J.etinj Vol.. 2 (April 1958), PPo .3-8; also 
©l .. 2 (June 1958J;, Po 2,. 
l6Ibido)} Po J., 
l7Ibid .. 
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education to be not only untenable but also irrelevanto o o • The prob-
lem is one of livin§ with it and adjusting to it and being thankful for 
small concessionsol 
Arthur E .. Bestor 
Bestor is fearful that American education is moving in the direction 
of anti=intelleetualism. He says: 
My purpose is, and has been, to expose the fallacies of this dan-
gerous and deceptive emphasis or direction in education, and to re-
affirm a sounder set of intellectual valueso o • o The question of 
direction, let me repeat, is the crucial one.19 
Bestor o s · main contention is that the school is a parti.cula.r kind of 
institution which should have specific competencies and thus, specific 
limitations. He is particularly critical of Life Adjustment Education 
which proposes Wto meet the common and the specific individual needs of 
youth. 1i 20 He points out 1;hat there are other agencies of society which 
should minister to young peopleDs needsz 
The family, the church, the medical profession, the government, private 
business-=aa.11 exist to satisfy the needs of men and women, young and oldo 
o o o The idea that the school must undertake to meet every need that 
some other agency is failing to meet is a preposterous delusion that can 
reek the educational system •• o o The school has its own job to do, 
and the nation is threatened with disaster if the school fails .. 21 
~reover he believes that the Life Adjustment movement is essentially 
antidemocratic in that it does not have any faith in the intelligence 
f the masses of peopleg 
l8Smith, ed., CBE Bulletin, Vol. 4 (December 1959), PPo 2-30 
l9Bestor, The Restoration of Learning, p. 4. 
20u. s. Office of' Edu~ation,i ~ Adjustment Educati.on !2!:, Every 
outh, Bulletin Noo 22 (Washington Do Co, 1951), p. 16. 
21Bestor, 11Anti~Intellectualism in the Schools, n ~ Republic, 
ol. 128 (January 1953), p. 12. 
It LLife Adjustment EdueatioE7' enthrones once agairi the ancient 
doctrine that ·t.he majority of' the people a.re destined .from birth to· be 
hewers of ~ood and dT'awers of water to a seleet few who, by right of 
superior fitnessj are to occupy the privileged places in society~22 
. ' . . . 
The National Education Assoc:iat:lcm., however, takes another vie-w: 
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Life adjustment education a • o is designed in part to fill the gap 
in traditional education by provi.ding useful education to· those who are 
going to beGome sales clerks, gasoline station attendants, homemakers, 
ordinary laborers, and so ono23 
Bester disagrees with the NE.A. about what is useful edueationo For him, 
intelleetua.l training is not only usef'ul)l but imperative for all; con-
sequently he believes V6ca.tional training should be pr?vided as late as 
possibleo Those who promote Life Adjustment Edueation recommend it for 
sixty percent of the future eitizenso 24 For this reason Bestor believes 
that it contributes to anti=intelle~tua.lism and should be repudiated by 
the Am.eri~an peopleo25 He argues further: 
' . 
o destroy anti,=inte.llectualism we need to do more than combat its argu-
ntso 'tie need to identify and expose the groups that a.re promoti~ it, 
s~ that we :may eheek their disast~ous intluenee upon policy-making. 6 
He asserts "chat the groups responsible for anti-intellectual trends 
re principally professors of educati.on who have formed an "interlocking 
' irectorate1' or a W'bu.reau<Glracy1g among themselves and -with schools of 
duoation9 public school administrators, and state departments of educa-
fiono27 Bestor feels that this ~interlocking .directorate" is revealed 
b ibido9 Po 130 
1\Tational Education Association, n11re Adjustment Education," NEA 
sear h Bulletin, Vol .. 35 (December 1957), p .. 141., 
24uo S .. Office 0£ Edu©a.tion~ Life Adjustment Education for Every 
outh, Bulletin No., ;z2 (Washington$ De G .. 9 1951,, _p., ~60 
25Bestor, Educational Wastelands, PPo 82, 101. 
26Ibid., J Po 101.. 
27Ibido 9 Po lll., 
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in the polieies governing the training of teachersi 
State educational officials exert control over such programs by the re-
quirements they lay down for the certification of teachers, and these 
universally include substantial course work in pedagogy. Public sehool 
superintendents and principals reinforce this emphasis by the criteria 
they use in employing and promoting teachers. The beneficiaries are 
the professors of education, ~ho are thus assured of a steady flow of 
students through their coursesa28 
Thus.:, he is not only critical of Life Adjustment education in the public 
schools, but, of what he ~onsiders to be an "excessive" emphasis on pro-
fessional education in the training of teachers. 29 Bester argues that 
all p.t"ospecti:ve teachers should acquire an education in the li.beral arts 
and sciences with particular emphasis on the subjects they are going to 
teachG He recommends a minimum of work in :professional education: a 
course in the principles of '8pedagogyn and supervised practice teachi:ng. 30 
His positio:n conoorn:1:n.g the edueation of teachers is summarized in 
the followingi 
A new curricul'Uill for the edm,ation of teachers, based firmly upon 
the liberal arts and sciences, rather than upon the mere vocational 
skills of' pedagogy, will do more to restore the repute of the public 
schools than a.riJ' other step tha.t can be take·n.. Not only will teachers 
be adequately trained in the disciplines they undertake to teaeh, they 
will also be imbued with respect for those disciplines and will be pre-
pared to resist the anti-intellectualism that currently threatens the 
schoolso'.31 
Mortimer Smith 
In voicing the same criticism as the Council publications and Bestor, · 
28Ibid .. 9 PP~ 111=112. 
29rn a questionnaire study of certifi~ation requirements in the 
nited Statesy Bestor found that 11every state requires a minimum number 
1 
f hours in education for certification, the median is eighteen semester 
ourso" (~ Restoration 2f Learnin_g, p .. 257) o 
3~estor, Educational Wastelands, Pe 145 • 
.3libido, p .. 147. 
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Sm.i th als©i believes that the public schools ·· have assumed teo maey respon-
sibili ties that should be carried out by other agencies of society. He 
explainsi 
Any formal institution to be ef'f'ective must have a selective and specif'ie 
function, not ari indiscriminate and miscellaneous one. lle seem to have 
lost sight of' this simple principle when it comes to the institution of 
the schoolo We seem to have decided that it is going to be all things 
to all meno.32 
While the home, the school, the churchj and the comm.~ty are social 
forces impinging on each Qther, they are each distinctive in nature and 
have different functionsoj3 
Smith believes that the assumption of indiscriminate functions in 
the public schools is a condition which stems "from a philosopl:cy', from 
a way of looking at man and the universee" 4:nd he adds that "if we would 
understand why conditions are Yhat they are we will need to understand 
the philosophyow34 This philosophy is described as the pragmatism of 
John Dewey, with its radical development in the reeonstructionism of 
Theodore Brameld~ and the policies of the Life Adjustment Education 
me:ivemento Smith refers to this philosopl:cy' as ''a bias involving the 
repudiation of ultimate truths in favor of pragmatic testing, the per-. 
version of' science into id@latry of the scientific method, the dethron-
ing of' man as individual in favor of sociological manon35 More specif-
ically, he states& 
Under its aegis &ragmatism and re~onstructioniS!]Y we . .ar.a -abandoning 
standards and refusing to ackoo·wledge that a:ny body of' knowledge is 
appropriate for all men or that some subjects are intrinsically more 
.32Smith, "Liberal Education and Its Relation to the Schools," 
olle e ~ Unive:r:sit;(, Vole 32 (Spring 1957), Pe 308e 
33smithj A.hd Mad1,Y Teach (Chicago 1949), Po 270 
34Smith,, ~ Diminished ~j p .. 84. . . 
.35rbide, p., 1.36. 
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important than others; in the name of SGience ~e are pretending to fit 
human beings into fixed and rigid categories of aptitude, thus perpet-
uating an argument made by opponents of universal education a hundred 
years ago, namely~ that many persons are uneducable; and we are be-
littling man°s inviolable privacy and individual responsibility and 
declaring tgat he can only find purpose as part of the collective and 
the groupo.3 
Smith asserts that pragmatism is "the official philosophy of public 
school educationo" He points out that pragmatism refuses to set up any 
. . 
ultimate ends for educationj that in pragmatism. the educative process 
is its own end through the nreconstruction of experiences.n37 He thus 
reasons that pragmatism lacks a value system and a sense of direction, 
which has resulted in attention to immediate experience, suecessful 
livingj and the re-creating of nreal,,;.,life experiences" in the classroom. 
From this position~ he says, modern education is trying ttto meet the 
needs of t,he whole child; not only the intelleatua.l needs, but the 
emotional~ recreational» socialj and all other needs.n38 Without a 
sense of direction and priorities he feels that the schools are diverted 
from the primary responsibility of intellectual training. 
Al'f;hough opposed to pragmatism., Smith takes even a stronger stand 
against the reconstructionism. of Theodore Bra.meld -which he describes as 
a development of pragmatism& He states-that. the reconstructionists plan 
to use the public scho.ols as the means to esta:bli$h a collectivist 
society in ~hieh the individual would become merged into the "group 
mindew In objecting particularly Ut the reconstructionist 4octrine of 
"consensusw a:s- a principle of truth-seeking, Smith asserts that Brameld 
36rbid .. JI p. 137 0 
37Ibid~ 9 PPo 78, 810 
.38rbid. 
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1n1.s all for what the majori·!;y wants after he has had the opport~ity to 
mold the majority 0s desiresor»39 It is no surprise that Smith is criti-
cal or reeonstru.etionism. in view of his thesis that the quality of. 
society willrise only through the improvement or the individuai.40 . 
Smith is as vehementl:9' critical of Life Adjustment Education as 
Bestor. He asserts that Life Adjustment Education reflects the "anti-
- -
intellectual bias or many of those in charge of American public aduca-
, 
tion o o e in making the school a sort of gigantic social sari.rice agency 
. 41 
aimed not at education but adjustment." He argues that Life Adjust-
ment Educi.atio:n. is an attempt to ,abandon the basic disciplines for the 
majority of the pupils in favor of ad.justing them to "real life problemso" 
He believes that this policy is not only anti-intellectual but anti-
democratic since it implies that "the majority of American youth--
sixty per cent,.,.,..are so dull that all the school can attempt to do is to 
adjust them to their environmentor»42 He points out that "everyone has 
the.same needs, needs that can neve!' be met by vocational training but 
only by a humanizing and liberalizing edue-a.tion .. "43 Smith believes that 
the problem of i;tdividual differences can qe solved without sacrificing 
the quality of basic education: 
Certainly the high school curriculum needs to be reorganized and 
improved but the efforts of the professional educators in this·· direction 
never seem to touch the great ,major problem·~ viz .. , how to reach the 
39:rbido, PPo 65=,66o 
40 ' .. Supra, Po 2L 
41smith, nour School.a Need More than Money," !!E£ Review, Vol .. 19 
(February 1.95.8}, p. 8., 
428.mit,b..,, The lliminished Mind, pp .. 22, 24, 25 .. 
43smithj ~ 5,adlt ~9 p., 60. 
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less gifted 'With the values inherent in subj$et mattero .... If we ex-
pect the -boy with an I.. Q. of 90 to become a..:-'¥itizen and make the judg-
-1. .... 
ments required of' a citizen we ought to be busy devising ways of making 
him un,derstand the ideas which have shaped his country and world.44 
Smith is in agreement with the Couneil 'publications and Bestor- in 
charging professional educators with the responsibility for anti-
intelleetual trends in public education. He makes the accusation that 
"the schools of education and the teacherss 'colleges, aided and abetted 
by the NEA, constitute a closed union in public school education.1145 ·He 
argues further: 
As the art of pedagogics has developed into the science of edueation, it 
has also become a vested interest., supported by a gigantic interlocking 
bureaucracy which qgntrols public education and is beginning to threaten 
private education.4 · 
Smith believes that the influence of professional education has been on 
' . -
111how" rather than "-what" in the preparation of teachers. He says that 
11th.a prospective tea-eher must spend about one-fourth of the period of 
his higher education taking cottrses in Edueatione o •• »47 Although 
Smith a,dwcates a thorough preparation in_the liberal ,µ,ts and sciences 
for teachersj he recognizes the value of some professional preparation: 
knowledge of the history of education, .of th~. psychology -of learning 
and growth, and some hours in practice ·teaching are important in.the 
training of all teachers, but those responsible for teacher training 
are not ~onte~t with anything so modest in th~ way of professional 
preparat1onA8 . ._ . . - . 
Thus, Mortimer Smith is essentially in agreement -with the_ Council 
.. ! • • :.,,:;. 
44smith, The Diminished Mind, pp .. 4-8, 490 
45smith, "The Faiiure of American Edueation,11 ~ Freeman, Vol~ 1 
(Deeember 1951), p .. ]38.. .· -· -. · 
46srnith, ~ Diminishecl Mind, PPo 76, 77 o 
47 Ibido j) p., 86 .. 
48Ibid. 
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publications and Ar·thu.r Bestor coneerning the criticisms of public educa-
tione Unlike Bestor, however, he makes a more detailed analysis of the 
philosophical basis of tranti=;i.ntellectt1S.li.sm" and concludes that it 
.. . 
emanates from the pragmatism of John Dewey and the- reconstructionism of 
Theodore Bra.meld, as well as the Life Adjustm,ent policies of the U. S. 
Office of Educationo 
Harold L .. Clapp 
Gla,pp believes that the root of the problems of public education is 
in its failure to anSvJer this question: HHow can the ideal of 'W1.iversal 
education be reconciled with gualit;y in education?u49 He points out 
that "what underlies much of current public school theory and practice 
is essentially' the unthinkable equation of democracy and mediocrity." 
For him,, democracy in education means equality of opportunity in-which 
students could rrdevelop according to individual capacities and varying 
degrees of zealon50 He agrees with Bestor and Smith that the Life 
Adjustment movement _promotes mediocrity in ~ucation: 
The ~ life-adjustment n program)' · out or the U .. S.. Office of Educa.-
tion j is the handiwork of defeatists, who tell us that sixty per cent 
of our children are ineducable: theirs not to think and judge, theirs 
but to nadjustn "· ... ,. .,51 · 
Much of Clapp 9s caustic criti~ism is directed to~ard profes~iona.l 
educat©lrs and the requirements in professional ed:ucation for teachers: 
o o .. 8Educationn .. ., ,, is ~~which controls public education. 
The Educationist sets the standards of' American education by establishing 
49c1app, "The .American Scholar and Public Education," South Atlan-




the requirements of teacher trainingo -- Since these requirements are --
largely in terms of the courses taught by the.Educationists themselves, 
this approaches the definition of a r.acket.,52 
It_ is app~ent that Clapp __ agrees with Be-stor and Smith that an •inter-
locking directora.te 811 or llllbureaucracy" i.s operating in professional edu-
oationo Moreover, he asserts that "subject-matter requirements for 
. . 
teachers are pitifully inadequate, and ••• consequently, the appalling 
fact is that our most poo1•ly educated college graduates are our teach-
-- -
ers o ru53 In a later statem.en·t; before the Southern Htun.a:nities Conference, 
he a.sstuD.es a more conciliatory attitude toward professional educators: 
Some of you may ..... think me an unlikely person to be asking for eoopera-
tion with professional educators .. I have on occasion made forthright and 
probably too sweeping attacks on them.. .. .. .. But to a degree that I have 
not always recognized, I know now that ma.n;y of them a.re working for the 
same ends as we, and so it seems to me highly important that we make 
every effort to work with them.54 · 
It is evident that Clapp has made an effort to cooperate with profession-
al educators., As a representative of the Gou.ncil .. for Basic Education, 
he participated in the first and second national conferences of the 
Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards of the Nation-
' 
al Education Association. At the second eonf'ereiree, he made a plea for 
the Wbest possible, traditional liberal education" which he believed would 
ttract more compete:n.t students for the teaching profession., Instead of 
ffering a major in professional education, Glapp suggested for every 
eacher of every subject)) raa full-scale, undiluted, honest-in.jun major 
52clap:p 9 "'l'p.~ s)tra:nglehold on Education,'' American- Association of 
niversit Professors Bulletin, Vol .. 35 (Summer 1949), Po 3370 
5~ClE1.pp, "The_ Need for {3ubstance in Secondary Educat:ion, 11 ~ 
Southern Humanities Conference Bulletin, No .. 7 (Oqtober 1957), p .. 280 
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in one of the eentral disciplines of the liberal curriculum..n55 In regard 
to professional education, he states th.at the.following would be suf..f'i-
©ientg "about three beefed=up courses incorporating the pertinent 
aspects of psychology, and educational h~story and philosophy including 
something of the history of the eurricu.Jmn.. 11 56 He believes that practice 
teaching should be provided as "on-the-job apprenticeships," rather than 
be ·bhe responsibility of the f'our-year college. 57 
Harry J. Fuller 
Fuller states that the basic assumptions that "education is a process 
of fulfilling needs .. " .. and oru.y those things needed for a<;l.justment 
in society should be taught~ is "colossal rubbish .. " He asks: "How many 
students have a need to read and study Harn.let o •• or Lincolnis Address 
at Gettysburg ., ., • 11n58 His argument is summarized in a caustic state-
menti 
· hat I am arguing for is o • o the elimination from our schools of the 
siJ.Jy fads 9 the tawdry tricks 9 the superf'ieial subject matter, and the 
cheaply utilitarian educational philosophy forced upon them by some 
du~ation professors.59 · · 
Fuller asserts that public education is controlled by a "deeply 
ntrenehecP1 bt.lJ;'eaucracy o This is his most serious criticism, and one in 
hich he agrees -with Bestor,, Smith, and Clappe He states that this 
55c1app, "The Education of TeacherS=><=If I had My Way," A paper 
presented before Section II, The Kansas Conference, Commission on Teacher 
~ducation and Professional Standards, (La-wrence, Kansas, June 24, 1959), 
p. 2. 
56Ibido 9 Po 4o 
57rbid. 
5~uller, "The Emperorrrs New Clothesj or Prius Deman:tat," ~ 
oientific Monthly, Vol.. 74 (Januar;,t 1951) 9 p. 34. 
59rbid. l) p. 41. 
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bureaucracy has lllinterlocking relationships" in its parts and rtdictates 
the laws which govern the certification of teachers, controls the train-
ing of large numbers of' teachers {;.nrfl determines educational philoso-
phies and practices o • o .. ,960 He argues f'urtherg 
This bureaucracy consists in part of' the faculties of our schools 
and colleges of education, in part of superintendents, principals, and 
o •• in part of powirful educational organizations of national scope 
and pervasive powero l 
Fuller believes that this ttbureaueracy,u 'Which makes a "fetish of' 
methodology~ n could be shrunk if Colleges of Education were reduced to 
departments of education within liberal arts colleges.62 If this shrink-
age were to be accomplished, he believes that more superior students 
might be attracted to the teaching profession. 63 Although he does not 
specify what should be included in the professional education of teachers, 
estates that "certain courses in education (albeit a small proportion 
~fall education courses now offered) are valuable in the training of 
teaoherso~64 
Sum.mary 
The ocaalysts of the critic isms of pu'bl:lc education indicates that, 
in addiM .. on to advocati:tlg a particular philosophy of' education, the 
ouncil is exerting effort to reorient public school theory and practice 
60Fu.1ler, "The Bureaucracy of Educiation,tt ~ American Biology:~-
r~ Volo 18 (March 1956)j Po 1190 
61Ibid. 
62Ibid., j p.. 123 o 
63Ibid. 
64Ibid. 9 p., 122 .. 
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in the direction of its own educational comm.itmentso In making a dis-
tinction between indiscriminate learning and education, the Council and 
its founders feel that the public schools have undertaken too many func-
tions 'Which should be the responsibility of other institutions of society. 
There is general agreement that the Life Adjustment movement fosters 
anti-intellectualism and threatens the quality of basic education in the 
public schools. However, Mortimer Smithns criticisms differ in that he 
analyzes the philosophical basis of anti-intellectualism which he believes 
to be the pragmatism of John Dewey and the reconstructionism of Theodore 
Brameld. He attacks particularly the relativity of values in'pragmatism 
and the emphasis on the group in reconstructionismo Tp him, both of 
these philosophies are detrimental to basic education, which strives to 
uphold objectivey intellectual values as a principle of public education 
instead of the expediency of adjustment to immediate "real-life"experi-
enceso It is evident that the Council is demanding that educational 
opportunities for individual ex©ellence should be broadened. Moreover, 
the Council insists that this objective is not only more compatible ~ith 
democraoy than Life Adjustment, but is necessary for the perpetuation of 
democratic society. 
It is evident that the founders agree among themselves and with 
the Council publications that educators in professional education have 
exerted a 1Rbu:r.-eau~ratic'1 influence on public education and have directed 
the goals of public education toward vocationalism and Life Adjustment. 
They also agree that too much emphasis has been placed on professional 
education in the preparation of teacherso 
In an avowed effort to be a focus for those ~ho are discontented ~ith 
pubJic education and in trying to reorient public school theory and pra~ 
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tfoe, many of the early critfoismis of the Council were caustic in natureo 
At present ·there is evidenoo of a more conciliatory attitude to·wa.rd pro-
f'essionaJ. educat:iono Moreo-ver, :lt should be pointed out that the specimen 
findings of the Seoond Bowling Green Conferer1ce, in which the Council for 
Basia Education participated, indicate that areas of agreement may exist 
among educators in the li.beral arts and sciences and those in professional 
education. Following are important fin.dings, which though not represent-
ing the consensus of the eonference, are published as "agreements reached 
by grc,ups i iu 
The primary functfon of edul.]ation in the schools is intellectual trai.ning .. 
Primary emphasis should be on the in·tellectua.l heritage and one I s abil-
ity to formulate and express onens thought and knowledgeo ••• The 
school has been remiss in intellectual training, has overstressed social-
ization, o • • Teaching the student to think is fundamental to the , 
sc:hooli s reason for being. o ., ., Problem solving is an essential step in 
learni11.g=,=t1J:-it an end in itself. • ·• • The schools have become I custodians 8 
of a large segmemt of' the publico o •• Society determines the purposes 
of' edtusation, and society today is calling for an upgrading of the quality 
of edu,Jation both in c:ont,en"i::, and in instruction ..... The schools can-
not do all things f"or all people. " • o NCTEPS should continue the prac= 
t:ice of inviting representatives f:;~om liberal arts fields to its national 
"'O"'f,'e·,..,,....~.,.,·,"""' 65 1.,.;., .J..~.. .J.. 1=.r..:.•,.&V' 0 o 
Thus, regardless of 1t.1he-ther the Council for Basic Education is 
succ~essfnl i.11 reorient,ing public education,, it is now evident that some 
I ot :its pr0oposi tions are at, least nominally agreed upon by leaders in 
i professic.mal educ.ationo 
With this background of educational commitments and criticisms of 
·the neJ<.:t eh.apter tru~ns to the questfon of rationale, 
the philosophical f'otmdatfons u.pon which the Council for Basic Educa= 
tfon standso 
651:irational Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Stand-
ards (NEA) ,) !,hE:, ~2;.ticq;, of' T.~c1.c~, ~ Persl2.§.ctives ~ The Second Bowl-
ing G:reen Conference~ ('lrlash:lngt,cm, Do Co P 1958), pp. 5? 6, 7, a:nd 26. 
CJHAPi'ER IV 
THE PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE COUNCIL FOR BASIC EDUCATION 
In ehapters two and threei, the educational commitments and criti-
cisms of public education were discovered by analysis of the documents 
of' the Council for.' Basic Educati.o:n and the publications of certain mem-
bers of the fo1mding groupo In this chapter;? however, the discovery of' 
phil(llSophical foundatii.ni.s is limited to two members of th<i3 founding 
groupi Art,hur Eo Beistor and Mortimer Smitho 
Besto1° is primarily an historian and Smith is primarily a writer 
and editor" Ne1:the:r' r»f' ·~hese men has set forth a systematic elabora-
tion of' philosophical princ::ipleso It is the thesis of this chapterj 
howEnrer 9 that their publicatoicms concerning edueat.ional theories and 
practices reflect a consistent; philosophical position that is the founda= 
tfon upon whieh the movement in the Council for Basic Education standso 
Upon the founding of the Council, Best,or was elected the first presi-
I 
dent, and has subsequently occup:ted a position as one of the directors 
of the cor·porationo Smith was the first executive secretary and has 
:assumed ·t.he f'ull=M.me position of editeir of' the Council Bulletin for 
the past three years., 'I'he agg'.l:'ess:ive leadership of both of' these men 
in educational caintr(Y1rersy has been recognized by the natio:m,..iid.e atten-
tion given t,o their.' publications" 
In the C.:yonc:n. 0 s f':i:i:0 si:; bu11et:in J the books and articles published 
t,he founding group ·w,ere listed as references for those "1,,1ho know 
so 
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• little about its bac:kground. 191 The works of Bestor and Smith are the 
I only ones among the list that contain_ sttitements of philo_sQphical ~port. 
'.Bestor states in his most comprehensive book that "the present volume 
-· . 
' should be read as an essay :in the philosophy of education. 112 .Also~ he 
. . 
envisions the formation of the Council for Basic Education, when he urges 
;scholars to form an organiza.ti.on to promote a common viewpoint. 
Unity of purpose is essential for the success of any great unde:r:-
: taking ., • o lik:a .American public: education .. 
. The first step, as I see it, must be for the learned world to 
; Great..e an agency entirely its own through which it can state its views 
.on public,;,school policy independently and unitedJ.jro ., •• It must ad~ 
:dress its.remarks directly to the publicy who make the final decisions 
on educational policy • ., ., e If scholars will create for themselves an 
organ through which they can expound. their educational principles with 
clarity and force, I am eonf'ident that they will be listened to with 
:respeoto The· basis for such unity indubitably exists .. ., ... They 
share a common purposei the advancement of understanding and the 
augmentation of that intel.lectua.l power upon which mankind depends 
for its very existen~eo They~share a common respect for knowledge, for 
:the disciplined mind o o " .,3 
S~ly9 Mortimer Smith al.so envisions the formation of the Gomi-
Gil for Basic Edn@ationg 
What would probably be of some help .... o is the formation or a 
(small ci@mmission==academic» or part academic and pa.rt lay-which would 
11undertake a serious stndjr @f the schools o o o ., I think such a commis-
sion. should be frankly Uslanti9d 11 in that its membership should be ex ... 
1pe~ted. '00 believe in education1 not training or adjustment, as a worthy 
1ideal for all in a demo~racyo4 
If it is assumed that the theories and practices advocated by the 
:Council for Ba.sic Edmllation represent the values and objectives of 
! 1c@un~il for Basic EduGation.9 Preliminar:y News .Bulletin (No. 1, 
rugust 1956), p. 2. 
! 2Best@r -i, ~ Restoration £.!. LearniMj p.. 6;; 
3rbido$ pp .. 221=2230 
4smith.v ~ Diminished Mj.M,9 pp .. 134=1.350 
responsible -thinkers,, then they must have been formulated 'Within a con-. 
text of philosophical thought, either expressed or implied. The purpose 
of this chapter is to discover the nature of these philosophical ro'ots. 
In making this analysis, three distinctive philosophies were con-
sidered a.s criteria& {l) the idealism of Herman H. Horne, which holds 
;tha;t;, reality is sp:iz0itua.1 and that the origin of man is God, the nature 
of man is freedom;; and the destiny of' man is immortality; (2) the e:x:-
perime:ntalism of John Dewey, which maintains that reality is experience, 
c~nceived of as interaction between the individual and the environment 
in a naturalistic world 9 in which nature is considered to be inclusive of 
all reality and man is considered to be an organ.ism continuous with nature; 
and (3) the realism of Frederick S., Breed, which affirms that the world, 
which exists independent of manna peroeptions 1 is a result of emergent 
evolution9 and that man, whose highest value is self'-preservation, is an 
insignificant, factor in the evolutionary processo Each of these criteria 
was rejected since there was no evidenee of a similarity with the Council8s 
positiono In regard to idealism, for example, there was no indication 
that Bester or Smith conceive of 1nanus existential medium as spiritual 
er that, the origin of' man is in Godo In regard to experimentalism, Smith 
.is particmlarly critical of' Dewey 0 s conception of experience and of the 
nature of mane In regard to BreedUs realism, Bestor and Smith agree 
t,hat the world exists independent of its being perceived; however, this 
is a proposition acceptable to many forms of realismo Further investiga.-
tion disclosed that Bestor and Smith a.greed upon Aristotelia:t1 principles 
boncerning the nature of man and the theory of values .. This finding 
sugg~sted that the philosophical foundations of the Council might consist 
of Ar:ist.,C)telia.n realismo The remainder of this chapter substantiates 
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this hypclthesis,, 
The Nature or Knowledge 
The problem in this section is to discover the position of Arthur 
Ea Bestor and the position of Mortimer Smith concerning the source of 
koowled.ge, the character of knowledge, and the nature of trutho 
.Arthur 'fil,o Bestor 
Both experience and reason are sources of knowledge in Bestor 1 s epis-
temology. Experience furnishes the sense perceptions which stimulate 
ma.n 8 s conscdousness; reason coordinates these perceptions into forms of 
kno-wlecg e ~ 
Consider how the disciplines of science and learning came into be-
ingo The world enters the consciousness of the individual-and it first 
entered the consciousness of m.anldnd=as a great tangle of eon.fused 
·perceptions. Before man. co'Uld deal with it at all he had to differentiate 
one experience from another and to discover relationships among them: 
similari't,y and diverai"t,y, cause and ef.fect, and the life e Gradually he 
discovered that one kind of relationship eould best be investigated in 
one way (by controlled experiment, it may be) 1 and another in another 
-way (by the critical study of written records or of fossil remains, per-
haps)o Thus the separate disciplines were born, not out of arbitrary 
, . invention but out of evolv·ing experience. 5 
Henee 9 Best.or reasons that :ma.nus existential medium is the source of 
knowledge in furnishing the raw materials through sense perceptiono 
Howeverj this is not to say that he is a thoroughgoing empiricist, since 
I 
I the activity of the mind plays a more important role in the knowing proe-
1 
I 
ess through discovering the disciplines. 
With such limited evidence it would only be pedantic to argue that 
Bestor is a ~ritical realist or a naive realist. His position is close 
'Bester~ ,.The Rest,oration of Learning, Po .34 .. 
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to critical 1rnJnism!I a type of epistemological realism which does not 
pCJstulate sense data, essences, or other media in the knowing process. 
It i.s monistic in that the subject, apprehends objects directly rather than 
indirectly, yet critical in the sense that the subject contributes qual-
• ities not inherent in the objects perceived. 
Bestr;r makes other statements which tend to conf'irrq his epistemo-
: logical r!:)alismo He says that the disciplines "are the powerful tools 
and engines by which a man disc:i)vers and handles faetso 11,6 He states fur-
ther that the 11disciplines were born, not out of arbitrary invention but 
©Ut of enrolving experience a,? Again he states that 11the disciplines 
·represent wayei man has discovered for achieving intellectual mastery. 
o • o"S Therefore» it follows that there is a knower, apart from the 
. world which is to be kno-w:n, that the objects of knowledge ex:ist prior to 
and independent or the knowing process.. Thus man does not create knowl-
, edge, but; disooyers what exists objectively o These objects may be 
material thi.ngs 9 laws.9 or quantitat,i·ve and qualitative relationships. 
The above argument refers to the source of knowledge and the cog-
ni'Li''Ot'i relationshipo It would be a mistake to assume that the character 
of' knowledge is sta·tiG in Besto1:,ns positfon-0 Indeed, he poi.nts out that 
lmCiwledge is not nsimply faC\t, ., e .. a body of established date')) stub;.. 
. bo:r'n, ine:r.0t,, a:nd 'cmquestionedon9 For Bestor 9 knowledge :i.s the "fruit of 
o:t.•ig:inal inquiry o ri1° Knowledge is the understanding and wisdom gained 
61·~ od bl. <>)) Po 340 
7rbid .. 
8Ibido 9 Po 35. 
%estor, Educ,~tional Wastelands, Po 66. 
10Bestor ~ The RestorayJ£:E: 2.!, ~, p. 7iL 
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'by those '19op~rations of the mind ••• the methods of inquiry by wb.ieh 
knowledge is attained.»11 He elaborates extensively upon two methods o.f' 
inquiryi the process of thinking and the process of judg~ng. 
The process of thinking, for Bestor, refers to certain distino-tive 
;modes of' thought characterized by logical order, systematic structure, 
: and intellectual power. He lists the following as fundamental and dis-
tinctiveg controlled experimentation., liie:~hematical reasoning, historical 
, investigation, philosophical cri·ticism., and linguistic . or· literary 
: criticdsm .. 12 In the process of solving problems, Bestor states that ·:·. 
these intellectual powers play an indispensable role in the cu.J.Jninating 
: acts of thinkingi> in the integration or synthesis of knowledge when a 
! . 
' : problem is solvedo He outlines four essential steps in the problem-
, solving process: First, there is a period of confusion. Second, the 
' 
'problem must be anaJ.yzed and separated into its elementso 'i'hird, an 
invantory of existing knowledge and intellectual skill must be made "to 
determine whether these will suffice to deal effectiveJ.y with the var-
:ious constituent problems •• o " If the powers already possessed are 
inot suffie;ientj) then additional ones must be acquired. "To a mature 
•man.I' already trained in a variety of disciplines, this may be merely a 
.matter of a f'ew hoursn work. 'fo a young student, however, it may point 
forward to months O:t:" years of study e 11 The fourth and final step is the 
stage 0£ integration or synthesis ~hen the "array of separate intellectual 
;powersn are brought to bear liin combined fashion upon the original prob-
) lemo ~13 "In a sense 9 n ;Bester says "this is the only step that ean 
llibid .. 
12Ibid., 9 PPo 3979 406, and 415. 
13Ibidoj PPo 5<}=60o 
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· p:r0operly be called thinking.. But it is not a step that can be taken by 
i itselfp for it presupposes all the preceding steps." He adds emphat-
ically that 11 :i.f a real synthesis of' kno-wledge is to take place, it must 
take place in the mind of the student."14 
Thus there are two essential phases in problem solving, that of 
analysis and that of synthesis .. It sl:o'lil.d be pointed out that this 
method differs in several particulars from the method of solving prob-
• lems in John Dewey 0s experimentalism.15 Bestor seems to presuppose an 
. antecedent reality ,16 whereas Dewey does not believe th:ere is any ulti-
mate reali.ty or certainty. Bestor stresses the role .of separate intel-
lectual po~ers in the solving of problems, whereas Dewey equates the act 
-
of thinking with the .relieving of problematic situations or perplexities. 
For Bestory the solving of problems is a way of discovering knowledge and 
approaching truth; for Dewey, the solving of problems is the way man 
creates knowledge and constructs truth by examining the consequences to 
1-.Jhi.ch ideas leado17 This is to say that Bestor 1s method reflects the 
philosophy of realism, whereas Dewey's method is that of experimentalism 
or instrumentalism~ 
The process of judging as a method of inquiry is that of "weigh-
ing and consideringo II By this, Bester means the kind of reasoning or 
reflective inquiry required in the disciplines of history, philosophy, 
and literature, in which one does not engage in quantitative or exper-
14Ibid., PPo (;2!) 650 
J 
15cr. John Dewey, The Quest~ C~rtainty (New York, 1929), p. 189; 
: How We ~ (New York, 1933) !) p. 1070 
16rn;f.'ra J) po 93 o 
17 Infra, p. 880 John Dewey, Reconstruct;.9n in Philosophy (New 
: York, 1937), p. 1450 
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imental procedurese He says: 
There are many kinds of knowledge that can be attained only through 
the continual exercise of judgm.entj -with little help from the laboratory 
or the computing machine or the book of formal rules. ·The process of 
~eighing ~nd considering is~ going to become obsolete in human 
""f' -'- 18 -·-a.1. a.J.J.·S. 
Bestor believes that "one judgment based on careful reasoning may be 
worth more than a thousand snap judgments collected through question-
naireso 11 He states further that "we deceive ourselves into thinking 
that valid knowledge must rest upon some procedure more 'scientific' 
- 19 
than the exercise of good judgment." Thus, he seems to make a dis-
tinction between scientific knowledge and. historical and philosophical 
knowledge. Nevertheless, his method of making historical judgments is 
similar to the scientific procedure of making inductive generalizations 
and verifying hypotheseso He states: 
I sincerely believe that the historia.n-,,~hen treating the large 
and inclusive context of an event, or when offering interpretations of 
broad scope~=is primarily engaged in setting forth as accurately as he 
can the image that he has formed in his own mind of the balance and 
interconnection of forces, events, and ideaso • • • He is engaged not 
in analysis but in synthesis •••• The test of relevance ,fuieh he realzy 
applies to each event and ·each quotation is its relevance to the concep-
tion that he has formulated and tested in his own mind by prior reading 
and reflectiono20 
Thus'i the process of judging is a method of "careful reasoning" by 
- 1''Weighing and considering .. " In historical judgment, the method is induc-
i tive in nature, yet it does not require that one n s hypotheses be put to 
·the test of empirical observation or experiment. Neither does it condone 
irresponsible speculation. Bester is simply opposed to the bias of some 
18Bestor" Th~ Restoration of Learning, p. 437. 
l9Ibido;l PPo 436-,4370 
20Ibid .. 1 PPe 44()-,,441. 
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scientists who insist that all valid knowledge should come under the pur-
view of laboratory techniques or statistical tabulations. That he is not 
opposed to scientific method Eer se· is evident in the emphasis he gives 
to this method as a distinctive way of thinking. 21 However, »careful 
reasoningn through "weighing and considering» in the disciplines d phi-
losophy and literature would require an analytic and deductive approach. 
With ·these disciplines, Bester says that one "can even transcend facts 
and deal as a ratfonal man with the great questions of meaning and value~· 1122 
Thus it is evident that he does not affirm scientific method to be the, 
only true and reasonable way to arrive at knowledge. 
It has been shown that Bestor~s theory of knowledge is amenable to 
_epistemological realism.23 Although he does not elaborate upon the 
nature of truth, this indicates that truth refers to the agreement be-
tween a thought or judgment and the actual situation. While the follo-w-
ing statement has metaphysical implications, it is cited here to indicate 
that Bestoris view reflects the correspondence theory of truth: 
The kinds of knowledge that rest upon judgment (including, of 
course 9 historical knowledge) are neither absolute nor, in a final 
sense 9 relative. They are what I would describe as approximative. As 
with a parabola and its asymptote 1 the curve 6f historical interpreta-
tion never reaches the rectilinear line of actuality, but as the two 
lines move off toward infinity, they continually approach (and never 
erratically recede from) each other.,24 
This :1.m,plies that there is a truth, and that truth is objective, al-
l though knowledge is approximative. He explains further that, although 
2lsupra, p. 52. 
22Bestor, The Restoration of I.earning, p. 34. 
23supra, Po 84 




historical, ph:Uosophical 1 and literary judgments do not have the cer--
tainty of mathematical demonstrations, irthe alternative to absolute cer-
.tainty is not absolute ignorance.n25 Since judgment approximates an 
11actua.lity,n Bestorrrs view is in accordance with the correspondence 
theory of t:r'Uth which is basic to epistemological realism. 
It is evident that there are both empirical and rational elements 
in BestorVs theory of knowledgeo While experience and reason are both 
·sou.rces of knowledge~ he exalts the intellect above the sensibilities. 
,Thinking and. judging are forms of reasonil'l.g in which knowledge is dis-
covered. Thinking consists in applying the intellectual powers impliei.t 
:in the disciplines, which includes inductive, deductive, experimental, 
·. and normative inquiries.. Judging, as a method of reasoning independent 
of empirical elements, is st:r•essed.. These are the 'Ways man can discover 
approximate knowledge of an objective truth and gain understanding and 
wisdom. Thus, the theoretical foundations of both the curriculum and 
i method espoused by the Council for Basic Education is evident in Bestor 1s 
ep::tstemolog~.cal realism. 
Mortimer Smith 
Smith makes only a few statements amenable to philosophic analysis, 
and most of them are concerned with value theoryo In a letter to the 
-writer, he stated$ nr do 'not think I hold a consistent philosophical 
1 posit,ion but would find much"'to admire in philosphical idealism, in 
realism, and even in the materialism of a person like Santayana.u26 
1 
26:c.etter to the ·writer from Mortimer Smith, then E,xecutive Secretary 
1 of the Council for Basic Education, March 17, 1958. 
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However, this statement, coupled with the fact that he desc:r~bes himself 
as a traditional-humanist aligned with Robert Mo Hutchins in opposition 
to scie11tism, 27 indicates that he finds much to admire in classical 
realism, both Platonic and Aristoteliano This is evidenced further by 
his statements concerning knowledge and valueo 
Smith states that the liberal disciplines form "two roads to knowl-
edge, that of analysis (the sciences) and that of :intuition or imagination 
(the humanities)o 28 He believes that science discovers facts which are 
concerned with what is, and that through the humanities man discovers 
. moral value·s which are concerned with what ought to ~. 29 He says that 
"science o o o means mathematically exact knowledge discovered through 
induction and experimentation; it is what we ackno-wledge as tru·~h in the 
sense of' proven facts.n30 On the other hand, he -writes: 
Is it not possible that Lman 9il passion for religion and art Lthe human-
itie~, based on the desire for order, meaning, and expression, can be 
refined to the point where it also is a means for discovering truth?31 
Thus, although experience and reason are both sources of knowledge, he 
affirms belief in intuition as a source. He points out that certain 
values have their source in intuitive insights: 
1 The sense of the dignity and worth of individual man, the values of 
:democracy itself, have their sources in intuitive religious insights • 
.. .. • I think that -we ought to reject ..... the modern notion that truth 
iis only something that nworksn and that problems are not solved by 
I 
27smith., The Diminished Mind, p. 83. 
28supra, p. 37 .. 
29smith, And Mad6}'.'. Teach, p. 101 • 
.30 Ibid., Po 99. 
3libid., p .. lOL 
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; ref'ererice to principles but by p:ragmatic testing to determine, not what 
; is right, but what is e:x:pedient~j2 
While Smi.th does not elaborate upon the character of knowledge and 
!the nature of truth, he takes a strong stand against pragmatism and posi-
.tivism, and.in so doing, he argues that man may be able to discover some 
absolute moral pr1nciples. He says that contemporary lif'e is character-
, ized by "the widespread belief that all our problems, personal and social, 
can be solved or at least ameliorated by recourse to the scientific 
methodon33 He points out that John Dewey was the forerunner of the social 
· scientists 11"Who urge us to abandon our ingrained habits of metaphysical 
lthought and throw ourselves for salvation into the arms of science. 1134 
Moreover, in objecting to the "lack of a value-system" in pragmatism, 
Smith says "if we deny that there is an absolute truth which sometimes 
'transcends time and fact, if we have no absolute standard of what is good 
and what bad, how are we to judge what is ibeneficientt?n35 
Thus, Smith agrees with Bestor that there is an objective truth 
:apart from man, and that knowledge is discovered rather than created • 
. Furthermore, he agrees with Bestor that experience and reason are both 
sources of knowledge, although he adds to this a Platonic belief in 
:intuition which is not found in Bestor's position~ He differs from 
•Bester, however, in affirming that man can gain more than approximate 
knowledge of some absolute principles through intuitive insights. Both 
agree that scientific method is not the only way to gain knowledge, but 
32Smith, The Diminished Mind1 p. 9. 
33Smith, ~ Madl.y Teach, p., 94. 
J4Ibid., p .. 18. 
35smith, The Diminished ~j p. 81. 
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Smith stresses this point more adamently in his objections to pragmatism. 
The Nature of Reality 
Arthur !o Bestor 
As previously pointed out, Bestor is not a philosopher Yho writes 
about the nature of the universe, but rather an historian yho is deeply 
involved in the problems of educational philosophy. A presupposition 
of this study is that a phi.losophy of education cannot avoid reflecting 
a basic philosophical view. 
If one Rs conception of the nature of knowledge provides a key to 
the conception of the nature of reality, then it may be possible to 
arrive at certain conclusions concerning Bestor's conception of reality, 
;or at least the position that his epistemology reflects. It has been 
shown in Bestorgs theory of knowledge that the world exists prior to 
manvs perception of it, that antecedent conditions are characterized by 
genuine objectivity and independence .36 He refers more specifi.cally to 
reality when he states that man n1ives in a world of quantity and rela-
tionship o ., .. Lin -which7 he works every day -with matter, and he has 
1subdued matter to his purposes by sorting out its various characteristics 
in his mind o o •• n37 There is no evidence whether he regards matter 
fS an inert substance or an aggregate of atoms characterized by energy. 
;However, he does say that "the S:]:omplex and changing worldn is a "stream 
of living, changing reality .. u38 Moreover, the following statement is 
36supra, pp. 83, 84, es, and 89. 
37Bestor, '!'.h2, Restoration of Learning, p .. 35 .. 
I 38Eestor, "The Education Really ~eeded for a Changing World, 11 Ha.v-
l§_rd Educational £ieview, Vol.. 27 (Winter 1957), pp., 2-3 .. 
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close to a metaphysical proposition~ 
I All philosophical pursuits, all cultivation of theoretical and abstract 
'thinking ... ., such intellectual efforts are, in the last analysis, 1quests 
for elements of stability or regularity or certainty beneath the surface 
flux of the changing world as !2. ....... are obliged to know it.39 
Hence, it is evident that Bestor is opposed to the pragmatic conception 
of reality as flux, flow, and change, since change is only the surface 
appearance .. It would, perhaps, be going beyond the evidence to infer 
that· the 18quests for elements of stability or regulari.ty or certainty" 
are quests for essences or forms in the "-world as we are obliged to know 
.it;n40 or that Bestor 8s conception of matter is similar to the Aristo-
telian principle that matter is potentiaJ.,ity. Nevertheless, the postula-
tion of nstability, regularity, and certainty beneath the surface flux 
of the changing world" does reflect a teleological position. Furthermore, 
this conclusion is supported by the emphasis he places on the Aristotelian 
conception of man as a rational being whose highest good is to make the 
transition from his potentiality to the actuality of his form, his po-wer 
to reasono41 
It may be concluded that Bestorns position concerning reality is 
amenable to various interpretations, but o:nly -within the historic strand 
of realistic philosophye Although the evidence is not conclusive that 
he is an Aristotelian realist, this interpretation is supported further 
by his conception of knowledge,jl the nature of man, and the nature of 
valueso 
39Ibid., ,jl p .. 3. 
40rbido 
41Infra, p 10' -105 p. .... • 
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Mortimer Smith 
Si.nee Smith states that he does not hold a consistent philosophical 
position,42 it may be best not to try to identify the conception of 
reali.ty reflected in his writingso He is largely concerned with value 
theory in relation to educationo However, he states that he is a "tradi-
ti.onalist-humanist" who believes that "men must be bound together by 
ties of moral stability.n43 Furthermore, he holds that moral truths 
rnmight be derived from the religious tradition or humanistic principles 
of the unchanging nature of man and the universe •••• 1144 Although 
.he does not elaborate upon the "unchanging ~ture of the universe,u this 
surely indicates that he is not unsympathetic to Bestor 1s thesis that 
there is stability and certainty beneath the surface flux of the cha.rig-
ing world. Moreover 9 the following statement concerning the nature of 
man implies a teleological view: 
Ma.n's ingrained habit of setting up ethical and moral ideals, his be-
lief that his own life must mean something and that the universe should 
rrmake sense 8--are certainly Vfactsn about the nature of man ••• man 
is a metaphysical as well as a physical and political animal. Man is 
also a creative artist who cannot resist recording his visions and 
imaginings.4::> 
,That Smith does regard the universe as purpasive is substantiated further 
! 
I 
by his view concerning knowledge and values, both of which are objective 
and may be discovered by man through reason and intuition. 
In objecting to the pragmatism and naturalistic humanism of John 
42supra, p. 89. 
43smith, ~ Diminished Mind, p .. 83. 
44Ibid. j) Po 59 .. 
L~5Smith, And Madly ~' P• 101.. 
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Dewey» Smith makes the following comparative statement concerning the 
pragmatic view of reality& 
Dewey maintains that.reality is that which is experienced ••• he 
strongly rejects philosophical idealism with its doctrine that funda-
mental and ultimate reality is to be found in the mind; with equal 
positiveness he rejects the position of the realist who maintains that 
reality exists independently of mental percepti.on •• .:. • Your pragmatist-
instrumentalist ••• will say that the question of La physical desk' y 
existence is academic and irrelevant until I have an experience in rela-
tion to it; that is, until a practical problem-to-be-solved about the 
desk arises .46 
Thusj as a Wt:raditiona.l humanist," Smith is in sympathy with both 
idealism and realism1 which have been concerned with the great metaphysi-
cal questions. Although his view of reality is not definitive, as he 
: suggests in a letter to the writer, he does make statements concerning 
·moral values 'Which reflect the view that the universe is stable and pur-
posivee In this respect he is in agreement with Bestor. 
The Nature of Values 
The purpose of this section is to discover the kinds of value held 
to be worthy and to discover the nature of the highest good in the works 
of Bestor and Smith. The term nvalue11 refers to what is esteemed valu-
ablej that is, to what is desired, approved, or cherished. Any philos-
ophy of education must be concerned with values inasmuch as the formula-
tion of the aims of education implies some consideration of values in 
general 9 and thus a commitment to some highest good or goods. Ia chap-
ter two it was shown that the Council publications and the founders of 
: the Council agree that the immediate aims of education are to produce 
I 
the good individual and the good citizen, which is to be accomplished 
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i through the intellectual role of the- public- schoolso47 It will be shown 
I . 
: in this section that these aims have a direct ~earing upon the ultimate 
• values cherished by Bestor and Smith. 
Arthur [e Bestor 
Through the maze of statements concerning educational philosophy, 
it becomes evident that the highest good for Bestor is the self'-
, realization of man as man, that is, the fullest possi.ble realization a.n.d 
'perfection of manss rational nature.. Although self-realization. is in.trin-
; sicall.;wt the highest good, it also has a social aspect through its effect 
upon intelligent citizenship and the diffusion of intellectual values 
·with consequent progress in cultural and scientific achievements for 
. society .. Bestor argues that 
What we really need is a fervent belief in the importance of human 
: life lived on its highest plane.. Then we shall know we are fighting 
;ror a world in which there is opportunity for the fullest development 
(by every man and woman of his or her capacity for discipline~ thought, 
:for artistic creation, and hence for enduring satisfaction.4 
;Bestor states further that nintellectual power .... is mankind 1 s most 
'precious possessionou49 And he points out that with this most precious 
l 
possessiom 
o o Q The American freeman would be in a position to rule himselfo 
And the civilization he built would be a humane and magnificent civiliza-
tion because it would offer to every man not only equality before the 
law, not only the right to vote and to work, but, most precious of all, 
the opportunity to develop o o o his own highest qualities of manhood. 
Let us never be satisfied with lesso50 
47supra, pp. 16, 17j 21 9 2!.v-27. 
48Bestor, "Liberal Education and a Liberal Nation," American Scholar, 
:Volo 21 (April 1952) 9 Po 149. 
49Bestorj The Restoration of Learning, p. 35. 
!5°rtido, p. 97. 
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If intellectual power is mankind 0s ttmost precious possession," and if 
the "most precious opportunity" of man is to develop his highest qualities 
of manhood," then it follows that the highest good for man is his self-
realization, the perfection of his rational nature. 51 Bestor explains 
1 that "by thinking abstractly, men have learned to think with unimaginable 
: power and preci,siono .... Their existence as men, their freedom as men, 
! depend upon iton52 
Although the root value is self-realization, Bestor cherishes cer.:. , : 
! tain intellectual and cultural values for the individual and for society. 
i He refers to these values as the "most exalted and complex realms of 
I , 
I , 
i hum.an life, those of the mind and spirit.n53 Intellectual and cultural 
I -
j value~ for the individual consist of "knowledge, cultural appreciation, 
, ' 
' 
• and disciplined intellectual power." These values become evident, Bestor 
i points out~ when "the masses of' the people • • • are reading mature books 
and handling complex ideJs' and revealing a profound comprehension of· 
; history and science and the artso n54 He explains that rt society needs 
: thoughtful citizens and cultivated men, whether by profession they be 
, butchers or television announcers or civil engineers." And he adds that 
, "a citizen today needs • .. .. wisdom • .. o and understanding of the gen-
I -
! eral problems of government.n55 In the i1intellectual life of the nation~" 
1 he says that these values become evident in "its scientific and techno-
j 
52Bestor, The Restoration of Learning, p. 422. 
53Ibid~ll p. 84 .. 
54Ibido» pp. 87-88. 
55Ibid .. , pp. 82-83. 
1ogica1 progress f;.n~ professional sk111s Lanril cu1tura1 activities.n56 
In addition to the intellectual and cultural, Bestor cherishes cer-
tain spiritual values: freedom, self-reliance, honesty, and equality. 
He argues.that since man is a rational being, freedom must be achieved 
through a liberal eduoation.57 Wi.th expanded knowledge aBd disciplined 
thoughtj man can thus rise above environmental circumstances and make 
choices based upon his reflective nature. Besides freedom of choice, 
he is concerned particularly with freedom of thought. He states: 
There is, after all 9 a distinction between ideas and overt acts. 
In practice the line is sometimes ha.rd to draw, but the principle is 
clearo Men, or course, are always responsible before the law for 
thei.r conducto ••• But it is the act and not the idea for which they 
are punished.58 
His point is well summarized in quoting Jefferson: "Error of opinion 
may be tolerated yhere reason is left free to combat it."59 Self-
reliancej for Bestor, means "resourcefulness, imagination, and indepen-
denee of mind," which man exhibits in using his "general intelligence to 
solve particular problemson60 He believes that the greatness of the 
nation is based upon self-reliance. He stresses intellectual honesty 
as a moral value with which education is concerned, since dishonesty 
"contributes to the debasement of all ideals," particularly the intel-
lectualo61 In cherishing equality, Bestor has reference to the self-
56rbido, p. 221. 
57rbid., p. 38. 
58Bestor, et aloy ~ Presidents and Their Books (Urbana, 1955), 
p. 120 
59Ibide9 Po lJ. 
60Bestor, The Restoration Qf Learning_, p. 79. 
6lrbid. 9 p. 30. 
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realization of the masses, "the right of every citizen to develop his 
intellectual po1,1ers to the fullest extent possible o II He says that 
"democracy. e o assumes that intellectual ability is independent of the 
accidents of wealth and social position.n62 
Bestor believes that these values can be realized only through the 
agency of the public school in a democracy. He points out that: 
The .American public school was created to build a new social order, a 
social order in which intellectual training would be offered without 
disctimination to every citizen, in which respect for the highest 
cultural values would be universal, in which every man would be expected 
to bring trained intelligence to bear on personal and public problems, 
and in which scientific and scholarly effort would be so valued·that 
assaults upon intellectual freedom would be impossibleo Only the 
school can build this kind of social order. This is its great task in 
a democracy o 6.3 
I see no reason why the American edueational system cannot raise the 
intellectual and cultural level of the entire nation to as great a height 
as any people have been able to reach.64 
Here, then, is the rationale for his educational commitments. The 
basic idea of what constitutes the good life is derived from his concep-
tion of values and his conception of the nature of man. 65 Ma.n's highest 
good is his self=realization, the perfection of his rational nature. 
This, in turn, is good for society through its bearing upon citizenship. 
Mortimer Smith 
Smith is more concerned "With pointing out what he considers to be 
the unwholesome effects of pragmatism and positi.vism than he is with a 
value theory as such. He associates himself' and the founders of the 
62Ibido J p. 85 .. 
63rbido J pp. 95=96. 
64rbid o 9 p. 93. 
65InfraJ pp. 103-105. 
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Council with the position of Robert Hutchins, and in doing this, he re-
veals h:i,.s own conception of what is good, and what should be cherished. 
In a _letter to the writer, Smith states: 
I think it may be S'Qmawha.t. difficult to find a common veiri. of philosoph-
ical thought uni.ti,ng the founde.rs of the Gounci.l for Ba.s.ic Educationo 
It would be simpler to describe them as a group of humanists yho are 
anxious to do something to stem the rising tide of what Robert Hutchins 
has called the four cult~-skepticism, presentism, scientism, anti-
intf:lllectualismo 66 I 
Hutchins says that "the cults of skepticism, presentism, scientism, 
and anti-intellectualism will lead us to despair, not merely of educa-
tion~ but also of society.n67 By the cult of "skepticism," Hutchins 
means 11 the crucial error o o • of holding that nothing is aJ!l'1 more impor-, 
tant than anything else, that there can be no order of goods and no order 
in the intellectual rea1rn. n68 By- "presentisxn, 11 he refers to the tendency 
to repudiate the past and give attention to the immediate environment. 69 
By the cult of "scientism," he refers to 11 those who miseonceive the 
nature or the role of scieneeon70 He believes that science is eomeerned 
with matters of fact, and not with valueso He asserts that ques~ions of 
the good life and the good society "are not susceptible of scientific. 
71 
investigationo 11 By the cult of 11anti~intellectualism," he refers to 
those who depreciate intellectual and cultural values, while promoting 
66:Letter to the writer from Mortimer Smith, then Executive Secretary 
of the Council for Basic Education, March 17, 1958. 
67Robert Mo Hutchins, Education for Freedom (Baton Rouge, 1946), 
Po 380 
68Ibid .. , p. 26 .. 
69Ibide, PPo 31=32o 
70Ibido, Po 33. 
71Hutehins, The Conflict !E, Education (New York, 1953), p. 79. 
material suc.cess and adjustment to immediate needs. 72 
In agreeing "With Hutchins, Smith points out that society is nsunk 
deeptt in these four cults, and is on the bring of moral disaster by 
"divorcing science from spiritual wisdom.n7.3 He points out that "the 
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whole intellectual and emotional atmosphere of our times" is character-
ized by certain ideas~ a materialistic idea of progress; emphasis upon 
immediate experience; the stressing of means and refusal to set up ends; 
thinking of man as a sociological specimen instead of the individual; 
and a reluctance to accept any ultimate values.74 
In esteeming the worth of individual man, Smith asserts that "we 
should try individual responsibility, individual initiative, individual 
action." And he adds that nnot until individual man rebels against 
mediocrity, spiritual illiteracy, and group subservience will our unique 
experiment of universal education become once again a bright hope and 
promise in American life.«75 
With regard to values, Hutchins states directly what he considers 
to be the highest good: 
In order to believe in democracy •• owe must see that the moral 
and intellectual powers of men are the powers which make them men and 
that their end on earth is the fullest development of these powers. 
$ • o We want to achieve the limit of our moral, intellectual, and 
spiritual powers. This personal, human good is the highest of all the 
goods we seek.76 
72Ibid~j PPo 26, 47. 
7.3Smith, The Diminished Mind, Po 1.30. 
74smith, "Liberal Education and Itns Relation to the Schools," 
QQ_llege ~ University, Vol • .32 ($pring, 1957), p • .305. 
75smith, !he Diminished~' p. 141. 
76.ffutchins, Education for freedom, pp. 86-87e 
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In the above propositions, Hutchins is not referring to education per~, 
but to values as such. Smith seems to agree with Hutchins in asserting 
that "education is concerned with developing the highest capabilities 
of the individual as an indiv'idual ••• with self-realization .. "77 Al-
though he does not affirm self-realization to be the highest good, this 
conclusion is suggested by the fact that he refers to himself as a. human-
ist, that he agrees with Hutchins in opposing modern pragmatism and posi-
tivismy and, that he affirms the importance of intellec·tual, moral, and 
spiritual. powers in the individua1.78 
If the above inference is valid, then Smith agrees with Bester that 
the self-realization of man is the highest good. He differs, however, 
by including moral and spiritual powers as well as i:ntellectualo Thus, 
Bestor 0s emphasis upon ·intellectual powers and Smith's emphasis upon the 
moral and spiritual are both reflected in the Council's statement that 
1ethe purpose of education is the harmonious development of the mind, the 
will, and the conscience of each individual 0 "' • 
tl79 
Smith also agrees with Bestor in cherishing the values of freedom 
and self'=relianceo In opposing the determinism o:t' the "cult of scientism, 11 
he statesg 
~he social scientis~ will tell us that we~ predictable because 
what, -we do is not a matter of free choice~ we do it because we can't 
help ourselves; our actions are determined by forces outside conscious 
choice, the state of our glands, or the dictates of our subconscious. 
The same determinism, he will tell us, also dooms social groups. 80 
77Smithy And :[,adJ.:ll: Teach, p. 9L 
'78smith, The Diminished Mind.9 pp. 8-9., 
79su.pra, po 15" 
80smithJ !n~ MadLy ~, Po 100~ 
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Smith argues that "the perversion of science into idolatry of the scien-
tific method, and the dethroning of man as individual" has hindered man•s 
full realization as an individua1. 81 He maintains that "intellectualism 
and individualism. 0 • call for qualities that are inimical to herd 
ideals: Such qualities as independence, personal responsibility, per-
sonal conviction, and moral judgment.u82 
The Nature of Man 
An interpretation of man is at the heart of any philosophy of eduea-
tion. The purpose of this section is to discover the nature of man in 
the positions of Bester and Smith. 
It has been shown in the sections on the aims of education and the 
educative process that Bester conceives of man as a being who has a 
mind..83 He also states that tBthe Greek mind /jiaiJ for many later years 
the model of the disciplined mind that liberal education should strive 
to produce.n84 Although he does not describe the mind in any metaphys-
ical sense, he makes numerous references to the powers of the mind which 
give one a basis to infer what the mind is. 
Bester holds that the mind is characterized by capacity, function, 
or poyero These powers are evident in the ability of reflective thinking, 
8lsmi th, The Diminished Mind, pp. 136-137 o 
82smith, And Madly Teach, Po 82. 
83supra, pp. 17, 18, and 500 
84Bestor, ~ Restoration of ~arniAg;, p .. 458. 
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abstract thought, and the forming of generalizations.85 He states that 
the opportunity of man to develop his mind is nthe most precious of all," 
sinee this is the development of "his own highest qualities of :rna.nhood. 1186 
If. intellectual power is the highest quality of :maia, it follows that the 
essential nature of man is his ratio:nality, inteU!gen.ce, or power to 
· thinko In this respect, Bestor follows the Aristotelian tradition vihieh 
conceives of man as a rational animal. 
This conclusion is substantiated further by a comparison of Bestorv s 
analysis of reasoning with Aristotle 8s definition of min.do It has been 
shown that Best0r holds that reasoning consists of thinking and judging. 87 
Aristotle states that "by mind I mean that whereby the soul thinks an.d 
judgeso1188 Moreover, it is evident that Bester accepts the Aristotelian 
view that human nature is the same everywhere, that intellectual differ-
ences in man a.re quantitative rather th.an. qualitative. Bestor asserts 
that it is "eomtrary to every principle of dem.oeratic soeietyn to hold 
that: 
• 6 e some insurmountable barrier separates persons of different intel-
lectual caliber from one another, that they differ so fundamentally in 
the ~uality of t~~ir thinking as almost to constitute distinctive 
species ., .. e .. 
He argues further that a person of low intelligence does not learn differ-
ently, and is not completely' incapable of certain kinds of thinking. 90 
S5Ibid .. ,, p .. 37 .. 
86rbid .. , p .. 97,, 
87supra, p. 85-86. 
88.Aristotle, 110n the Soul," The ~ Work:s of Aristotle, edo Rich.a.rd 
McKeon (New York 1941), p. 590. · 
89Bestor, The Restoration of ~arning, p., 293 .. 
90rbid. 
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He states that it is tttotally false to infer that the variations measured 
by intelligence tests are variations in the quality of intelligence ••• 
n And he cOl'lCludes that intelligence tests "measure the guan.turn of 
intellectual skill possessed by aE. individual at a given age, not, in 
any precise and definitive fashion, the gua.lity of his thinking.u9l Thus, 
his argument rests upon the conviction that intellectual differences among 
men are quantitative differences of degree, rather than qualitative differ-
ences of kindo And this is pure Aristotelianism. 
Mortimer Smith 
It has been shown that, although Smith does not profess to hold a 
consistent philosophical position, he is sympathetic to classical real-
ism, both Platonic and Aristoteliano Morever, he stresses intuition as 
a source of value judgments apart from sciamtific analysis, which he be-
lieves is concerned with facts. 92 These views are also reflected in his 
conception of ma.no He holds that man is a ratiomal being, but he also 
expresses belief in the Hebraic-Christian conception of man. He states 
that "traditional education had its faults, but it v1as based on a clear 
concept of man as a rational. being_ •. o • o "93 And he adds: 
I think it is not too great a generalization to say that the larger part 
of conscious social thought in nineteenth-century America, based on 
general principles arising from the Judaic-Graeco-Christian conception 
of the nature of man, felt that the good society was e.volved from the 
association of free men making conscious moral choices ••• in the 
light of general principleso94 
91Ibid.,, Po 295., 
92supra, PPo 90..91. 
93smith9 11The Failure of American Education, tt ~ Freeman, Vol. l 
(December 1951), p., 137. 
94rbid., p .. 138. 
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Thusj while Smith agrees with Bestor that man. is a rational being, he 
also accepts the Judaic-Christian conception of man as a moral and spir-
itual being of great worth who has both freedom al'ld responsibility. 
This view is eonsistent with his opposition to naturalistic humanism, 
which rejects the belief that man has a soul, a.n.d scientism which . · : . 
stresses determinism. In emphasizing man's power of free will, Smith 
argues: 
The scientists can tell us some pretty exact truths about man as a 
physical animal, for in the animal realm human beings share miif'orm 
characteristics and react to the stimulus of the environment in uniform 
ways. In the realm of be.b.a.vior, however, mal'l is less predictable, and 
the moment you have· es_:pablished some seemingly invariable laws goverllling 
his conduct he will, in the most ornery fashion, fly off' in another 
direction.95 
It may be concluded that both Smith and Bestor agree than man is 
unique in relation to other forms of life. While Bestor stresses the 
.Aristotelian view of man as a rational being, Smith adds to this the 
Hebraic-Christian conception of man as a moral and spiritual being in a 
meaningful and purposeful universe. 
These two conceptions of the nature of man are reflected in the 
Councilus original declaration of' purpose: 
The purpose of education is the harmonious deveJ,.opment of' the mind, the 
will, and the conscience of each individual so that he may use to the 
full his intrinsic poYers and shoulder the responsibilities of citizen-
ship.96 · 
No doubt Mortimer Smith was among those in the foundil!tg group who insisted 
upon including the "will and the conscienoen in this statement. 
95smith, And ~4ad1Z, Teach, p. 1000 
96supra' p. 15 0 
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The study of philosophical foundations is limited to an analysis 
of the works of Bestor and Smith, since these men provide the intellectual 
leadership for the CounciL Smith states that the founders should be 
described as "h·umanists, 11 and he classifies himself as a traditional 
humanisto However, the term "humanist" is claimed by several philoso-
phers who hold conflicting positions; for example, the Thomist, Jacques 
Maritain; the pragmatistj John Dewey, the Platonist, Paul Elmer Moore; 
and the natural:lst 9 Corliss Lamonte Henee, if one uses the term to 
describe the founders of the Council, as Mortimer Smith suggests, then 
it becomes necessary to define the sense in which the term is used. The 
results of this study indicate that Bester and Smith are humanists in the 
sense that they hold the Aristotelian view of th~ nature of man and the 
self=rea.lization theory of the good life. Humanism in this sense seeks 
to perfect the highest capacities of man as man, and these capacities 
are t,he intellectual and moral powers wh.ich differentiate man from lower 
animals. 
It has been sho~n that Bestorus basic philosophy is consistent with 
Aristotelian realisme It has been shown further that Smith i.s admittedly 
a follo~er of Robert Hutchins, who is widely known to be an Aristotelian. 
Moreover 9 a definiti'1re publication sponsored by the Council for Basie 
Education acknowledges its Aristotelian foundationso 97 
.. 
Although Bestor and Smith make different emphases, they seem to be 
more in agreement than disagreemento Both agree that there is a public 
97Koerner 9 ed. 9 !h!, ~ for Basie Education (Boston, 1959), 
PP• 3=14o 
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or objective t~u.th apart from man, and that man discovers knowledge 
through experience and reasono However, Smith holds a belief in intui-
tion which is not shared by Bestoro What Bestor and Smith oppose is the 
claim of fimali ty in the scientific world view dogmatically asserted by 
pragmatism and positivismo Both agree that !at way of knowing is based 
upon assumptions, that is, based upon certain underlying postulates con-
·cerning what would constitute verifiable data. Bestor's way of saying 
this is that questions of qualitative judgment cannot be settled by 
statistics1 questionnaires, and slide-rules. Smith's way of saying it 
is to reassert the possibility of gaining intuitive insight and wisdom 
from the cultural heritage. It seems that both fear that the present is 
a period of cultural regression which may be deepened by an over-emphasis 
upon material abundance and a life of adjustment to the nnutritive and 
sensitive II levels of existence o 
While no metaphysical propositions are clearly discernible, both 
agree that the universe is characterized by stability and certainty, which 
implies a purposive view and lays the foundation for values. The highest 
good for man is his self-realization, the fulfillment of his highest 
capacities. Smith stresses the moral and spiritual powers of' man, while 
Bestor stresses the intellectual. What constitutes a good life, then, 
is found in activities guided by reason and moral reflection, in the 
intellectual and cultural values. This is a standard of goodness which 
is teleological in nature, since it refers to the ful:f'illm.ent of the 
highest capacities of mano For Bestor, the essence of ma~ is his ration-
al nature; for Smith,, it is moral and spiri~ual as well as rationaL Man 
thus has a universal quality., Although man shares sentient and vegeta-
tive functions lifith other forms of life, he is unique in possessing the 
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ability to think and judge, the power of reasqningo Thus, herein l~es 
the philosophic support for the educational commitments of the Council 
for Basic Edueatiom. 
CHAPTER V 
THE NATURE OF MENTAL DISCIPLINE IN THE POSITION 
OF THE COUNCIL FOR BASIC ED-qCATION 
In chapter two it was shown that intellectual or mental discipline 
in the educative process is a crucial argument supporting the position 
of the Cl)unciL In chapter four it was shown that Bester and Smith hold 
the Aristotelian conception of the nature of man. Morever, it was shown 
in chapter one that Bestoris conception of mental discipline has been 
criticized as a 11stale promise of mental training," and ridiculed -with 
1 
the label of 11 faculty 11 psychology. Although some experts in the field 
2 
of education ma.k;e no distinction between formal discipline based upon 
faculty psychology and mental discipline based upon the Aristotelian 
theory of mind, the evidence indicates that a distinction should be made 
if the Councili s position is to be properly represented. Henee, the pur-
pose of this chapter is to clarify the conception of mental discipline 
in the CouncilVs position and in the philosophy of Aristotle. It will 
be sho'Wn that the Council 1 s conception of mental discipline is based 
upon the Aristotelian conception of the mindo 
The theory of formal discipline supported by faculty psychology 
2see, for example, Carter Ve Good, ed~, P..~ctionary of Education 
(Ne'W York, 1945), p .. 134. Also, Arthur P. Coladarci, ed., Educational 
Pszchology 9 (New York, 1955) p. 16c 
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has had a long history, but was expressed in modern form by the German 
phi.losopher Christian Wolff in 17.34 and by the Scottish philosopher 
Thomas Reid in 17S5.3 According to the formal discipline theory, educa-
tion consists in strengthening or developing the powers of the mind by 
exercising them on difficult, abstract material such as Latin, Greek and 
mathematics~ For. di.sciplinary purposes, the form of the subject is con-
sidered to be more efficacious in strengthening the faculties of the 
mind 9 while the content is of secondary impo~tance.4 The relationship 
between formal discipline and faculty psychology is explained by Kolesnik: 
Underlying this theory Ltormal disciplin~ is the assumption that 
the mind is a substantive reality having a number of powers or faculties 
such as memory, attention, observation, reasoning and will, and that 
these may be improved imdividually--as muscles are improved-through 
exercise. Just as it does not matter much what a man exercises his 
biceps on, so long as he exercises them, it does not matter a great deal 
what sort of material his mental faculties are exercised onl. The impor-
tan·t thing is the amount and ,rigor and consistency of the exercise, 
espe<:dally during the formative· years. 5 
According to formal discipline, transfer of training takes place 
from the strengthening of a particular power or powers .. The study of 
Latin, for example, would improve one 1s powers of attention, observation, 
or retention so well that he would attend, observe or remember better in 
any other situatio:n.6 
Formal discipline with its reliance upon faculty pscyhology was 
the dominant motive in American education during the latter half of the 
3J,, Me Stephens, Educational Psychology (New York, 1956), p. 240. 
Also, Edw:in G,, Boring, fi Hi~ Qi Experimental E?:z:chology (New York, 
1950), p. 55. 
4stephens, Educational !:?Y.£hq.J:Q.&Y., p. 240. 
5-vJalter Be Kolesnik, Mental Disci.£.l-!!!:e ~ Modern Educatfon (Madison, 
1958), Po 6e 
6Ibido 
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nineteenth century~ 7 However, the experimental work of William James and 
Edward L. Thor~dike, and the educational theories of the Herbartians and 
the followers of' John Dewey cast doubt on the idea that any particular 
subjects could develop a lear:t;1.er vs "innate f'acul ties, 11 and the theory of' 
formal discipline was generally discredited during the first half' of' the 
twentieth centuryo Kolesnik points out, however, that "those responsible 
for modern education could scarcely make a more serious error than to be-
lieve that mental discipline is a dead issue$ n He concludes that ''mental 
discipline is still very much alive in current educational thinking."$ 
The Oouncil for Basic Education promotes a type of mental discipline 
tha~ should be distinguished from the earlier theories of' formal disci-
pline. It was shown in chapter two that mental discipline, for the 
Council, refers to t4e skills a.nd methods of learning and thinking 
which are required by the structure of logically organized subject 
matter. 9 Though the Council does not postulate separate "faculties" 
' 
of the mind, such as memory, imagination, perception, or acuteness, 
which might be sharpened by abrasive material, the skills and methods of' 
learning and thinking J.are referred to as Hintellectual powerse nlO In 
employing these skills and methods one becomes disciplined mentally and 
develops intellectual po~er by the type of thinking and reasoning engaged 
in by confronting the order and structure inherent in logically orgtnized 
subject matter. The Council states that "history str,sses the need for 
7stuart Noble, .!, Historz of American Education (New York, 1955), 
Po 3390 
$Kolesnik, Mental Disciplin~. :i.n Modern Education, p. 179. 
9suprt:1, pp O 41¥=4 7 0 
lOKoerner» ado Y. The Case f'.91: Basic ·Education (Boston, 1959), pp. 4, 
47j $5, and 145., 
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objectivity in formulating judgments, the careful weighing of evidence, 
and the necessity for searching analysis before a final decision is 
11 
reached." Biology, chemistry, and physics "give the student the e:xpe-
rience of obtaining objective evidence, of clear and accurate thinking 
12 
about experimental methods, and of interpreting observations." The 
Council points out that "mathematics is a tool, a language, and a logical 
structure" which is primarily deductive.13 The methods of the sciences 
are considered to be both jnductive and deductive.14 
Bestor agrees with the CouncilD s argument in stating that 11the 
15 
schools exist to teach o •• the power to think." By the "power to 
think, 11 Bester does not mean structured entities in the mind of man, but 
the way ID.a1l functions as a rational being in employing the skills and 
· 16 
methods inherent in organized subject matter. He argues that "the 
basic scientii'ic and scholarly disciplines must be presented, not as mere 
repositories or information 9 but as systematic ways of thi.nking, each 
with an organized structure and methodology of its ow:a.n17 He considers 
the following methods of inquiry as distinc·l;ive: controlled experimenta-
tiony deductive mathematical reasoning 9 inductive historical investiga-
tion, philosophical criticism, and literary critieism.18 Bestor maintains 
llibido:, p. 290 
12Ibid .. :, p. 185 .. 
13Ib:id .. j p. 1550 
14 Ibid.:. Po 189. 
l5Bestor, ~ Restoration of Learning.? p .. 1100 
16Ibid .. :. p. 60. 
l 7Ibid.,, p. 36. 
18IbidoJ pp. 397, 406, and 4150 
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that "f'acts and formulas may be necessary parts lof a liberal educatio~ 
but actually a student 'Will remember a great many facts wi.thout special 
effort if he has really entered into the pro.cess of investigation which 
produced themo 1119 And he states further that 11if he G teachey does 
not know what constitutes disciplined thinking in the.field, he may be 
teaching the most arrant nonsenseo 1120 
Although Bestor does not discuss "transfer of training" with the 
terminology of a psychologist, it is evident that he believes that trans-
fer occurs thr0ugh building generalizations or principles in one activity 
and applying them in anothero He says that 11the ability of the man of 
· disciplined mind to direct this power ~f disciplined though~ effective-
ly upon problems for which he has not been specifically trained is proved 
21 
by instances 'Without ntl.Dlbero" He argues further that "liberal educa-
tion seeks to develop the powers of thought that can be most readily 
generalized--that is, applied to the ·widest possible range of problems.n22 
His statements imply that the transfer of learning through applying gener-
alizations is more important than transfer through learning identical 
elements: "Generalizations have a more enduring lifeo And certain abil-
ities, such as applying the principles learned to new situations, may 
actually increase even without further instructionon23 
--
19Ibid., p. 364 .. 
20Ibid., p. 415. 
21Ibid .. , p. 56 .. 
22Ibid., p. 2.4.3. 
23Ibid. 9 p. 337. Bestor cites the following study to substantiate 
his conclusion: James E. Wert, "Twin Examination Assumptions,n Journal 
of Higher ~ducation, VIII, 139, (March 1937) .. 
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A conception of mental. discipline and transfer of training similar 
to that held by the Council for Basic Education is expressed in a cur-
rent text on education.al psychology~ 
Mental discipline refers to good training in skills and methods of 
learning and thinking. • " " A well-disciplined mind, then, is one 
which through training and experience has become effective in thinki.ng. 
It can reason clearly and f:l.nd the s9lutions to problems o Such a mind 
is equipped with knowledge a.nd insights and has the ability to differ-
entiate the major ideas from the minor, the sound for the unsound, and 
1iha'power to organize facts and ideas into useful patterns •••• The 
old idea of formal discipline is not being espoused--not at all. ••• 
Actually, mental discipline is at the heart of education in the sense 
that we try to equip students with knowledge and skills and also to 
trai.n them in using these skills and knowledge effectively. According-
ly the ra.ost efficient learning and thinking processes constitute mental 
discipline. We attempt to guide students in practicing good methods of 
learning, in reasoning soundly, and in attacking problems intelligently. 
Education aims to equip students ~ith the best skills and develop in 
them the best habitso Such training and education may be thought of as 
discipline, and good parents and the teachers of all and every subject 
try to achieve it.24 
Sorenson points out, however@ that nthere is no mental tra:i.ning 
and discipline that will make any material change in a student's mental 
capacity o t1 He says that 11all good educatj 011 will do is to make the best 
use of the powers and capacities -wh:i.ch he possesses. n25 
Sorenson further states that, 11 a person learns through transfer to 
the extent that the abilities acquired in one situation help in another" n26 
He describes two theories commonly advanced to explain transfer of train-
ingl) those of identical elements and of generalizationg 
The principle of identical elements involves specificity and perception. 
The transfer depends on the extent to which specific elements exist common 
to each situation and the degree to which they are perceived" The prin-
ciple of generalization9 on the other hand, is conceptual in nature. 
Transfer depends on possessing a concept or i.dea and being able to apply 
~erbert Sorenson, Psy.£h_olog_;y_ ~ Education (New York, 1954), p. 491. 
25Ibid., Po 4690 
26Ibid. ~ p. 468. 
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it in another situationo In some respects, it may be difficult to dis-
tinguish the two theorieso The theory of identical elements pertains 
to recognizing common elements in situations. Generalization is the 
application of principle~ and concepts to situations through perceiv-
ing their relationships. 7 
Deese defines transfer of training as 11 that traini:ng or performance 
28 on one task which has influenced performance on another task.n He 
takes the position that training in thinking with an organized subject 
will transfer as general reflective thinking: 
It i.s generally accepted that a formal academic discipline like high 
school geometry provides some transfer to reflective thinking in general. 
In some circles this is regarded as a holdover from the notion of form.al 
discipline, but, of course, such transfer does occuro29 
Blair, Jones, and Simpson state that ntransfer of learning exj,sts 
whenever a previous learning has inf'luer1ce upon the learning or perform-
ance of new responseso»30 They add that 11 transfer may be general, in 
that a given learning such as a principle, a set, or method has influence 
upon any n'Ulll.ber of later learning situations • .,:31 They maintain that 
transfer through applying generalizations is important: 
What are the implications of this kind of transfer for teachers? Clearly 
a general principle has much broader possibilities for use than detailed 
facts., ••• These kinds of learning are more endurj:ng. It would seem 
then that a major emphasis of schooling should be upon principles and 
their use in a number of situations.32 
Stephens tal{es a similar position with regard to transfer since he 
states that 11 the generalization theory holds that transfer is due to 
27Ibi<L,, p. 479. 
28James Deese, ~ Psygh_ologz of LearniRg (New York, 1958), p. 213. 
29rbidoj p. 2320 
30Glenn M. Blair, R., Se Jones, and Ray H. Simpson, Educational Psy= 
chology (New York» 1956) ~ p. 2420 
3lrbid.,, p .. 261 .. 
32rM.d. 9 po 251., 
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generalizations or to general principles built up in one activity and 
utilized in the other o ".3.3 He wri.tes that "experiments on the transfer of 
training in reasoning have shown conflicting results." However, he says 
th.at "it is encouraging to note that such a subject as geometry,~ 
deliberately taught 1Q. l:!i.ng about transfer, will bring about a de.finite 
improvement in reasoning ability in other subjects."34 Also he points 
out that when deliberately taught for transfer, "it seems safe to sa:y 
that Latin can be made to increase abilit;r to read and spell English 
'Words and to help in the mastery of'··some other languages ,.n.35 
Thusj it seems that the conception of mental discipline and trans-
fer of' le.arning held by the Council for Basie Education is a tenable 
theory in the literature of modern educational p,yehology. In chapter 
four of this st,udy it was shown that the Council relies upon Aristote-
lian principles as a philosophic support for their educational eommit-
m.ents.36 Indeed the Council states that "the ease for basic education 
.37 
rests on an unchanging philosophic faith or view of human natureo tt 
The Council maintains that man is primarily a "r~tional soul, 11 instead 
of an adaptive animall' and that the purpose of schooling is :'to educate 
the rational sou1~ 1v38 Since Aristotle is commonly thought to be a 
3.3stephens, Educational Ps,ycholog:v, Po 443 • 
.34Ibid., Po 437. 
35 Ibido, Po 4,38., 
36supra, PPol07-108o 
37Koerner~ ed.~ The ~ fQ.£ Basic Education_ (Boston-, 1959).,. 
p .. 80 
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faculty psychologist who advocated formal discipline,39 this raises the 
question as to whether the philosophic support of the Council is rooted 
in a conception of faculty psychologyo 
Regardless of interpretations to the contrary, Aristotle is neither 
a "facultyn psychologist nor a dualist with respect to the "rational 
soul" and consequently with respect to the mindo In fact, .Aristotle's 
philosophy provides the foundation for a functional conception of mind 
which has been emphasized by contemporary psychologists. In view of his 
meta.physical presuppositions concerning the relationship between form. and 
matter, AristotleDs theory of the mind-body relationship is monistie. 
For .Aristotle, the good of anything is relative to the function it per-
forms. Accordingly, he defines the soul as the essence, the form, or 
the actuality of the bodyo He statesi 
If, then, we have to give a general formula applicable to all kinds of 
soul, lJe must describe it as the first grade of actuality of a natural 
organized bodyo That is -why we ~an wholly dismiss as unnecessary the 
question whether the soul. and the body are one: it is as meaningless as 
to ask whether the wax and the shape given to it by the stamp are one 
u40 
-0 • 0 O 
In explaining further the nature of the soul,, Aristotle says that i,f "the 
eye were an animal==sight would have been its soul a o a from this it 
indubitably follows that the soul is inseparable from its body.. .. .. "41 
Consistently with his functional conception of soul, Aristotle analyzes 
the capacities of living things and classifies them according to certain 
psychic powersi the nutritive» the appetitive, the sensory, the locomo-
39see, for example~ James Mulhern, !. Historz Q! Education {New 
York 1959), Po 1670 
40 Aristotle, 110n the Soul, n The Basic ~ of Aristotle, ed. 
Richard McKeon (Nev York 1941) j p. 5550 
41Ibid.~ Po 556. 
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tive, and the power of thinkingo42 Sometimes he uses the term "faculty" 
in referring to these powers, but in its origi.nal meaning, facultas, 
implying the ability to do. There is no evidence that he attempts to 
reif'y these powers into entities which may be disciplined in the manner 
proposed by faculty psyehologistso Indeed, Aristotle does not consider 
as very important the question of whether the soul has "partstt or 
11facultieso n On this point, he writesi 
• o o One element in the soul is irrational and one has a rational 
principle o Whether these are separated as the parts of the body or of 
anything divisible are, or are distinct by definition but by nature in-
separable, like convex and eonea,re in the circumference of a circle, 
does not affect the present question.4.3 
In analyzing the nature of man, Aristotle reasons that man shares 
the irrational powers of nutrition and sensation with lower forms of 
life, but is qualitatively different in possessing a mind, the po-wer of 
reasoning, which he also refers to as the "rational souLtt In defining 
the mind, he says, 11 thus that in the soul which is called mind (by mind 
I mean that -whereby the soul thinks and judges) is, before it thinks, not 
actually any real thing o 1A4 
Since Aristotle holds that the good of anything is relative to the 
highest function it can perf'orm:1 and since the rational nature of man is 
his distinctive function, it follows that man can perfect his nature and 
rea.ch his highest fulf'ilL"ll.ent only through his intellectual powers in 
seeking w'isdom and understandingo And Aristotle concludes that 11for man, 
therefore, the life according to reason is best and pleasantest, since 
43A.ristotle 1 11 Nicomachean Ethics, 11 The Basic Works of Aristotle,p. 950. 
44Aristotle, 1~0n the Soult 11 Th~ :§,asic ~ of Aristotle, Po 590. 
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reason more than anything else isi rnanou45 However, he never makes a 
definit,ive analysis of ho1,;1 manu s intellectual powers may be trained or 
disciplined nor how transfer of learning may occur. On this point, the 
Aristotelian scholar, John Burnet 9 SC;l.ysg 
As to the education of the mindJ which he emphatically declared to be 
the crown of the whole proeess, we have not a single word in the Politics 
as it has come down to u.s. We can only inf~r that it would be in biology, 
history, physicsj and finally metaphysics.46 
In his Posterior Anal;y~i.£1§.9 however, Aristotle points out that the 
process of thinking should be empi:rfoal as well as rational, that t-wo 
types of procedures are involved in the process of discovering knowledge, 
the one inductive and the other deductive. Only after universals (gener-
al,.izations) have been established inductively, by moving from the partic-
ular to the uni,rersal, did he think it possible to employ the deductive 
method in the sJllogisrn.g 
•• o Scientific knowledge through demonstration is impossible unless a 
man knows the primary immediate premisses. • • o We conalude that 
these states of knowledge are neither innate in a determinate f"or.m.l' nor 
developed from other higher states o.:f' knowledge, but from sense-perception. 
••• Thus it is clear that we m:ust get to know the primary premisses by 
induction, for the method by -whtch even sense-perception implants the 
universal is inductiv-e.47 
It may be concluded that Aristotle is not an advocate of formal 
discipline based upon facul"CY psychology since he does not postulate 
ready=made powers wai'ting to be exercised and enlargedo However, the 
interpretation of men:tal discipline may be inferred i.n the sense that 
one disciplines bis mind through the inductive-deductive processes of 
thinking and judging in the liberal arts and scienc~s. And this is the 
45Aristotle, ''Nicomachean Ethics, n !~ Basic, Works of Aristotle J 
Po 11050 
46Jc1h:n Burnet, edo 9 !tl§1crt.le QB. Eduelation, (London 1905), p .. 1340 
47 Aristotle, 11Post,erior Analytics / 1 The Basic Works of Aristotle, 
pp., 185=1860 
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kind of mental discipline that the Council advocates in the educative 
process. 
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Thus, mental discipline, for the Council, means that the rational 
human processes can and should be developed through instruction based on 
organized subject mattero These processes, refe:rred to as the "power" 
or thinking by the Council, are the inductive methods of reaching scien-
tific conclusions and the deduetive methods or logical analysis. Follow-
ing the Aristotelian premise that manus happiness--that is, his final end 
or greatest good ...... consists essentially in intellectual activity, the 
Council for Basic Education stresses the processes of thinking. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
The problem of this dissertation was: what are the educational 
commitments and philosophical foundations of the Council for Basic Edu-
cation? In order to discover the educational commitments, the study 
made to solve the problem was limited to an ana:J..ysis of the documents 
published by the Council for Ba.sic Education and the publications of 
four members of the founding group: Arthur E. Bestor, Mortim~r Smith, 
Harold L. Clapp, and Harry J. Fullero .The part of the study concerned 
with philosophical foundaticms was limited to the publications of Arthur 
E. Bestor and Mortimer Smith, since these indivi.duals provided the intel-
lectual leadership for the Council and provided the only publications of 
philosophic importo 
The method of the study was philosophic rather than scientific in 
that it consisted of an analysis and interpretation of ideas instead of 
the manipulation of quantitative variableso It was partly inductive in 
that some conclusions 1...rere derived from the analysis of particular issues 
and positions; it was partly deductive in that the logical consequences 
implicit in certain premises vaere made explicit. Hence, this was a 
comprehensive and interpretive study not amenable to the precision of 
quantitative measurementso 
It was discovered that "Ghe .founders of the Council for Basic 
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EducaMon agreed among themselves and with the Council publications that 
the general aim of education should be intellectual training. However, 
this aim was expressed as having a twofold reference; it is a good for 
both the individual and society. It is good for the individual since it 
provides for the development of the highest qualities of man: first and 
more directly, the development of his rational nature; secondly and less 
directly, the development of his moral nature6 It is good for society in 
its bearing upon citizenship, since a democratic society, more than any 
other kind, needs intelligent citizens for its self perpetuation. 
In order to carry out these aims, the Council argues that a curric-
ulum consisting of basi.c education, conceived as comprising the liberal 
arts and sciences, should be upheld in public education. The argument rests 
upon two premises: first, basic educatjon liberates the mind from the 
bonds of ignorance through the acquisition of understanding the cultural 
heritage, and secont:l, basic education trains the mind to think through 
confrontation with the logical order and strqcture of the several disci-
plines. Thus, to learn the basic disciplines means more than the acquisi-
tion of knowledge and understandings; it means to develop intellectual 
power through thinking and reasoningo 
The most general conception of method was found to be that of mental 
discipline. Hov1ever, it was argued that in the elementary school more em-
phasis should be placed upon transmitting facts and symbols foundational 
to the process of mental discipline proper to be stressed in the secondary 
schoolo The teacher assists in the process by concentrating attention upon 
the thinking, judging, and reasoning implicit in the logical order of the 
intellectual disciplines. Little attention was given to procedures as 
such, the assumption seeming to be that the process of mental discipline 
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could be carried out in the leetu.re.? discussion, or problem method. The 
educative process, however, ~s represented consistently as comprising the 
particular forms of thinking, reaso~ing, and judging represented in the 
structure of the curri.culum contento Though interest, as a form of' motiva-
tion, was considered valuable, more attention was given to effort as an 
inspiring ideal in the educative process. Interest and effort were repre-
sented as ideally culminating in self discipline, so that the student may 
be prepare;d to shoulder the personal responsibilities of citizenship. 
The analyses of educational commitments in chapter one were embedded 
within the context of criticisms of public education and certain profes-
sional groups in public education. In order to clarify the educational 
commitments, it was necessary to analyze the criticisms. The major criti-
cism is that the public schools have assumed too many responsibilities 
which are functions of' other institutions of sooiety. The Council makes 
a .distinction between indiscriminate learning, which occurs at all times 
in life, and the specific learning that should occur in the school as 
an institution of societyo The Council holds that unless the school 
limits its responsibility, it cannot penfOrm any responsibility effective-
lyq In criticizing certain groups in professional education the Council 
concludes that professional educators have exerted a "bureaucratic" in-
fluence on public education and have directed the goals of public educa-
tion toward vocationalism and Life Adjustment. The Council affirms that 
the Life Adjustment movement fosters anti-intellectualism and threatens 
the quality of basic education in the public school. Also, the Council 
opposes emphasis upon narrowly conceived vocational education, which is 
said to deprive future citizens of the intellectual training they should 
receive. While not wanting to abolish certain vocational programs, the 
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Council holds that the intellectual djsci.plines should receive priorityo 
The Council objected particularly to what it considered to be too much 
emphasis on professional educatfon :in the preparation of teachers. In 
an avowed effort to become a focus for those who are discontented with 
public education and to reorient public school theory and practice, many 
of the criticisms of the Council were caustic in nature. However, a 
rather conciliatory attitude toward professional educatlon is suggested 
by the fact that members of the Council have attended meetings of the 
National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards and 
have participated in discussions aimed at some type of reconciliation. 
One member of the founding group, Mort.imer Smith, believes that the 
philosophical basis of c1:mtemporary anti-intellectualism is the pragma-
tism of John Dewey and the reconst,ructionism of · Theodore Bra.meld. He 
points out that these philosophies promote the relat:ivit;v of values and 
an undue emphasis upon the group to the exclusion of the individual. To 
him, both of these philosophies are detrimental to basic education, sinee 
basic education strives to uphold objective intellectual values as a 
principle of public education instead of the expediency of adjustment to 
immediate 11 real life 11 exper:i.ences. In cri·ticizing harshly some programs 
represented in public education the Council is insisting that educational 
opportunities for individual excellence should be broadened in a demo-
cratic society. Moreover, the Council holds that this objective is not 
only more compatible with democracy than "Life Adjustment, n but is 
actually necessary for the perpetuation of a truly democratic society. 
S:ince it was found that Arl,hur E. Bestor and Mortimer Smith provide 
the intellectual leadership for the Ccnmcil, the study of' philosophical 
foundations was limited to an analysis of their works. It was shown 
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that Bestor»s basic philosophy is consi13tent with Ari.stotelian realismo 
There are both empirical and rational elements in Bestor•s theory of 
knowledge. Though.experience and reason are both sources of knowledge, 
Bester exalts the intellect above the senses. He regards thinking and 
judging as forms of reasoning in which knowledge is discovered. Thinking, 
he conceives as the application of' intellectual powers implied·~ in the 
disciplines, wh~ch includes inductive, deductive, experimental, and 
normative ty:pe,.s of inquiries. Judging, as a method of reasoning independ-
ent of empirical elements, is also stressedo For Bestor, these are the 
ways man can discover approximate knowledge of an objective truth and 
gain understanding and wi~domo 
Mortimer Smith agrees with Bestor that there is an objective truth 
al)Gl.rt from man and that knowledge is discovered rather than createdo But 
though he believes that experience and reason are both sources of knowl-
edge, he holds with Plato that int~ition is a source of arriving at some. 
moral truthso Thus, he differs from Bestor in affirming that man can 
gain more than approximate knoli.lledge through intuitive insight. Both 
agree that the scientific method is not the only way to gain knowledge, 
but Smith stresses this point more strongly in his objections to pragma-
tism and positivism. 
No definitive statements concerning the nature of reality were dis-
cernible. However, it was found that both agree upon the proposition 
that the universe is characterized by stability, regularity, and certain-
ty rather than by chaos and instability. This metaphysical tenet forms 
the basis for their belief in absolute values and ultimate truths which 
transcend the apparent change in the universeo This implies a purposive 
vie-w and lays the foundation for values. 
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It was discovered that the highest value is. self realization, t.e., 
the fulfillment of the highest capacity of man. Though Bestor stresses 
the.intellectual powers, Smith stresses the moral and spiritual powers of 
man,. In both, t:tie good life is thought to consist in aotiviti?s guided 
by reason and moral reflection and in intellectual and cultural.values. 
Self realization is considered good for society as well as for the indi-
vidual, since the good society is the society made up of good men. This 
is a standard of goodness which is teleological in nature, since it refers 
to the fulf'illment of the highest capacity of man as man. 
It was found that the essence 0£ man is the characteristics which 
distinguish him from other forms of.life. For Bestor, the essence of 
man is his rational nature; for Smith it is moral and spiritual as well 
as rational. This is to say that aestor embraces the Aristotelian con-
cept$.on of man, whereas Smith is more of a Platonist or pe:rhaps a repre-
sentative of the traditional Christian conception of man. He seems to 
hold to a conception of personal immortalityo Both Bestor and Smith agree 
that man has a universal quality, that man is distinctive in kind from 
other t'orms of life a Thus 1 although man share.a his sentient and vegeta-
tive functions with animals, he is unique in possessing the ability to 
think and judge and reasonc 
Since mental discipline was found to be a crucial argument supporting 
the position of the Council, an analysis of this conception and its rela-
tion to formal discipline and faculty psychology was indicated. It was 
found that Bestor and the Council, unlike the formal disciplinarians and 
faculty psychologists, do not postulate separate entities or faculties 
of the mind, such as memory, perception, observation, or acuteness, which 
may be sharpened by almost acy. kind of abrasive material. Instead, mental 
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discipline, to Bestor and the Council, refers to the power of thinking 
in specific ways which is charaicteristic of specific disciplines such as 
language, history, mathematics, and scienceo While content is considered 
important, it is the logical order and structure of the disciplines which 
impels thinking and enables one to form generalizations. Bestor and the 
Oounc:i..l hold that transfer of learning occurs when one applies these 
enduring generalizations to new situationso It was shown that there is 
much experimental evidence which substantiates transfer of learning in 
this rnannero Moreover, it was shown ·that there is no basis in fact for 
classifying Aristotle as a facv.lty psychologist. However, one may infer 
that Aristotle held the conception of mental discipline in the sense that 
one disciplines his mind through the process of thinking and judging in 
the liberal artso And this is precisely what the founders of the Council 
uphold as Aristotelianso 
Conclusions 
In chapter one certain documents critical of the Council for Basic 
Education were cited in which it -was stated (1) that the Council 1s posi-
tion is not rooted in a democratic philosophy, but is rooted in a move-
ment that seeks to foster an uelite 11 concept in public education, (2) that 
the Council offers a nstale promise of mental training" based upon faculty 
psychology and 11dilapidated theories:ti of transfer of learning, and (3) 
that the Council is attempting 1'to shake the confidence11 of the public 
in its schools. However, the findings of this, s·tudy indicate (1) that 
the Council is opposed to mediocrity in education and attempts to recon-
cile the ideal of universal education with quality, (2) that the theories 
and practices of the Council do not appear to be based upon faculty 
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psychology, but upon a conception of mental discipline and transfer of 
training which is substantiated in the current literature of educational 
psychology, and (3) that, although the Council resorts to satirical 
publications and uses caustic terms to criticize public education, it 
is seeking to promote public confidence in the ideal of qualitative 
excellence for all students. 
The findings of this study indicate further that the educational 
commitments and philosophical foundations of the Council for Basic Educa-
tion may be identified. The founders of' the Council agree among them-
selves and with the Council publications that the aim of public education 
should be intellectual training. This aim is considered to be an intrin-
sic good for the individual and the best form of preparation for citizen-
ship in a democratic society. The Council uses the term "basic education" 
to refer to the curriculum which is conceived as comprising the liberal 
arts and sciences. Basic education is the means whereby the process of 
mental discipline can be provided. Mental discipline refers to the 
particular forms of thinking, judging, and reasoning represented in the 
structure or the curriculum content. 
The philosophical foundations of the Council for Basic Education are 
consistent with Aristotelian realism. Arthur E. Bestor and Mortimer Smith', 
agree that experience and reason are sources of knowledge, yet they exalt 
the intellect above the senses. Both agree that truth is objective and 
that knowledge is discovered rather than created; however, Smith also 
holds with Plato that intuition is the source of some moral truths. Agree-
ment was also expressed upon the proposiiion that man and the universe 
are characterized by stability and purpose rather than instability and 
chaos. The highest value is self realization, the fulfillment of man's 
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highest capacity o For Bester man us highest, capacity is his rational 
nature, for Smith it is moral as well as rational. Both agree that man 
is distinctive in kind from other forms of life and is unique in po~ess-
ing the ability ·bo reason. Thus, the fundamental idea of what consti-
tutes the good life is derived from the concep·!;ion of values and the 
conception of' the nature or' man •. This is essentially an Aristotelian 
view. Since Aristotle holds that the good of anything is relative to the 
highest function it can perform and since the rational nature of man is 
his distinctive funcrtion, it f'ollo-ws that man can perfect his nature and 
reach his highest fulfillment only th.rough his intellectual powers. 
If one accepts the judgment of Mortimer Smith that the founders of' 
the Council are rthuma.nists," then a final clarification must be made. 
It is evident that they are not naturalistic hmnanists in the pragmatic 
traditiono Neither do they urge a return to the "glories" of ancient 
Greece and Rome via the classic:s in the manner advocated by Renaissance 
humanists. It may be concluded, however, that the founders are rational 
1 
humanists. "Rationa.ln in the sense that they accept certain ancient 
Greek insights into the nature of man and values; "humanists" in the 
sense that they emphasize the worth of the individual and hold that the 
good life consists in perfecting the highest capacity latent in man. 
1,ia,n1 s humanity thus lies in his rationality~ Through the freedom of 
self determination and the realization of the potentialities of human 
nature 1 they have f'aith that ·the common good of society -will become 
maximized. The good society thus arises through the creativity of man, 
~he term "classical humanists" would also be appropriate, except 
the word "classical" carries certain connotations concerning the curriculum 
which would be misleadingo 
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which is dependent upon his intellectual power and freedom, and these 
values are dependent upon corn.rnitments to basic educatlon. Thus, as 
rational humanists, the founders of' the Council for Basic Education be-
lieve that life should have a signif'icance that transcends utilitarian 
concerns, and that education as an institution should seek to improve 
the quality of ht1.lllan life in both the individual and society. 
Recommendatjons for Further Study 
.A study of this nature inevitably raises many questions which, 
though not wi t,hin the scope of' the study, would be worthy of investiga-
tion. Since the findings suggest a simi.lari'ty to the educational philos-
ophy of Robert M .. Hutchins an.d Mortimer J. Adler, it is recommended that 
a study be made to discover the similari'ties and differences, H' aey, 
among the positions of these Aristotelians and that of the Council for 
Basic Edtlca't;ion. Moreover, it, is recommended that the position of the 
Council be compared with the educational commitments of the recent 
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